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ABSTRACT
The coordinated use of multiple data resources in computer networks 
has been inhibited by the heterogeneity of data types and forms used by 
various data providers. Research has indicated the feasibility of automatic 
mapping of data to required forms as an approach to two incompatibility 
problems. A study of the chemical identifiers used in 161 machine-readable 
bibliographic, numeric, and algorithmic sources of chemical data has indi­
cated that direct linkage by shared identifier between any particular pair 
of data bases is unlikely. Computer programs forming a prototype mapping 
system have been constructed and used to generate indirect linkages joining 
virtually all pairs of data resources by mapping paths of direct linkages to 
and among resources that can function as translators, changing the form of 
the supplied data so they can function as input to the desired data resource 
or to another translator. A study of a set of bibliographic data bases 
has identified a generalized set of data elements capable of containing 
the majority of information contained in existing data bases. Those data 
elements were formed into a hierarchical structure of compound and simple 
elements, and the feasibility of automatically mapping existing data bases 
into that structure was demonstrated. A "Directory of Chemical Data Bases" 
has been assembled using the data gathered for this project and is available 
as Volume 2 of this report.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As of 1977 there were more than 360 publicly available computer-readable
bibliographic data bases containing some 70 million records of which 52 million
1are available for on-line interactive searching and retrieval. Additionally, 
there are hundreds of numeric data bases (often called data banks) and software 
packages for manipulating data bases. All of these are potentially available 
for resource sharing through networks. However, there are problems associated 
with data base networking. The most difficult problems do not relate to hard­
ware and communications technology but to the data bases themselves.
Almost every individual data base stands as a unique entity organized for 
unique purposes. There is no commonality of organization, format, content, 
method of representation, etc. While individual data bases are organized within 
themselves and multiple data bases produced by one supplier may have common 
formats, it is glaringly evident that there is no standardization that applies 
to the multiplicity of data bases in use today. Many may contain the same 
data elements but the tagging, coding and nomenclature vary. Many of the 
numeric data bases contain implicit relationships to other numeric data bases 
and to bibliographic data bases. Similarly, many bibliographic data bases con­
tain implicit relationships to each other and to the numeric ones. Unfortu­
nately, for very few data bases of any type have the relationships been expli­
citly pointed out, nor have the software systems been provided to permit a 
searcher to exploit the relationships. That is, very few of the data bases are
connected to each other in a manner that would permit a user to search one file
2and use data obtained from that file in order to access a second file. Al-
^Williams, M.E. "Data Base and Online Statistics -- 1971 in Bulletin of 
American Society for Information Science Vol. 4_ No. 2 Dec. 1977
2Exceptions are a couple of Predicast Inc. data bases and some of the Chemical 
Abstracts Service data bases
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though the connections do not exist, there are data elements within many of 
the data bases that would permit the connection or linkage between multiple 
files to be made. There are commonly held data elements that could provide 
linkages between them and which could serve as routes to go from one file to 
another file. Thus, the potential for data base mapping or computer linkage 
between files does exist, even though the potential has not yet been realized.
A research project entitled "Data Base Mapping Model and Search Scheme 
to Facilitate Resource Sharing" was carried out at the University of Illinois, 
with National Science Foundation sponsorship, in order to test the feasibility 
of the mapping concept through development of a mapping model.
The purposes of the Data Base Mapping Model and Search Scheme (DBMMSS) 
project, were to (1) develop a pro tern mapping system that would suffice for 
testing the mapping approach to formatting bibliographic data bases and for 
mapping chemical data bases; (2) map chemical data bases showing linkages in 
terms of chemical data base/chemical identifier relationships;(3) map the 
data elements and microelements of bibliographic data bases to a standard 
format; and (4) develop general design criteria for a mapping system.
The purpose of the bibliographic data base/data element work was to 
demonstrate the potential for automatic mapping or conversion of data bases 
into a common format. The common microelements contained within the biblio­
graphic data elements were shown as basic building blocks that would fit into 
a common structure called the DBMMSS structure. The purpose of the chemical 
data base/chemical data element mapping work was to demonstrate the feasibility 
of using the results of a search of one data base as access points to search 
another data base. The work was restricted to the field of chemistry as a 
test case. Chemistry was selected because both the need for and potential for 
mapping are greater in chemistry than in other fields. It also provides a
-3-
"worst case" situation because of the nomenclature problem. Results would 
apply to numeric data bases in other fields or across fields.
As a result of the project: (1) A pro tem mapping system was developed
and used to test the mapping of bibliographic data base elements; (2) A gener­
alized bibliographic data base structure (the DBMMSS structure) was developed 
and both data bases and data base standards were automatically mapped to the 
structure^ thereby indicating the technical feasibility of automatically con­
verting multiple data bases to a common structure based on the common micro­
elements in them; (3) Chemical data bases were linked to each other on the 
basis of chemical identifiers that were common to pairs of data bases— the 
linkages showed the capability of mapping from one chemical data base to other 
chemical data bases via the chemical identifier elements held in common by 
pairs of data bases; (4) Design requirements for the software support for a 
mapping system were established— they should encompass: a powerful query
language, an efficient editor, a simple data entry program, and flexible out­
put and reformatting capabilities. A mapping system should be efficient and 
able to recognize the best way to achieve the results of a query without 
imposing excessive overhead.
In a more general way the results of the chemical mapping work indi­
cate the feasibility of mapping between and among numeric and bibliographic 
data bases regardless of discipline. The essential factor is commonality of 
data elements in multiple files. Because the need is greater in the field of 
chemistry it is more likely that we will see a mapping system, or distributed 
data bases, implemented in chemistry before other fields. However, the potential 
is obvious in areas such as law, where case numbers would function as data ele­
ments; in procurement and inventory systems, where parts numbers and assembly 
numbers would function as data elements; and in any area or system wherein 
standard or generally accepted classification, numbering, registration, or 
tagging schemes are employed.
-5-
2 .____ RATIONALE FOR MAPPING RESEARCH
2.1 Chemical Data Base Problems
There are in existence today some five to seven million unique chemical 
compounds and there are also some 40 to 50 different ways of naming, drawing 
or otherwise representing compounds. The variety of systems of nomenclature, 
graphic representations, line notations, formulas, etc., means that it is 
possible for any given compound to be represented or identified in dozens 
of different ways— any of which may be correct and acceptable for someone's 
purposes. An extreme example of this is the fact that in the CHEMLINE data 
base at the National Library of Medicine there are many compounds for which 
they have dozens of names and at least one for which they have more than one 
hundred names. The basic problem is that there are millions of compounds 
and dozens of ways of identifying them. No single data base contains all of 
the names that can be associated with a compound. Some data bases contain 
only one name or identifier for chemical substances in the file and others con­
tain two or three identifiers. The user or searcher who wishes to obtain data 
relative to a specific compound from a data base has no guarantee that the way 
he names the compound is the way the compound is named in the file that contains 
the data he wants. If he needs different kinds of data (e.g. carcinogenic 
effects data, toxicity data, and various types of analytic data) for the same 
compound and those data are contained in several different files he may 
have to access each file using different nomenclature. The access points, 
handles, or identifiers for compounds are different in different files.
Ideally, it would be possible for a user to identify a compound— in, for
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example, the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics— and then using the IUPAC name 
search a Chemical Abstracts Service data base; the result of that search would 
give him a CAS Registry Number for the compound; if the searcher wanted toxicolo­
gical and carcinogenicity data for the compound the Registry Number could be 
used as a search term or access point to gain access to a Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) file; output from that FDS search might include a Wiswesser 
Line Notation (WLN) for the compound and the WLN could then be used as an 
access point in a National Cancer Institute (NCI) file.
A scenario such as this describes a situation that could exist with today’s 
data bases and technology but which does not exist. At present one cannot pro­
ceed from file to file to pick out all the relevant data about a compound from 
multiple files, because the file interconnections do not exist. These intercon­
nections are needed not only between data bases in a given discipline such as 
chemistry, but between bibliographic data bases, numeric data bases, algorithms, 
and conversion table type data bases. All of these types of files should be 
interconnected,and the connections should be provided through the commonly held 
data elements that constitute potential linkages. The data elements that 
function as links may be names of entities of various types, subject des­
criptions, the names of the centers that process the files, or the search 
systems that are used to access the files. In all cases commonly held data 
elements provide the linkages between files, centers and search systems.
Some data bases contain explicit linkages. For example, the CASIA file of 
the Chemical Abstracts Service is a file that in essence constitutes an index 
to Chemical Abstracts (CA). It contains index terms and CA reference numbers.
7-
CA Condensates is the data base that contains CA references in machine readable 
form. CA reference numbers exist in both data bases. The index terms in CASIA 
are associated with reference numbers which lead to the appropriate references 
in CACon. Thus, these two data bases are linked and the linkage is explicit 
and intended. There are many other data bases that contain linkages but 
those linkages are not explicit and the files that can be connected by them 
are not necessarily created by the same data base producer. If a given entity, 
such as a chemical, is identified in multiple files but is identified with 
variant names, formulas, or other identifiers, linkages can be established 
between the multiple files only if there are converters for the identifiers 
that are in the data bases. The converters may be of several types and may 
exist outside the data files or may be implied in the files. Converters that 
exist outside the files are conversion algorithms and conversion tables. Con­
verters that are implied within files are commonly held names. For example, 
consider the following scenario (see Figure 2.1 for flow diagram): I have com­
pound "Y" which I know by name "A" and I want X-ray diffraction data about 
the compound>but the X-ray diffraction file (file 3) does not use the "A" 
system of nomenclature; it uses systems "C" and "D". The Gas Chromatography 
file (file 1) does employ the "A" system of nomenclature as well as the "B" 
system but does not contain the desired X-ray data. If an intermediary file 
exists that can be used to convert a name in the "A" system to the "C" system 
then I can obtain the desired data. In figure 2.1 a Mass Spectroscopy file 
(file 2) employs nomenclature or chemical identifiers of systems MB" and "C". 
Thus, file 2 can function as a converter or conversion data base to convert
I
00
I
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the name of a compound "Y" from nomenclature system "A" to nomenclature system "C.' 
Using name "C" for MY" I can then search file 3 to get my X-ray diffraction data.
Figure 2.1 shows how a data base can function as a converter for nomen­
clature to provide a route or channel to get into a data base that has 
desired data. There are, in fact, many data bases that contain potential 
linkages to other data bases. The commonality of data elements between any 
two data bases can function as a link or route. The potential for data base 
linkages is considerable and is exploitable. There are, of course, constraints 
and these will be discussed at the end of the paper. The purpose of the 
DBMMSS project was to show the potential and to point out the direction for 
a network that could link data bases. No such network has been planned or 
established, but some ground work has been laid.
2.2 Bibliographic Data Base Problems
There are in existence today some 400 publicly available bibliographic 
data bases, and these data bases are formatted in a wide variety of ways.
Some few adhere to "standards" and many do not. The general problem of adher- 
ance to standards is a broad one as standards may apply to many different 
aspects of data bases ranging from the physical or machine-oriented problems 
of character code and tape specifications to tape and record format spec­
ifications, to content designation and definition of data elements, and 
finally to data representation. There is no complete set of standards 
covering all these areas and applicable to the wide range of bibliographic 
data bases in existence. The International Standards Organizations and the 
American National Standards Institute have published standards governing
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record format. ANS Z39/2-1971 and ISO 2709-1973 both specify the "empty 
container" directory-type format for bibliographic references. MARC, ANSI/ 
COSATI, UNIMARC, and UNISIST/ICSU-AB are all implementations of ISO 2709.
They specify content designation and tagging. Standards regarding data 
representation are lacking except for specific sub areas.
Although some standards exist few data base producers find that they 
can be implemented "as is" and applied to all of the types of items in 
their data bases. Many producers have developed their own internal standards 
and some seem oblivious of the problem altogether. One data base producer 
that has developed a detailed, well thought out internal standard is Chemical 
Abstracts Service (CAS). CAS uses its Standard Distribution Format Tor 
the data bases it produces. Because no single standard is implemented by 
all data bases., the processors of data bases are left with the problem of 
converting all incoming data bases to their own internal format. Different 
processors group data elements differently and invert files differently, 
and consequently the users of their systems must adjust to the different 
data base configurations.
This problem led to the consideration of data base mapping as a possible 
solution. The contention was that bibliographic data bases could be broken 
down into their smallest micro-elements or atomic components. These micro­
elements could then be used to build up intermediate standard elements and 
macro-elements. If data elements in producer data bases adhere to external or 
internal standards and if the elements are tagged, delimited, or located in 
fixed fields they are machine-identifiable. If elements are machine-identifiable
-11
they can then be algorithmically converted to a different structure. The 
problem we addressed here was the development of a structure for bibliographic 
data elements, the identification of those elements in existing data bases, 
and the assessment of the machine-identifiability of elements based on data 
base producer documention.
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3. CHEMICAL DATA BASES— DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Data Acquisition
In order to acquire a realistic sample of chemical data bases for test­
ing in the DBMMSS we searched the literature to identify data bases and then 
contacted organizations (governmental, industrial and educational) that had 
developed chemical data bases. We acquired information regarding three general 
types of chemical data bases; (1) bibliographic, (2) numeric, and (3) algorithmic.
3.1.1 Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion of Data Bases for the DBMMSS 
Most of the data bases about which we acquired information were included
in the study. Others were omitted for a variety of reasons that are explained 
below.
Data bases were included in the DBMMSS study if they:
1 . were in machine-readable form;
2. included information on and were searchable by chemical substance;
3. were currently maintained or available; and
4. contained information that was readily available to us.
A number of files were omitted from the study for any one of several reasons.
A file was omitted if it:
1. was a non-U.S. file for which there was no U.S. source of infor­
mation;
2 . did not cover chemical substances from a chemical point of view 
but rather dealt with peripheral areas such as metals, materials, 
ceramics, composites etc.;
3. was not in computer-readable form;
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4. was a system that merely pulled together other data bases 
without creating a new data base;
5. was no longer maintained; or
6 . required restrictions on access or disclosure that did not permit 
us to obtain full enough information within the time limita­
tions of the project.
A few private industrial data bases were included,for study purposes only. 
These private or industrial files were included because they contained data 
elements that would be useful in showing the potential for mapping. It was 
clearly understood that these data were made available for research purposes 
only, and that they would not be a part of any future system (should a system 
ever be developed) without the express permission of the producer and only 
with specified access limitations.
Among the types of systems and programs that were omitted from the study 
even though they include chemical data were:
1. programs for drawing 3-dimensional pictures of crystals ;
2. data compression programs for storing pictorial representations 
of molecules (as done by the Squibb system);
3. programs for manipulating crystallographic data; and
4 . programs employing energy minimization,
3.1.2 Data Content Tagging and Survey Instrument
The follow-on to our literature survey was a telephone survey to acquire 
data about the chemical data bases identified in the literature. The telephone
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survey was used also to obtain additional leads to other data bases not reported 
in the literature. In order to obtain consistent data about the data bases we 
designed a survey instrument (questionnaire form) and established a set of 
tags for unique identification of each type of data element for which we wished 
to acquire data. The survey instrument and tags were largely the same for both 
the chemical data base data portion of the project as described in sections 
three and four of this report and for the bibliographic data base data study 
described in sections five and six. A list of the tags arranged in tag number 
order is provided in Table 3,1.
3.1.3 Data Bases Included and Excluded
One hundred sixty-one chemical data bases were included in the DBMMSS 
study. Lists of all 161 data bases grouped within the three general types, 
bibliographic, numeric, and algorithmic,with full names spelled out are 
provided in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. The fully spelled out names are 
followed by abbreviated names in parentheses. Throughout the balance of 
the report the abbreviated names are used in order to save space and permit 
use of recognisable names in computer-generated listings that show mappings 
of data bases.
A list of chemical data bases and/or systems excluded from the DBMMSS 
study is provided in Table 3.5.
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BASIC INFORMATION
010 . 00
015.00
020 . 00
025.00
030 . 00
035.00
040.00
045.00 
050.10 
060 . 10
070 . 00
075.00
080 . 00  
085 . 10  
090 . 10  
090.20 
090.30
Name of data base - acronym/short name
Name of data base - full name
Former acronym/short name if different
Former name
Frequency of update
Number of tapes issued per year
Time span covered by data base
First available in machine readable form
For merged data base, name(s) of parent
For subset data base, name of parent
Required machine readable files
Related machine readable files
No correspondence with printed source
Printed source title(s)
Same references on tape and printed source 
Fewer references on tape than printed source 
More references on tape than printed source
PRODUCER/DISTRIBUTOR/GENERATOR INFORMATION
110.00
110.10
110. 20
110.30
110.40
110.50 
110.60 
130.00  
130.10  
130.20
130.30
130.40
130.50 
130.60  
150.00 
150.10 
150.20
150.30
150.40
150.50 
150.60
Producer: organization name 
Organization abbreviation 
Organization address and street 
For USA - city, state, zip 
For outside USA 
Organization telephone
Person to contact re. information about tapes
Distributor: organization name
Organization abbreviation
Organization address and street
For USA - city, state, zip
For outside USA
Organization telephone
Person to contact re. distribution of tapes
Generator of (physical) data base: organization name
Organization abbreviation
Organization address and street
For USA - city, state, zip
For outside USA
Organization telephone
Person to contact re. tape format, software data
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
Table 3.1 (1 of 7)
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AVAILABILITY AND CHARGES FOR DATA BASE TAPES
210.00 Current files —  issues
210.10 Lease of current files
210.20 License of current files
210.30 Purchase of current files
215.00 Restrictions on current files
220.20 On-line royalty on current files
225.20 Batch royalty on current files
230.00 Current files not commercially available
240.00 Back files —  issues
240.10 Lease of back files
240.20 License of back files
240.30 Purchase of back files
245.00 Restrictions on back files
250.20 On-line royalty on back files
255.20 Batch royalty on back files
260.00 Back files not commercially available
270.00 Sample tapes —  issues
270.10 Lease of sample tapes
270.20 License of sample tapes
270.30 Purchase of sample tapes
275.00 Restrictions on sample tapes
280.20 On-line royalty on sample tapes
285.20 Batch royalty on sample tapes
290.00 Sample tapes not commercially available
SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF DATA ON TAPE
310.00 Subject matter and scope
320.00 Subject category
330.00 Target user community
340.00 Approx, number source items as of Dec. 1975
345.00 Approx, number of distinct chemicals in the data base 
as of Dec. 1975
350.00 Anticipated growth rate (avg. no. source items added per 
year)
360.10 Percent journal articles
360.11 Of these journal articles, what percent are published 
in English
360.12 No. journals from which all articles are entered
360.13 No. journals from which selected articles are entered
360.14 Approx, total no. of journal titles reviewed for input
360.20 Percent govt, reports/documents
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
Table 3.1 (2 of 7)
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360.30 Percent patents
360.31 Of these patents, what percent are USA
360.40 Percent monographs, published proceedings, theses, etc. 
360.50 Percent preprints, papers presented at conferences 
360.60 Percent manufacturers' catalogs 
360.70 Percent news items from releases, press reports, 
broadcasts, etc.
360.80 Percent other
360.81 Description of other 
360.90 Percent total (100$)
SUBJECT ANALYSIS/INDEXING DATA
410.00 No special subject analysis/indexing data
415.00 Enriched titles
415.10 Average no. of added terms/title
420.00 Uncontrolled keywords
420.10 Average no. of keywords/document
425.00 Controlled keywords (from thesaurus)
425.10 Average number of terms/document
430.00 Subject headings
430.10 Average no. of subject headings/document
435.00 Subject Coding or classification scheme
435.10 Subject coding classification scheme used
435.20 Average number of categories/document
445.00 Short phrases or word strings
445.10 Average number of phrases or strings/document
Chemical Identifiers
(nomenclature codes, notations, fragmentation schemes):
461.00 
461.10 
461.20  
461.25 
461.30 
461.40 
461.50
461.60
461.61
461.62
461.63
461.64
IUPAC name 
Trade name(s)
Synonyms
Foreign synonyms 
CA 8th Collective Index name 
CA 9th Collective Index name 
Chemical name from source of data 
Other systematic nomenclature(s)
CA 7th Collective Index name 
United States Adopted Name (USAN)
Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction Standards 
nomenclature for inorganic compounds 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
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462.00 
462.10
462.20
462.21
462.22
462.23
462.24
462.25
462.30 
462.40
462.50 
462.60 
462.85
463.00 
463.20
463.30
463.51
463.52
464.00
480.00
Molecular formula fragments 
WLN fragments 
Name fragments
CA 9th Collective Index name fragments
Synonym fragments
Medical Subject Heading fragments
CA 8th Collective Index name fragments
Trade name fragments
Elemental ring analysis fragments
Ring size fragments
RING CODE
CAS fragment code
Component line formula fragments
Wiswesser Linear Notation
Molecular formula
Mechanical Chemical Code
Elemental Ring Analysis
Component line formula
CA Connection table
No chemical nomenclature is used
BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASE ELEMENTS PRESENT ON TAPE
505.00
510.00
511.00
512.00
513.00
514.00
515.00 
520.00 
525.00
530.00
531.00
532.00
535.00
536.00
540.00
541.00
545.00
546.00
547.00
548.00
548.01
No bibliographic data elements 
Author(s)
Author address 
Editor(s)
Editor address 
Corporate author(s)
Corporate author address
Title of item (original lang., translat., translit.)
Title of source item
Bibliographic reference (volume,issue)
Page(s), inclusive or total
Date (publication date of item, dates for patents) 
Publisher
Place of publication
Cited references by source item: total number 
Cited references by source item: biblio. desc. 
Standard bibliographic codes: ISSN 
Standard bibliographic codes: CODEN 
Standard bibliographic codes: ISBN 
Standard bibliographic codes: other 
Specify other bibliographic codes
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
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550.00 Abstract, summary-
555.00 Patent information
560.00 Report number
565.00 Language
570.00 Indication of type of item (e.g. jnl. art. 
govt, doc.)
575.00 Treatment code or level of approach
580.00 Item accession number, unique id
585.00 Price of item
mono.,
TAPE SPECIFICATIONS
610.00
620.00
620.10
620.20
620.30
630.00
640.00
650.00  
650.10
6 60 .00
660.05
660.10
660.11
660.20
Character code
Number of unique characters
Upper case only
Upper and lower case
Other, specify
Density: 556; 800; 1600
Number of tracks: 7; 9
Labels: present; not present
If labels present, what standard: IBM/OS; IBM/DOS; 
other
Record format: fixed; varying 
Record format: blocked; unblocked 
If blocked, number bytes/block 
Number bits/byte
Record format standard, if any: TEXTPAC; SDF; MARC II; 
other
SEARCH PROGRAMS
700 .0 0
710.00
715.00
720.00
725.00
730.00
730.10
730.20
730.30
730.40
730.50
730.60
Software name
SDI programs available from producer
SDI programs available from other source
Retrospective search programs available from producer
Retrospective search programs available from other source
Generator of (physical) data base of search program:
organization name
Organization abbreviation
Organization address and street
For USA - city, state, zip
For outside USA
Organization telephone
Person to contact for information about search programs
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
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740.00 
750.10 
750.20 
750.30 
750.40 
750.50
760 .00
77 0 .0 0
DATA BASE 
810.00  
820.00  
830.00
840.00
850.00
USER AIDS
91 0 .0 0
910.01
910 .0 2
910.03
910.04 
920.00  
920.01  
920.02
920.03
920.04 
930.00  
930.01
930.02
930.03
930.04
940.00
940.01
940.02
Programming language(s): Assembler; FORTRAN; PL/I; other 
Main frame on which software can be run 
Core requirement (minimum)
Storage devices (minimum)
Input devices (minimum)
Output devices (minimum)
Cost or range of charges for purchase or lease of 
search programs
Cost associated with software acquisition (e.g. 
installation fees; documentation)
SERVICES OFFERED
Data base is processed for on-line searching by: 
specify producer and/or other centers by name 
Data base is processed for batch searching by: 
specify producer and/or other centers by name 
Document delivery, reprographic services available from: 
specify producer and/or other sources by name 
Loan services available from: specify producer and/or 
other sources by name
Translation services available from: specify producer 
and/or other sources by name
OFFERED BY DATA BASE PRODUCER
Vocabulary/term list, thesaurus 
If available, give title
Brief description of vocabulary/term list, thesaurus 
Media: hardcopy; microfiche; microfilm; mag tape 
Price
Term frequency (postings) list
If available, give title
Brief description of term frequency list
Media: hardcopy; microfiche; microfilm; mag tape
Price
KLIC indexes
If available, give title
Brief description of KLIC indexes
Media: hardcopy; microfiche; microfilm; mag tape
Price
User manuals
If available, give title 
Brief description of user manual
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
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940.03 Media: hardcopy; microfiche; microfilm; mag tape
940.04 Price
950.00 Data base tape documentation
950.01 If available, give title
950.02 Brief description of tape documentation
950.03 Media: hardcopy; microfiche; microfilm; mag tape
950.04 Price
960.00 Other aids
960.01 If available, give title
960.02 Brief description of other aids
960.03 Media: hardcopy; microfiche; microfilm; mag tape
960.04 Price
Tags and Data Elements Used for DBMMSS 
Table 3.1 (7 of 7)
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1. Abstract Bulletin of the Institute of Paper Chemistry
—  The Institute of Paper Chemistry (ABIPC)
2. Abstracts on Health Effects of Environmental
Pollutants —  BioSciences Information Service (HEEP)
3. Air Pollution Technical Information Center —
Environmental Protection Agency (APTIC)
4. Battelle Energy Information Center —  Battelle (BEIC)
5. Bell & Howell TRANSDEX —  Micro Photo Division of Bell
& Howell (BELL & HOWELL TRANSDEX)
6 . BIOSIS PREVIEWS —  BioSciences Information Service
(BIOSIS PREVIEWS)
7. Brain Information Service —  Brain Information Service
(BIS)
8 . Bulletin of Thermodynamics and Thermochemistry —
National Bureau of Standards and University of 
Michigan and Texas A & M University and Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique and Northern 
Illinois University (BULLETIN OF THERMO)
9. CA CONDENSATES —  Chemical Abstracts Service (CACON)
10. CA INTEGRATED SUBJECT FILE —  Chemical Abstracts
Service (CAISF)
11. CA SUBJECT INDEX ALERT —  Chemical Abstracts Service
(CASIA)
12. CANCER Information on-LINE —  National Cancer
Institute (CANCERLINE)
13* CANCER Research PROJect and Clinical Protocols —  
National Cancer Institute (CANCERPROJ)
14. Cataloging and Indexing —  National Agricultural
Library (CAIN)
15. CHEMICAL INDUSTRY NOTES —  Chemical Abstracts Service
(CIN)
16. Chemical Market Abstracts —  PREDICASTS, Inc. (CMA)
17. Chemical Propulsion Abstracts —  Johns Hopkins
University (CPA)
18. CHEMICAL TITLES —  Chemical Abstracts Service (CT)
19. CHEMICAL-BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES —  Chemical Abstracts
Service (CBAC)
20. Class Code, Assignee, Index, Method Search— General,
Electrical,Mechanical —  IFI/Plenum Data Company 
(CLAIMS/GEM)
21. Class Code, Assignee, Index, Method Search-Chemistry
—  IFI/Plenum Data Company (CLAIMS/CHEM)
Chemical Data Bases— Bibliographic 
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22. Computer Based Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Literature
Retrieval System —  National Institute of Arthritis, 
Metabolism and Digestive Diseases and Preston 
Technical Abstracts Company (NMR)
23. Computerized Engineering Index —  Engineering Index,
Inc. (COMPENDEX)
24. Computerized Information Retrieval System of Gas
Chromatography Literature —  Preston Technical 
Abstracts Company (GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY)
25. Crystallographic Data Centre Bibliographic File —
Crystallographic Data Centre (CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA 
BIBL)
26. Current Programs —  World Meetings Information Center,
Inc. (CURRENT PROGRAMS)
27. Current Research Information System —  Current
Research Information Service (CRIS)
28. DRUGDOC —  Excerpta Medica Foundation (DRUGDOC)
29. ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT —  Chemical Abstracts Service
(ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT)
30. Electronic Properties Information Center —  Center for
Information and Numerical Data Analysis and Synthesis 
(EPIC)
31. ENERGY —  Chemical Abstracts Service (ENERGY)
32. ENERGY ABSTRACTS —  Engineering Index, Inc. (ENERGY
ABSTRACTS)
33. Energy Information Abstracts Tape Service —
Environment Information Center, Inc. (ENERGY 
INFORMATION ABS)
34. Environmental Mutagen Information Center —
Environmental Mutagen Information Center (EMIC)
35. Environmental Protection Agency Reports System —
National Technical Information Service (EPA REPORTS 
SYSTEM)
36. Environmental Science Index —  Environment Information
Center, Inc. (ESI)
37. EPILEPSY —  National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke (EPILEPSY)
38. Excerpta Medica —  Excerpta Medica Foundation (EM)
39. Excerpta Medica On-Line —  Excerpta Medica Foundation
(EMOL)
40. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY —  Chemical Abstracts
Service (FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY)
41. Food Science and Technology Abstracts —  International
Food Information Service (FSTA)
Chemical Data Bases— Bibliographic 
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42. Geological Reference File —  American Geological
Institute (GEOREF)
43. IFI Comprehensive Data Base —  IFI/Plenum Data Company
(IFI COMPREHENSIVE DATA BASE)
44. Index Chemicus Registry System —  Institute for
Scientific Information (ICRS)
45. Index to API Abstracts of Refining Literature —
American Petroleum Institute (APILIT)
46. Index to API Abstracts of Refining Patents —  American
Petroleum Institute (APIPAT)
47. Index to Scientific Reviews —  Institute for
Scientific Information (ISR)
48. INFORM —  ABI - INFORM (INFORM)
49. Information Bank, The —  The New York Times
Information Services, Inc. (INFORMATION BANK)
50. International Information Services in Physics,
Electrotechnology, Computers and Control —
Institution of Electrical Engineers (INSPEC)
51. International Pharmaceutical Abstracts Information
System —  American Society of Hospital Pharmacists (IPA)
52. Iowa Drug Information Service —  University of Iowa
(IDIS)
53* Mass Spectroscopy Literature —  Ames Laboratory (MASS 
SPECTROSCOPY LITERATURE)
54. MATERIALS —  Chemical Abstracts Service (MATERIALS)
55. MEDLARS ON-LINE —  National Library of Medicine
(MEDLINE)
56. Metals Abstracts Index —  American Society for Metals
(METADEX)
57. National Technical Information Service Bibliographic
Data File —  National Technical Information Service 
(NTIS)
58. Nuclear Science Abstracts —  Energy Research and
Development Administration (NSA)
59. Oceanic Abstracts —  Oceanic Abstracts (OCEANIC
ABSTRACTS)
60. Pesticidal Literature Documentation —  Derwent
Publications, Ltd. (PESTDOC)
61. Petroleum/Energy Business News Index —  American
Petroleum Institute (P/E NEWS)
62. Pharmaceutical Literature Documentation —  Derwent
Publications, Ltd. (RINGDOC)
Chemical Data Bases— Bibliographic 
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63. Pharmaceutical News Index —  Pharmaceutical News Index
(PNI )
64. POLLUTION ABSTRACTS —  POLLUTION ABSTRACTS (POLLUTION
ABSTRACTS)
65. POLYMER SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY —  Chemical Abstracts
Service (POST)
66. Psychological Abstracts Tape Editions Lease License —
American Psychological Association, Inc. (PATELL)
67. Science Citation Index —  Institute for Scientific
Information (SCI)
68. Searchable Physics Information Notices —  American
Institute of Physics (SPIN)
69. Selected Water Resources Abstracts —  Water Resources
Scientific Information Center (SWRA)
70. Smithsonian Science Information Exchange —
Smithsonian Science Information Exchange, Inc. (SSIE)
71. Specialized Textile Information Service —  Shirley
Institute (STI)
72. Textile Information Treatment Users' Service —
Institut Textile de France (TITUS)
73. Thermophysical Properties Research Center —  Center
for Information and Numerical Data Analysis and 
Synthesis (TPRC)
74. Toxic Materials Information Center General File —
Toxic Materials Information Center (TOXIC MATERIALS)
75. Toxicology Information On-Line —  Toxicology
Information Program (TOXLINE)
76. Underground Excavation and Rock Properties Information
—  Center for Information and Numerical Data Analysis 
and Synthesis (UERPIC)
77. Veterinary Literature Documentation —  Derwent
Publications, Ltd. (VETDOC)
78. World Aluminum Abstracts —  American Society for
Metals and Aluminum Association and European Primary 
Aluminum Association and Japan Light Metal Association 
and Aluminum Development Council (WAA)
Chemical Data Bases— Bibliographic 
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1. Abbott Automated Biological and Chemical Data System
—  Abbott Laboratories (Abbott ABCD System)
2. ARS Chemical/Biological Data for Pesticides
—  Agricultural Research Service (ARS Chem/Bio)
3. ASTRO-4 Applications File —  Food and Drug Administra­
tion (ASTRO-4 Applications)
4. ASTRO-4 Chemical Substructure File —  Food and Drug
Administration (ASTRO-4 Chemical Substructure)
5. Bird Toxicity and Repellency Data Base - U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (Bird Toxicity)
6. CA Chemical Names Dictionary —  Lockheed Information
Systems (CA Chemical Names)
7. CAS Chemical Registry Nomenclature File —  Chemical
Abstracts Service (CAS Chemical Registry Nomen)
8. CAS Chemical Registry Structure File —  Chemical
Abstracts Service (CAS Chemical Registry Structure)
9. Chemical Data Base —  Chemical Data Center, Columbus,
OH (Chemical Data Base)
10. Chemical Production and Use File —  National Cancer
Institute, Carcinogenesis Program (Chemical 
Production and Use)
11. Chemical Names File —  National Cancer Institute,
Division of Cancer Treatment (Chemical Names File)
12. Chemical Toxicological Data Retrieval System — U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (Chemical Toxicological 
Data Ret)
13. Chemline —  Toxicology Information Program, National
Library of Medicine (CHEMLINE)
14. CIDS (Chemical Information and Data System) —
U.S. Army (CIDS)
15. Combination Chemotherapy Master File —  National
Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer Treatment 
(Combination Chemotherapy Master)
16. Component Information for Chemical Consumer Products
— U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission,
Bureau of Biomedical Science (Component Info 
for Consumer Prod)
17. CPSC Chemical Abstracts Registry Number Data Base
— U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission,
Bureau of Biomedical Science (CPSC Chemical 
Abstracts Registry)
18. CPSC Lab Analysis Data Base —  U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission, Bureau of Biomedical 
Science (CPSC Lab Analysis)
Chemical Data Bases— Numeric 
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19. CRC Atlas of Spectral Data and Physical Constants
—  Chemical Rubber Company (CRC Atlas)
20. Crystal Data Tape —  National Bureau of Standards
Crystal Data Tape)
21. Crystallographic Data Centre Structural Data file
—  Crystallographic Data Centre (Crystallographic 
Data Structural)
22. DCP (Directory of Chemical Producers) —  Stanford
Research Institute, Chemical Industries Center 
(DCP)
23. DR&D Chemical Information System Bibliography file
—  National Cancer Insitute, Division of 
Cancer Treatment (DR&D CIS Bibliography)
24. DR&D Chemical Information System Chem Search file
—  National Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer 
Treatment (DR&D CIS Chem Search)
25. DR&D Chemical Information System Cross Reference
file —  National Cancer Institute, Division 
of Cancer Treatment (DR&D CIS Cross Reference)
26. DR&D Chemical Information System Extended Molecular
Formula file —  National Cancer Institute,
Division of Cancer Treatment (DR&D CIS Extended 
Molecular Form)
27. DR&D Chemical Information System Substance file
—  National Cancer Institute, Division of 
Cancer Treatment (DR&D CIS Substance)
28. DRLS (Drug Registration and Listing System) —
Food and Drug Administration, Bureau of Drugs 
(DRLS)
29. EPA Pesticide Chemical Cross-Reference file —
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of 
Pesticides Programs (EPA Pesticide Chemical 
X-Ref)
30. EPA Pesticides Product Label file —  Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Pesticides Programs 
(EPA Pesticides Product Label)
31. Exposure Dictionary for the National Occupational
Hazards Survey —  National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health, Hazards 
Surveillance Branch (Exposure Dictionary)
32. FDA Cosmetics Registry —  Food and Drug Administration,
Division of Cosmetics Technology (FDA Cosmetics 
Registry)
33. FDA Dictionary —  Food and Drug Administration,
Bureau of Foods (FDA Dictionary)
Chemical Data Bases— Numeric 
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34. FDA Drug Experience File —  Food and Drug Administration,
Bureau of Drugs (FDA Drug Experience)
35. FDA Poison Control File —  Food and Drug Administration,
Bureau of Drugs (FDA Poison Control)
36. FIRST (Fragment Information Retrieval of Structures
System) —  Aldrich Chemical Co. (FIRST)
37. HISTOX (Historical Toxicology Information/Data
System) —  National Cancer Institute, Division 
of Cancer Treatment (HISTOX)
38. ILP (Industry Liaison Program) —  Edgewood Arsenal
Industry Liaison Office (ILP)
39. IRIS (Infrared Information System) —  Sadtler
Research Labs (IRIS)
40. JANAF Thermochemical Tables (Joint Army Navy Air
Force Thermochemical Tables) —  Air Force Office 
of Scientific Research (JANAF Tables)
41. Manlabs-NPL Thermodynamic Data Bank —  National
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Eng. (Manlabs-NPL)
42. MSSS (Mass Spectral Search System) —  Mass Spectrometry
Data Center, Aldermaston, Eng. (MSSS)
43. National Drug Code Directory Tape —  Food and Drug
Administration, Bureau of Drugs (National Drug 
Code Directory)
44. National Screening Center Compound Name file —  The
Franklin Institute (National Screening Center Comp)
45. NIH-EPA CNMR Data Base —  National Heart and Lung
Institute (NIH-EPA CNMR)
46. OHM-TADS (Oil and Hazardous Materials Technical
Assistance Data System) —  Environmental 
Protection Agency, Oil and Special Materials 
Control Division (OHM-TADS)
47. PDF (Powder Diffraction File) —  Joint Committee
on Powder Diffraction Standards (PDF)
48. Pesticides Index —  Entomological Society of America
(Pesticides Index)
49. Pilot Data Base for Hazardous Substances —  U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission, Bureau of 
Biomedical Science (Pilot DB for Hazardous 
Sub)
50. Protein Data Bank —  Brookhaven National Laboratory
(Protein Data Bank)
51. Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances —
National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (Registry of Toxic Effects)
Chemical Data Bases— Numeric 
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52. Sadtler Standard Infrared Prism Spec-Finder —  Sadtler 
Research Labs (Sadtler Infrared Prism)
53* Sadtler Standard Infrared Grating Spec-Finder —  Sadtler 
Research Labs (Sadtler Infrared Grating)
54. Sadtler Standard Name/Formula file —  Sadtler
Research Labs (Sadtler Name/Formula)
55. Sadtler Standard NMR Chemical Shift file —  Sadtler
Research Labs (Sadtler NMR)
56. Sadtler Standard UV Locator —  Sadtler Research Labs
(Sadtler UV)
57. Searle Biological Reporting System —  G.D. Searle and
Co. (Searle Bio)
58. Searle Internal File —  G.D. Searle and Co. (Searle
Internal)
59. Searle Mutagens File —  G.D. Searle and Co. (Searle
Mutagens)
60. Single Drug Master File —  National Cancer Institute,
Division of Cancer Treatment (Single Drug Master 
File)
61. Squibb Chemical-Biological Control System. Biological
screening file —  E.R. Squibb and Sons, Inc.
(Squibb Bio)
62. Squibb Chemical-Biological Control System. Chemical
compound file —  E.R. Squibb and Sons, Inc.
(Squibb Chem)
63. STÖRET System Parameter file —  Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Air and Water 
Programs (STÖRET Parameter)
64. STÖRET System Water Quality Information file —
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air 
and Water Programs (STÖRET Water Quality Info)
65. TDB (Toxicology Data Bank) —  Toxicology Information
Program, National Library of Medicine (TDB)
66. Trade Name Component File —  National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health, Hazards 
Surveillance Branch (Trade Name Component)
67. Water Drop (Distribution Register of Organic Pollutants
in Water) —  EPA Environmental Research 
Laboratory, Athens GA (Water Drop)
68. WATSTORE (Water Data Storage and Retrieval System,
Water Quality File) —  U.S. Geological Survey 
(WATSTORE)
69. WHP (World Hydrocarbon Program) —  Stanford Research
Institute, Chemical Industries Center (WHP)
Chemical Data Bases— Numeric 
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70. Wisswesser Line Notations in the Desktop Analysis
Tool for the Common Data Base —  National 
Library of Medicine (WLN in DAT)
71. WRAIR Biological Data System —  Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, Division of Medicinal 
Chemistry (WRAIR Bio Data)
72. WRAIR Chemical Inventory System —  Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, Division of Medicinal 
Chemistry (WRAIR Chemical Inventory)
73. WRAIR Chemical Structure System —  Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research, Division of Medicinal 
Chemistry (WRAIR Chemical Structure)
74. WRAIR Index File —  Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research, Division of Medicinal Chemistry 
(WRAIR Index)
Chemical Data Bases— Numeric 
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1. CAS Nomenclature Generation Programs —  Chemical
Abstracts Service (CAS Nomenclature Generation)
2. CAS Nomenclature Translation Programs —  Chemical
Abstracts Service (CAS Nomenclature Translation)
3. CAS-WLN Conversion Program —  State University of
New York, Stoneybrook (CAS-WLN)
4. CHEMTRAN —  Institute of Scientific Information
(CHEMTRAN)
5. CROSSBOW (Computerized Retrieval of Organic Structures
Based on Wisswesser) —  Imperial Chemical Industries, 
Pharmaceuticals Division (CROSSBOW)
6. Dow Display Program —  Dow Chemical Co. (Dow Display)
7. Dow Fragment Program —  Dow Chemical Co. (Dow
Fragment)
8. Dow Table Conversion Program —  Dow Chemical Co.
(Dow Table Conversion)
9. Hoffman-LaRoche WLN Conversion Program —  Hoffman-
LaRoche Inc. (Hoffman-LaRoche WLN Conversion)
Chemical Data Bases— Algorithmic 
Table 3 . 4
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1. American Society for Mass Spectrometry data base
2. Atomic Spectral-Line Intensities (NBS Tape 10)— Meggars, Corliss, Scribner
3. Chemical Economics Handbook— Stanford Research Institute
4. Chemical Hazards and Toxicity data base— Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
5. Chemical Propulsion Information Agency data files
6. CHEMTRACK— Manufacturing Chemists Association
7. CHRIS (Chemical Hazards Response Information System)— U.S. Coast Guard
8. ECIDN (Environmental Chemicals Data and Information)
9. EMPIS (Engineering Materials and Processes Information)— General Electric
10. EPA/NIH Mass Spectral data base (NBS tape 8)
11. European Pharmaceutical Information Center
12. FDA Drug Products Defects File
13. FDA Final Printed Label (for approved drug applications) File
14. FDA Food Additive File
15. FIRST-3— Metascience, Inc.
16. GENCHEM— Genesee Corp., Rochester, New York
17. Gleason, Gosselin, Hodge, and Smith’s Clinical Toxicology of Commercial
Products (portions of this text are on tape)
18. IMPREX (British)
19. Infrared Information and Analysis Center (IRIA)
20. Inventory of Materials Research and Development in the Federal Government
21. IRGO
22. Kodak Files
23. L.T.P.C.M.E.N.S.E.E.G.— Domaine Universitaire, France
24. Machinability Data Center
25. MIL-5 Handbook System— Battelle, Columbus, Ohio
26. MSDC (Mass Spectrometry Data Centre) eight-peak Index of mass spectra
27. MSDC Full Spectra Data Base
28. Mechanical Properties Data Center Data Bank
29. Metals and Ceramics Information Center
30. Monsanto Sample Recording Center file— Monsanto Information Center and
Agricultural Research Dept.
31. National Academy of Sciences Advisory Center on Toxicology
Data Bases/Systems Excluded from DBMMSS 
Table 3.5 (1 of 2)
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32. National Academy of Sciences Committee on Hazardous Substances
33. National Bureau of Standards Chemical Kinetics Information Center
34. National Bureau of Standards Chemical Thermodynamics Data Group
35. National Bureau of Standards Data Center for Atomic and Molecular
Ionization Processes
36. National Bureau of Standards Office of Standard Reference Data Chemical Files
37. National Cancer Institute Carcinogenesis Program Files
38. National Water Data Exchange— U.S. Geological Survey
39. Neutron Cross-Section at Los Alamos
40. Nutrition Data Bank— Swift and Company
41. PPDS (Physical Properties Data System)— Institute of Chemical Engineers,
London (PPDS)
42. Rare Earth Information Center
43. A.H. Robins Chemical Information System
44. Rock Analysis Storage System (RASS)
45. Prof. D. Rogers Data Base of Inorganic Crystal Structures— Imperial College
of Science and Technology, London
46. Science Communications Inc. Files
47. SIRCH— American Society for Testing and Materials
48. Texas A&M Thermodynamics Research Center files (API Project 44)
49. Toxicology Information REsponse Center— Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, TE
50. U.S. International Trade Commission Data Base
51. U.S. International Trade Commission Chemical Dictionary
52. U.S. Patent Office Chemical Documentation Division
53. Wiley Registry of Mass Spectra
Data Bases/Systems Excluded from DBMMSS 
Table 3.5 (2 of 2)
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4. CHEMICAL DATA BASES— ANALYSIS AND MAPPING
The principal purpose of mapping of chemical data bases is to obtain 
access to multiple data bases in a distributed network with the collection 
of data bases functioning as a distributed data base. A barrier to the 
implementation of the distributed data base concept in chemistry is the 
lack of a single identifier for the same chemical substance in multiple files.
One of the purposes of a chemical data base mapping system would be 
to convert nomenclature or chemical identifiers to the types of nomen­
clature that might be used in a target data base. Another purpose would 
be the use of the mapping system as a synonym locator; e.g. if a user 
had the trade name of a substance and wanted the molecular formula or CAS 
Registry number for the substance the mapping system could be used to locate 
the desired synonymous chemical identifiers. The DBMMSS uses the presence of 
identifiers in data bases as the basis from which all mappings are made.
The data base-to-chemical identifier pairs and the reverse pairs, chemical 
identifier-to-data base, are the basic components or relations from which all 
maps are generated. From pairs we generated triplets (three components) and 
quadruplets (four components) viz.
Data Base/Chemical Identifier
Chemical Identifier/Data Base
Data Base/Chemical Identifier/Data Base
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier
Data Base/Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier/Data Base
A map that converts from one identifier to another is generated from two 
sets of relations, identifier-to-data base and data base-to-identifier, with 
the data base functioning as the converter through which one identifier is 
converted to another. Tables D.l and D.2 in Appendix D are lists containing
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the Chemical Identifier/Data Base Relations and the Data Base/Chemical 
Identifier Relations. In Table D.l chemical identifiers are sorted 
alphabetically in column one and for each identifier the corresponding 
data bases are sorted alphabetically in column two. In Table D.2 data 
bases are sorted alphabetically and each data base’s corresponding identifiers 
are sorted alphabetically in column two.
4.1 Data Bases
The literature and telephone surveys provided us with data about three 
general types of chemical data base: (1) chemical numeric data bases, (2)
algorithms or systems for converting nomenclature or other chemical identifiers 
from one type to another type of chemical identifier, and (3) chemical 
bibliographic data bases. In various listings the designations N, B, or A 
are used to indicate whether a data base is numeric, bibliographic or 
algorithmic. Although algorithms and conversion systems are not data bases 
in the usual sense they are treated as and referred to as algorithmic data 
bases throughout this report. The following Table 4.1 is an alphabetic 
list of the 161 chemical data bases identified in the survey. Of the 161, nine 
are algorithmic (A), 78 are bibliographic (B), and 74 are numeric (N). The 
data base names have been abbreviated (see Tables 3,2, 3.3, and 3.4 for full names). 
Although the total number of data bases that met our criteria for inclusion 
in the DBMMSS was 161, not all 161 participate in mappings because some con­
tain only one chemical identifier and thus could not function as converters.
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N ABBOTT ABCD SYSTEM 
B ABIPC 
B APILIT 
B APIPAT 
B APTIC 
N ARS CHEM/BIO 
N ASTRO-4 APPLICATIONS 
N ASTRO-4 CHEMICAL SUBSTRUCTURE 
B BEIC
B BELL & HOWELL TRANSDEX 
B BIOSIS PREVIEWS 
N BIRD TOXICITY 
B BIS
B BULLETIN OF THERMO 
N CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY 
B CACON 
B CAIN 
B CAISF 
B CANCERLINE 
B CANCERPROJ
N CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN 
N CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY STRUCTURE 
A CAS NOMEN GEN 
A CAS NOMEN TRANS 
A CAS-WLN CONVERSION 
B CASIA 
B CBAC
N CHEMICAL DATA BASE 
N CHEMICAL NAMES FILE 
N CHEMICAL PRODUCTION AND USE 
N CHEMICAL TOXICOLOGICAL DATA RET 
N CHEMLINE 
A CHEMTRAN 
N CIDS 
B CIN
B CLAIMS/CHEM 
B CLAIMS/GEM 
B CMA
N COMBINATION CHEMOTHERAPY MASTER 
B COMPENDEX
N COMPONENT INFO FOR CONSUMER PROD 
B CPA
N CPSC CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY 
N CPSC LAB ANALYSIS
Chemical Data Bases Identified for DBMMSS 
Table 4.1 (1 of 4)
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N CRC ATLAS 
B CRIS 
A CROSSBOW 
N CRYSTAL DATA TAPE 
B CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA BIBL 
N CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA STRUCTURAL 
B CT
B CURRENT PROGRAMS 
N DCP
A DOW DISPLAY 
A DOW FRAG PROG 
A DOW TABLE CONVER 
N DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 
N DR&D CIS CHEM SEARCH 
N DR&D CIS CROSS REFERENCE 
N DR&D CIS EXTENDED MOLECULAR FORM 
N DR&D CIS SUBSTANCE 
N DRLS 
B DRUGDOC
B ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT 
B EM 
B EMIC 
B EMOL 
B ENERGY
B ENERGY ABSTRACTS 
B ENERGY INFORMATION ABS 
N EPA PESTICIDE CHEMICAL X-REF 
N EPA PESTICIDES PRODUCT LABEL 
B EPA REPORTS SYSTEM 
B EPIC 
B EPILEPSY 
B ESI
N EXPOSURE DICTIONARY 
N FDA COSMETICS REGISTRY 
N FDA DICTIONARY 
N FDA DRUG EXPERIENCE 
N FDA POISON CONTROL 
N FIRST
B FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
B FSTA
B GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
B GEOREF 
B HEEP 
N HISTOX
Chemical Data Bases Identified for DBMMSS 
Table 4.1 (2 of 4)
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A HOFFMAN LAROCHE 
B ICRS 
B IDIS
B IFI COMPREHENSIVE DATA BASE 
N ILP 
B INFORM
B INFORMATION BANK 
B INSPEC 
B IPA 
N IRIS 
B ISR
N JANAF TABLES 
N MANLABS-NPL
B MASS SPECTROSCOPY LITERATURE 
B MATERIALS 
B MEDLINE 
B METADEX 
N MSSS
N NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY 
N NATIONAL SCREENING CENTER COMP 
N NIH-EPA CNMR 
B NMR 
B NSA 
B NTIS
B OCEANIC ABSTRACTS 
N OHM-TADS 
B P/E NEWS 
B PATELL 
N PDF 
B PESTDOC 
N PESTICIDES INDEX 
N PILOT DB FOR HAZARDOUS SUB 
B PNI
B POLLUTION ABSTRACTS 
B POST
N PROTEIN DATA BANK 
N REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS 
B RINGDOC
N SADTLER INFRARED GRATING 
N SADTLER INFRARED PRISM 
N SADTLER NAME/FORMULA 
N SADTLER NMR 
N SADTLER UV 
B SCI
Chemical Data Bases Identified for DBMMSS 
Table 4.1 (3 of 4)
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N SEARLE BIO REPORT 
N SEARLE INTERNAL 
N SEARLE MUTAGENS 
N SINGE DRUG MASTER FILE 
B SPIN 
N SQUIBB BIO 
N SQUIBB CHEM 
B SSIE 
B STI
N STÖRET PARAMETER 
N STÖRET WATER QUALITY INFO 
B SWRA 
N TDB 
B TITUS
B TOXIC MATERIALS 
B TOXLINE 
B TPRC
N TRADE NAME COMPONENT 
B UERPIC 
B VETDOC 
B WAA
N WATER DROP 
N WATSTORE 
N WHP
N WLN IN DAT 
N WRAIR BIO DATA 
N WRAIR CHEMICAL INVENTORY 
N WRAIR CHEMICAL STRUCTURE 
N WRAIR INDEX
Chemical Data Bases Identified for DBMMSS 
Table 4.1 (4 of 4)
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ABBOTT CODE 
ALDRICH FRAG CODE 
API CHEM ASPECT 
ARS ACCESSION NO. 
ATOMIC COORDINATES 
CA 7TH NAME 
CA 8TH FRAG 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH NAME 
CA CONNECTION 
CARRIER CODE 
CAS FRAG 
CAS REGISTRY NO,
CBN ENZYME NOM.
CDC CONN
CDC REF. CODE
CIDS CONN 
CIDS KEYS 
COMMON NAME 
COMPONENT LINE FORM 
CPIS NO.
CROSSBOW FRAG 
CROSSBOW CONN 
DOW CONN 
DR&D FAMILY 
DR&D FRAG 
DR&D REG. NO.
DR&D STRUCTURE 
EPA PEST CODE
FELDMANN'S CONN 
FOREIGN SYNONYMS 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
HECSAGON SYSTEM 
HOFFMAN-LAROCHE CONN 
ISI CONN 
IUPAC NAME 
JCPDS NOMENCLATURE
SPIELMAN-TORBET CHEMICAL CODE (ABBOTT) 
ALDRICH FRAGMENT CODE 
API CHEMICAL ASPECT SYSTEM 
ARS ACCESSION NO.
ATOMIC COORDINATES
CA 7TH COLLECTIVE INDEX NAME
CA 8TH COLLECTIVE INDEX NAME FRAGMENTS
CA 8TH COLLECTIVE INDEX NAME
CA 9TH COLLECTIVE INDEX NAME FRAMENTS
CA 9TH COLLECTIVE INDEX NAME
CA CONNECTION TABLE
CARRIER CODE
CAS FRAGMENT CODE
CAS REGISTRY NUMBER
COMMISSION ON BIOCHEMICAL NOMENCLATURE 
ENZYME NOMENCLATURE 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA CENTRE 
CONNECTIVITY SPECIFICATIONS 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA CENTRE REFERENCE 
CODE
CIDS CONNECTION TABLE 
CIDS KEYS 
COMMON NAME
COMPONENT LINE FORMULA
COSMETIC PRODUCT INFORMATION STATEMENT NO.
CROSSBOW FRAGMENT CODE
CROSSBOW CONNECTION TABLE
DOW CONNECTION TABLE
DR&D FAMILY CODE
DR&D FRAGMENT CODE
DR&D REGISTRY FILE NO.
DR&D STRUCTURE DISPLAY 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
PESTICIDE CHEMICAL CODE 
FELDMANN’S CONNECTION TABLE 
FOREIGN SYNONYMS 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
HECSAGON SYSTEM
HOFFMAN-LAROCHE CONNECTION TABLE 
ISI CONNECTION TABLE 
IUPAC NAME
JOINT COMMITTEE FOR POWDER DIFFRACTION 
STANDARDS NOMENCLATURE FOR INORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS
Chemical Identifiers 
Table 4.2 (1 of 2)
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MCC
MESH
MESH FRAG
MOLFORM
MOLFORM FRAG
NAME FRAG
NAME FROM SOURCE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO.
NO. OF RINGS 
NSC CODE 
RING ANALYSIS 
RING CODE 
RING SIZES 
SADTLER REF SPEC NO. 
SEARLE ACCESSION NO. 
SQUIBB CPD. NO. 
SQUIBB CSF 
STORET PARAM. CODE 
STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM 
SYNONYM FRAG 
SYNONYMS 
TRADE NAME 
TRADE NAME FRAG 
US AN
WALTER REED NO.
WLN
SLN FRAG
WRAIR BOTTLE NO, 
WRAIR CONN 
WRAIR PICTURE 
WRAIR SCREENS
MECHANICAL CHEMICAL CODE 
MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADINGS (MESH)
MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADING FRAGMENTS 
MOLECULAR FORMULA 
MOLECULAR FORMULA FRAGMENTS 
NAME FRAGMENTS
CHEMICAL NAME FROM SOURCE OF DATA 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY AND HEALTH REGISTRY OF TOXIC 
EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES NUMBERS 
NUMBER OF RINGS
NATIONAL SCREENING CENTER CODE 
ELEMENTAL RING ANALYSIS 
RING CODE 
RING SIZES
SADTLER REFERENCE SPECTRA NUMBER 
SEARLE ACCESSION NUMBER 
SQUIBB COMPOUND NUMBER 
COMPRESSED STORAGE FORM (SQUIBB)
STORET PARAMETER CODE 
STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM (PICTURE)
SYNONYM FRAGMENTS
SYNONYMS
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME FRAGMENTS
UNITED STATES ADOPTED NAME (USAN)
WALTER REED NUMBER
WISWESSER LINEAR NOTATION
WLN FRAGMENTS
WRAIR BOTTLE NUMBER
WRAIR CONNECTION TABLE
WRAIR PICTURE CODE
WRAIR CHEMICAL SCREENS
Chemical Identifiers 
Table 4.2 (2 of 2)
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4.2 Chemical Identifiers
There are many chemical data bases, but the ways in which chemicals or 
classes of chemicals are represented in the data bases vary. A given chemical 
substance may be represented as a structure, a molecular formula, an IUPAC name, 
a trade name, a Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN) code, a CAS Registry Number, or 
any one of many other chemical identifiers.
The chemical structure is the least common denominator of chemical 
information. Structures are the language in which chemists communicate.
Chemists are interested in the molecular identity of substances or chemicals. 
Data about chemicals such as properties, effects, and processes are meaningful 
when associated with specific compounds or classes of compounds and their 
structures.
Much of the time and money that has been spent on information processing 
in chemistry has gone toward the development of systems for communicating 
structural information of chemical compounds. Structures are the natural 
language of chemists, and the best way of communicating them is by means of 
graphic representations. While structures can be drawn unambiguously, naming, 
coding, and classifying them for storage and retrieval is not so straight­
forward. Considerable effort has been put into developing methods of repre­
senting, indexing, designating, and labeling structures in computer files in 
order to locate specific structures, structural components, or groups of 
similar structures.
Structure information can be communicated by means of graphical diagrams, 
nomenclature, fragmentation codes, or complete representations including nota­
tions or ciphers, connecting tables, and topological codes. The structural
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diagram is a two-dimensional graphical diagram which identifies the elements 
present in a substance, indicates which atoms are connected to each other in 
a molecule of the substance, and shows the type of bonds connecting the atoms.
By analyzing the 161 chemical data bases we found 70 discrete chemical 
identifiers in those data bases. An alphabetical list of the 70 is provided 
in Table 4.2. The 70 identifiers represent the variety of different schemes 
that have been used in data bases for identifying compounds or parts of com­
pounds (substructures). The fact that substructure identifiers or fragmenta­
tion identifiers have been treated, for purposes of this study, as chemical 
identifiers is a limitation that should be recognized in interpretation of 
data. It is a limitation that would have to be overcome in any implementation 
of an operational chemical data base mapping scheme. The limitation is the 
obvious one of whole—to—part or part—to—whole relationships. This relationship 
limitation was ignored in the study because we endeavored to assess mapping 
feasibility on a gross scale. The limitations of funding would not permit us 
to expend the necessary effort to resolve such specific and detailed problems.
Table 4.3 lists the 64 identifiers, that participated in maps, in order 
of frequency of occurrence in chemical identifier to data base maps. Although 
"name from source" has the highest frequency of occurrence it is not a very 
useful identifier because the "source" varies greatly from data base to data 
base. Molform, second on the list, occurs in 41 data bases; its utility
is also limited, as molforms are not unique. CAS Registry Number appears with 
a frequency of 37. Of the first three, CAS Registry Number is definitely the 
most useful identifier because it not only occurs with a high frequency (in 23% 
of all of the DBMMSS data bases) but is also unambiguous. Each CAS Registry 
Number is specific to one chemical substance.
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NAME FROM SOURCE 82
MOLFORM 41
CAS REGISTRY NO. 37
SYNONYMS 31
TRADE NAME 28
WLN 26
CA 8TII NAME 23
CA 9TH NAME 23
MOLFORM FRAG 16
NAME FRAG 10
NSC CODE 9
COMMON NAME 8
WLN FRAG 8
CA CONNECTION 7
SADTLER REF SPEC NO. 6
IUPAC NAME 5
RING CODE 5
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 4
CA 7TH NAME 4
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 4
DR&D REG. NO. 3
STORET PARAM. CODE 3
WRAIR BOTTLE NO. 3
API CHEM ASPECT 2
ATOMIC COORDINATES 2
CA 9TH FRAG 2
CARRIER CODE 2
CDC REF. CODE 2
EPA PEST CODE 2
FELDMANN'S CONN 2
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO, 2
NO. OF RINGS 2
RING ANALYSIS 2
SEARLE ACCESSION NO. 2
SQUIBB CPD. NO 2 
SYNONYM FRAG 2 
USAN 2 
WALTER REED NO. 2 
HECSAGON SYSTEM 1 
JCPDS NOMENCLATURE 1 
MCC 1 
MESH 1 
MESH FRAG 1 
RING SIZES 1 
SQUIBB CSF 1 
TRADE NAME FRAG 1 
WRAIR CONN 1 
WRAIR PICTURE 1 
WRAIR SCREENS 1 
ABBOTT CODE 1 
ALDRICH FRAG CODE 1 
ARS ACCESSION NO. 1 
CA 8TH FRAG 1 
CAS FRAG 1 
CBN ENZYME NOM. 1 
CDC CONN 1 
CIDS CONN 1 
CIDS KEYS 1 
COMPONENT LINE FORM 1 
CPIS NO. 1 
DR&D FAMILY 1 
DR&D FRAG 1 
DR&D STRUCTURE 1 
FOREIGN SYNONYMS 1
Chemical Identifiers in Chemical Identifier/Data Base Mappings 
Ordered by Frequency of Occurrence 
Table 4.3
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Twenty-six of the identifiers are found in only one data base and hence 
are of limited utility as mapping nodes. If one disregards the 26 single 
occurrence identifiers the importance of CAS Registry Number and other high 
frequency identifiers increases. The single occurrence identifiers were 
omitted in most mappings. The chemical identifiers listed in Table 4.2 
are those that we found in the 161 computer-readable files we examined. 
Although other types of nomenclature and notation schemes were known to us, 
we used only those found in computer-readable files.
The various identifiers vary with respect to their utility for mapping. 
The utility is a function of two factors: (1) frequency of occurrence of the
identifier and (2) specificity of the identifier. These identifiers repre­
sent individual chemicals or chemical substances and, in some cases, fragments 
of chemicals. Some are commonly known and others are specific to individual 
organizations and relate to the files maintained within the organizations. 
Since many of the names of the identifiers are long it was necessary to assign 
them abbreviated names in order to economize and simplify print-outs and list­
ings developed during the project. The abbreviated names are listed with the 
chemical identifiers in Table 4.2. References to identifiers in this report 
employ abbreviated names.
The chemical identifiers analyzed fell into six major groupings: (1)
Nomenclature, (2) Registry and Reference Numbers, (3) Linear Notation,
(4) Fragmentation, (5) Graphic and Topological, and (6) Other Screens.
4.2.1 Nomenclature
To assist in the process of communicating information about structures, 
systems for naming structures were developed. Nomenclature is useful in that
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it provides a sorting sequence for printed indices and compilations. However, 
this feature assumes less importance as more chemical files are put in 
computer-readable form and made available online. File structures can easily 
be changed and it is then no longer necessary to maintain a file of compounds 
in only one order or sequence.
The variety of types of nomenclature found in the literature and in the 
chemical data bases varies from the controlled and systematic types that pro­
vide chemical information about structures by virtue of the substrings (fragments) 
and locants that make up a name, through partially controlled, e.g. common 
names, to the uncontrolled and non-systematic names such as trade names and 
trivial names. Schemes that provide systematic nomenclature usually have the 
objective of unambiguously representing a structure, but that is not sufficient. 
Systematic nomenclature is beset by certain difficulties: a given nomencla­
ture system requires a set of rules and the rules may take some time to learn. 
There may be several legal ways of unambiguously naming a specific compound, as 
is the case with IUPAC names (A75), thus, the rules will not necessarily be 
applied in exactly the same way by different chemists or indexers; new classes 
of compounds may come into being for which rules do not yet exist; rules may 
change; systematic names are often extremely lengthy, therefore costly and 
cumbersome to use in certain communicative applications; names do not provide 
a good basis for grouping or classifying compounds— different chemists or 
different organizations will group compounds in different ways depending on 
the properties, attributes or functions they wish to emphasize; and there are 
a number of different systems such as the IUPAC and the CAS 7th , CAS 8th, and 
CAS 9th systems (which are all based on IUPAC).
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Systematic nomenclature has the basic advantage of unambiguously represent 
ing a structure. Systematic names are information-bearing. Also, in computer­
ized systems, one can do substructure searching on the namesj they are useful 
for retrieval of specific compounds or generic sets of compounds. The fact 
that there can be a multiplicity of names associated with a single structure 
(many-to-one problem) reduces its utility for mapping.
Totally non-systematic names, such as trade names, are of no use for 
substructure search or any kind of search other than directly matching a 
known trade name to one in a file. Trade names are not information—bearing 
in the sense of providing information about the chemical substance names.
Trade names are often not necessarily specific to an individual compound. A 
trade name for a product may refer to a number of ingredients or chemical 
substances rather than just one. Trade names are also deficient because a 
trade name may remain the same for a product even though the producer of the 
chemical varies the ingredients or strength of the product this may provide 
marketing advantages but negates the utility of the name as uniquely identify 
ing a specific entity.
Nomenclature type identifiers included:
CA 7TH NAME 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME
CBN ENZYME NOMENCLATURE
COMMON NAME
FOREIGN SYNONYMS
IUPAC NAME
JCPDS NOMENCLATURE
MESH TERMINOLOGY FOR CHEMICALS
NAME FROM SOURCE
SYNONYMS (unspecified and mixed)
TRADE NAMES 
USAN
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4.2.2 Registry and Reference Numbers
Registry and reference numbers are usually unambiguous and uniquely 
identify a substance. They are generally arbitrary numbers that are not infor­
mation-bearing in the sense of providing information about the chemical sub­
stance they specify. Registry numbers have no meaning in themselves; they 
serve as entry points to dictionaries or tables. The referant of a registry 
number must be a name, structure, or other information-bearing identifier for 
a chemical substance. They are often assigned within individual organiza­
tions for internal reference purposes and thus are of little utility to the 
outside world. Some registry or reference numbers are used in multiple 
organizations, e.g,, the CAS Registry Numbers, and thus become useful for 
sharing of information, pooling of data, or other interchange or interconnectivity 
purposes. The extent to which a registry number is applied in multiple files 
determines its utility for mapping. The single most widely applied and there­
fore most useful registry number found in the study was the CAS Registry 
Number,
Registry and Reference Number Identifiers included:
ARS ACCESSION NO.
CARRIER CODE 
CAS REGISTRY NO,
CDC REFERENCE CODE 
CPIS NO,
DR&D REFERENCE NO.
EPA PESTICIDE CODE 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 
NIOSH REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS NO.
NATIONAL SCREENING CENTER CODE 
SADTLER REFERENCE SPECTRA NO.
SEARLE ACCESSION NO.
SQUIBB PARAMETER CODE 
WALTER REED NO,
WRAIR BOTTLE NO.
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4.2.3 Linear Notation Systems
A complete structure can be represented by means of ciphers or linear 
notation systems such as the Wiswesser Line Notation or the IUPAC (Interna­
tional Union of Pure and Applied Chemicals) Dyson System. Ciphers or linear 
notations are one-dimensional arrays of symbols that can usually unambiguously 
represent the topology of molecules. Limitations of such systems are that: 
it takes time to learn the symbols and the rules for ordering them; 
occasionally rules have to be changed to accommodate new circumstances; and 
rules are not always applied in the same way by chemists and chemical infor­
mation specialists. A given notation is presented in a specific linear order 
according to the rules,and in printed lists or indices it would be alphabetized 
according to the first letter.
A molecular formula can be considered to be a linear representation of 
the structure of a substance. It is a linear arrangement but provides only an 
ordered arrangement of the atomic components of a substance together with a count 
per atom of the atoms included. It conveys no information about the connectivity 
of atoms, bond strengths, or other structural information. Molforms can be 
used for limited substructure searching in the sense of locating compounds 
that contain specified numbers of specified atoms. Molforms are not unique—  
they may apply to large numbers of chemicals. The utility and specificity 
of the basic molform can be increased by adding connectivity data and infor­
mation about the arrangment of atoms in a structure. This is done in a limited 
way, for example, with the Component Line Formula, Linear notation systems 
such as WLN (the most popular), Mechanical Chemical Code (MCC), or the Dyson 
(IUPAC) schemes provide connectivity and atom and fragment arrangement data 
for molecules. They also apply codes for fragments or substructures to shorten 
the overall notation, ameliorating storage problems.
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Linear notation identifiers included:
COMPONENT LINE FORMULA 
MCC
MOLFORM
RING ANALYSIS
WLN
4.2.4 Fragmentation Schemes
Fragmentation techniques and notation schemes were developed in order 
to identify or access compounds according to structural components via alpha­
numeric codes. Fragmentation methods are based on the principle that various 
atoms and groupings of atoms occur in molecules and that concurrences of 
such groupings are important in retrieving structures. Pre-selected fragments 
(the major ones) are recorded but multiple occurrences of the same fragments 
are not, nor is context information; hence, the structure cannot be recon­
stituted from the fragments. One can locate a compound or groups of compounds 
by coordinating two or more significant fragments (atoms or groups of atoms) 
that have been used in the system. Fragmentation systems are easy to learn, 
but the complete structure is not represented, i.e., not all fragments are 
used. Fragmentation techniques are used by the National Cancer Institute, 
Abbott Laboratories, Kodak Research Laboratories, and others.
Fragmentation identifiers included:
ABBOTT CODE
ALDRICH FRAGMENT CODE
API CHEMICAL ASPECT SYSTEM
CA 8TH NAME FRAGMENTS
CA 9TH NAME FRAGMENTS
CAS FRAGMENTS
CIDS KEYS
CROSSBOW FRAGMENTS 
DR&D FAMILY CODE 
DR&D FRAGMENTS 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
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MESH FRAGMENTS 
MOLFORM FRAGMENTS 
NAME FRAGMENTS 
RING CODE 
SYNONYM FRAGMENTS 
TRADE NAME FRAGMENTS 
WLN FRAGMENTS 
WRAIR SCREENS
4.2.5 Graphic and Topological Codes
Another way of representing complete structures is by use of topological 
codes,where atom-to-atom connections are described with atoms as nodes and con­
nections or bonds representing branches in a network. This topological representa­
tion is a two-dimensional array of characters representing atom-by-atom and bond- 
by-bond the parts of a molecule, either in list form or as a set of matrices. The 
atomic groups and connection information make up a connection table. They can 
be used for atom-by-atom and bond-by-bond searching as well as for fragment 
searching. They are useful for correlating substructures to chemical activity.
A variety of topological systems have been developed at Chemical Abstracts 
Service, DuPont, and other organizations.
While the diagram or picture is good for communication of information, it 
is difficult to discuss a structure without the aid of pencil and paper, and it 
is difficult to arrange and store diagrams in an order that will be widely 
useful for searching.
Graphic and topological identifiers included:
ATOMIC COORDINATES 
CA CONNECTION TABLE 
CDC CONNECTIVITY SPECIFICATIONS 
CIDS CONNECTION TABLE 
CROSSBOW CONNECTION TABLE 
DOW CONNECTION TABLE 
DR&D STRUCTURE DISPLAY 
FELDMANN1S CONNECTION TABLE 
HECSAGON SYSTEM
HOFFMAN-LAROCHE CONNECTION TABLE
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ISI CONNECTION TABLE 
SQUIBB COMPRESSED STORAGE FORM 
STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM 
WRAIR CONNECTION TABLE 
WRAIR PICTURE CODE
4.2.6 Other Screens
Other screens was a catch-all category for identifiers that did not fit 
in the five major categories. It included number of rings and ring sizes.
4.3 Chemical Identifiers in Chemical Data Bases
Mappings between chemical identifiers, between data bases, or between 
identifiers and data bases are all based on the presence of identifiers in 
data bases. Table 4.2 lists the abbreviated and full names for the 70 chemi­
cal identifiers treated in this study. The list is sorted alphabetically 
on the abbreviated form of the name, as it is the abbreviated form that is 
used in all subsequent tables and figures that detail DBMMSS maps. Figure 4.1 
is a matrix showing the occurrence of chemical identifiers in chemical data 
bases. Abbreviated names are used for both. The 70 identifiers are in­
dicated along the horizontal axis and the 161 data bases along the vertical 
axis. The designation B, N, or A next to the name of each data base indicates 
whether the specified data base is bibliographic, numeric or algorithmic.
In the case of algorithms the two Xs indicate the identifiers involved in 
an identifier to identifier conversion, but there is no indication on the 
figure as to which is the starting point. In the mapping discussion in 
section 4, algorithms involved in mappings operate in a unidirectional manner.
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One hundred and sixty-one data bases (bibliographic, numeric, and 
algorithm) and the 70 chemical identifiers contained in those data bases 
were used to generate the paired relations. Of the 161 data bases 78 are 
bibliographic, 74 numeric, and 9 algorithmic. The number of pairs generated 
is 450. Although all pairs are listed in Tables D.l and D.2, there are some 
data base/chemical identifier pairs that could not participate in many 
mappings. Data bases having only one chemical identifier had to be excluded 
from maps or searches that require a relationship between two chemical 
identifiers. Such data bases can still function as a starting point or 
terminus for a mapping. These 69 data bases and their associated chemical 
identifiers are listed in Table 4.4.
4.4 Limitations of the DBMMSS Study
Some broad simplifying assumptions were made regarding files included 
in the chemical data base mapping study. Prior to describing the results of 
some of the mappings generated, these assumptions are pointed out.
First the reader must be fully aware of the fact that in the study we 
dealt with data about chemical data bases. We did not work with the chemical 
data bases per se but with descriptions of them. The DBMMSS assumes that the 
same chemicals exist in all the files in the study. This, of course, is not 
the case. The design for an operational system would have to include routines 
that would recognize the class of compounds in each data base so that rela­
tions would not be established between files that did not contain, at least,
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Data Base Chemical Identifier
ABIPC NAME FROM SOURCE
APTIC CAS REGISTRY NO.
BEIC NAME FROM SOURCE
BELL & HOWELL TRANSDEX NAME FROM SOURCE
BIOSIS PREVIEWS NAME FROM SOURCE
BIS CBN ENZYME NOM.
CACON NAME FROM SOURCE
CAIN NAME FROM SOURCE
CLAIMS/CHEM NAME FROM SOURCE
CLAIMS/GEM NAME FROM SOURCE
COMPENDEX NAME FROM SOURCE
COMPONENT INFO FOR CONSUMER PROD NAME FROM SOURCE
CPSC LAB ANALYSIS NAME FROM SOURCE
CRIS NAME FROM SOURCE
CT NAME FROM SOURCE
CURRENT PROGRAMS NAME FROM SOURCE
ENERGY ABSTRACTS NAME FROM SOURCE
ENERGY INFORMATION ABS NAME FROM SOURCE
EPA PESTICIDES PRODUCT LABEL EPA PEST CODE
EPA REPORTS SYSTEM CA 8TH NAME
EPIC CA 8TH NAME
EPILEPSY NAME FROM SOURCE
ESI NAME FROM SOURCE
FDA DRUG EXPERIENCE TRADE NAME
FDA POISON CONTROL COMMON NAME
FSTA NAME FROM SOURCE
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY NAME FROM SOURCE
INFORM NAME FROM SOURCE
INFORMATION BANK NAME FROM SOURCE
INSPEC CA 8TH NAME
ISR NAME FROM SOURCE
MANLABS-NPL MOLFORM
MASS SPECTROSCOPY LITERATURE NAME FROM SOURCE
Data Bases Having Only One Chemical Identifier 
Table 4, 4 (1 of 2)
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MEDLINE
METADEX
NMR
NSA
NTIS
OCEANIC ABSTRACTS 
P/E NEWS 
PATELL 
PESTDOC
PILOT DB FOR HAZARDOUS SUB 
PNI
POLLUTION ABSTRACTS 
RINGDOC
SADTLER INFRARED GRATING 
SADTLER INFRARED PRISM 
SADTLER NMR 
SADTLER UV 
SCI
SEARLE BIO REPORT 
SINGE DRUG MASTER FILE 
SPIN
SQUIBB BIO 
STI
STORET WATER QUALITY INFO
SWRA
TITUS
TOXIC MATERIALS
TPRC
UERPIC
VETDOC
WAA
WATSTORE
WHP
WRAIR BIO DATA
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
RING CODE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
RING CODE
SADTLER REF SPEC NO 
SADTLER REF SPEC NO 
SADTLER REF SPEC NO 
SADTLER REF SPEC NO 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
SEARLE ACCESSION NO 
NSC CODE
NAME FROM SOURCE 
SQUIBB CPD. NO. 
TRADE NAME 
STORET PARAM. CODE 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
TRADE NAME 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
CA 8TH NAME 
CARRIER CODE 
RING CODE 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
STORET PARAM. CODE 
IUPAC NAME 
WRAIR BOTTLE NO.
Data Base Having Only One Chemical Identifier 
Table 4.4 (2 of 2)
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the same classes of compounds. The DBMMSS includes some files that are no 
longer maintained and some files that are from industry and which would 
not be made publicly available for use in a network. Another broad assumption 
was that relationships between two identifiers for a compound are bi­
directional. This assumption does not account for the limitations of: many
to one; one to many; part to whole and whole to part relationships. That 
is, although a specific name can be converted to a generic name the reverse 
is not true unless all members of the species are known, and though a struc­
ture search can reveal the parts (sub-structure) of a structure, the parts 
cannot be used to search for specific compounds (although they can be used to 
select a group of candidate compounds that might include the desired compound). 
In order to develop an operational system considerable work would have to be 
done in analyzing the contents of data bases and in establishing realistic 
meaningful relationships between files based on the contents of the files.
4.5 Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Three-Component Maps
Mappings were run that involved three-component relations using a chemical 
identifier as the starting point. Operating on the same basic chemical data 
base data, for numeric, bibliographic,and algorithm data bases, we obtained 
1,733 mapping triplets of the form chemical identifier/data base/chemical 
identifier. Ninety-two of the data bases and 68 of the chemical identifiers
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participated in the 1,733 triplets. Thus the average number of maps in which 
a data base participated was 18.84 and the average number of maps in which 
an identifier participated was 25.49.
In chemical identifier/data base/chemical identifier (C/D/C or 3-component) 
maps the extent to which identifiers and data bases participate varies greatly 
for identifiers and for data bases. The data bases that contain multiple 
popular identifiers participate most frequently. Table 4.5 lists in 
frequency order the data bases that participate in these 3-component maps 
together with the number of maps in which they participate. In 3-component 
maps chemical identifiers that are found in multiple data bases are the ones 
that participate most frequently. Table 4,6 lists the participating chemical 
identifiers in frequency order, together with the number of maps in which 
they participate. Table 4.7 lists in alphabetical order the 92 data bases 
that participated in C/D/C maps.
The most significant (potentially useful) of the mappings are represented 
by the group that starts with the CAS Registry number. There are 164 such 
mappings, comprising 9.4% of the total triplet mappings in the group. The 
CAS Registry number mappings involve 37 data bases or 22% of the total number 
of data bases handled in the study; it represent 35% of the data bases 
involved in this set of C/D/C triplets, CAS Registry number maps to 31 other 
chemical identifiers,or 45,6% of all chemical identifiers that participated 
in the triplets. Molecular Formula is another significant mapping starting 
point with 128 mappings or 7.3% of the mappings. Molform maps to 41 other 
identifiers or 60.3% of the identifiers that participate in the triplet mappings. 
The CAS Registry number is the most useful starting point not only because it
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CHEMLINE 380 
CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN 72 
REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS 72 
SQUIBB CHEM 72 
ARS CHEM/BIO 56 
CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY 56 
CHEMICAL DATA BASE 56 
CIDS 42 
DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 42 
PESTICIDES INDEX 42 
ASTRO-4 CHEMICAL SUBSTRUCTURE 30 
CAISF 30 
CASIA 30 
CBAC 30 
CRC ATLAS 30 
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT 30 
ENERGY 30 
EPA PESTICIDE CHEMICAL X-REF 30 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 30 
MATERIALS 30 
POST 30 
BIRD TOXICITY 20 
BULLETIN OF THERMO 20 
CPA 20 
DRLS 20 
MSSS 20 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY 20 
SADTLER NAME/FORMULA 20 
TDB 20 
WRAIR CHEMICAL STRUCTURE 20 
ABBOTT ABCD SYSTEM 12 
ASTRO-4 APPLICATIONS 12 
CHEMICAL PRODUCTION AND USE 12 
CPSC CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY 12 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA BIBL 12 
DRUGDOC 12 
EM 12 
EXPOSURE DICTIONARY 12 
FIRST 12 
ICRS 12 
NATIONAL SCREENING CENTER COMP 12 
SEARLE MUTAGENS 12 
SSIE 12 
WATER DROP 12
Data Base Frequency of Participation in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps 
Table 4.5 (1 of 2 )
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CROSSBOW 
APILIT 
APIPAT
CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY STRUCTURE 
CHEMICAL NAMES FILE 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA STRUCTURAL 
DCP
DR&D CIS CROSS REFERENCE 
EMOL
FDA COSMETICS REGISTRY 
FDA DICTIONARY 
HISTOX
IFI COMPREHENSIVE DATA BASE 
IPA 
IRIS
NIH-EPA CNMR 
OHM-TADS 
PDF
SEARLE INTERNAL 
WLN IN DAT
WRAIR CHEMICAL INVENTORY 
CANCERLINE 2
CANCERPROJ 2
CAS NOMEN TRANS 2
CHEMICAL TOXICOLOGICAL DATA RET 2 
CHEMTRAN 2
CMA 2
COMBINATION CHEMOTHERAPY MASTER 2 
CRYSTAL DATA TAPE 2
DR&D CIS CHEM SEARCH 2
DR&D CIS EXTENDED MOLECULAR FORM 2 
DR&D CIS SUBSTANCE 2
EMIC 2
GEOREF 2
HEEP 2
IDIS 2
ILP 2
JANAF TABLES 2
PROTEIN DATA BANK 2
STÖRET PARAMETER 2
TOXLINE 2
WRAIR INDEX 2
CAS NOMEN GEN 1
CAS-WLN CONVERSION 1
DOW DISPLAY 1
DOW FRAG PROG 1
DOW TABLE CONVER 1
HOFFMAN LAROCHE 1
Data Base Frequency of Participation in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps 
Table 4.5 (2 of 2)
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ABBOTT CODE 3 
ALDRICH FRAG CODE 3 
API CHEM ASPECT 4 
ARS ACCESSION NO. 7 
ATOMIC COORDINATES 3 
CA 7TH NAME 15 
CA 8TH FRAG 19 
CA 8TH NAME 81 
CA 9TH FRAG 26 
CA 9TH NAME 126 
CA CONNECTION 8 
CARRIER CODE 3 
CAS FRAG 5 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 164 
CDC CONN 2 
CDC REF. CODE 5 
CIDS CONN 6 
CIDS KEYS 6 
COMMON NAME 25 
COMPONENT LINE FORM 19 
CPIS NO. 2 
CROSSBOW CONN 2 
DOW CONN 1 
DR&D FAMILY 1 
DR&D FRAG 1 
DR&D REG. NO. 9 
DR&D STRUCTURE 2 
EPA PEST CODE 5 
FELDMANN'S CONN 8 
FOREIGN SYNONYMS 8 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 15 
HECSAGON SYSTEM 3 
IUPAC NAME 11 
JCPDS NOMENCLATURE 2 
MCC 6 
MESH 19 
MESH FRAG 19 
MOLFORM 181 
MOLFORM FRAG 90 
NAME FRAG 62 
NAME FROM SOURCE 152 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 16 
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 12 
NO. OF RINGS 21
Chemical Identifiers That Participate in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps
Table 4.6 (1 of 2)
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NSC CODE 18
RING ANALYSIS 27
RING CODE 3
RING SIZES 19
SADTLER REF SPEC NO.. 6
SEARLE ACCESSION NO., 2
SQUIBB CPD. NO. 8
SQUIBB CSF 8
STÖRET PARAM. CODE 1
SYNONYM FRAG 26
SYNONYMS 145
TRADE NAME 117
TRADE NAME FRAG 19
US AN 3
WALTER REED NO. 5
WLN 109
WLN FRAG 34
WRAIR BOTTLE NO. 3
WRAIR CONN 4
WRAIR PICTURE 4
WRAIR SCREENS 4
Chemical Identifiers That Participate in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps
Table 4. 6 (2 of 2)
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ABBOTT ABCD SYSTEM 12 
APILIT 6 
APIPAT 6 
ARS CHEM/BIO 56 
ASTRO-4 APPLICATIONS 12 
ASTRO-4 CHEMICAL SUBSTRUCTURE 30 
BIRD TOXICITY 20 
BULLETIN OF THERMO 20 
CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY 56 
CAISF 30 
CANCERLINE 2 
CANCERPROJ 2 
CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN 72 
CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY STRUCTURE 6 
CAS NOMEN GEN 1 
CAS NOMEN TRANS 2 
CAS-WLN CONVERSION 1 
CASIA 30 
CBAC 30 
CHEMICAL DATA BASE 56 
CHEMICAL NAMES FILE 6 
CHEMICAL PRODUCTION AND USE 12 
CHEMICAL TOXICOLOGICAL DATA RET 2 
CHEMLINE 380 
CHEMTRAN 2 
CIDS 42 
CMA 2 
COMBINATION CHEMOTHERAPY MASTER 2 
CPA 20 
CPSC CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY 12 
CRC ATLAS 30 
CROSSBOW 7 
CRYSTAL DATA TAPE 2 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA BIBL 12 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA STRUCTURAL 6 
DCP 6 
DOW DISPLAY 1 
DOW FRAG PROG 1 
DOW TABLE CONVER 1 
DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY 42 
DR&D CIS CHEM SEARCH 2 
DR&D CIS CROSS REFERENCE 6 
DR&D CIS EXTENDED MOLECULAR FORM 2 
DR&D CIS SUBSTANCE 2
Data Bases That Participate in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps 
Table 4.7 (1 of 2 )
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DRLS 20 
DRUGDOC 12 
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT 30 
EM 12 
EMIC 2 
EMOL 6 
ENERGY 30 
EPA PESTICIDE CHEMICAL X-REF 30 
EXPOSURE DICTIONARY 12 
FDA COSMETICS REGISTRY 6 
FDA DICTIONARY 6 
FIRST 12 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 30 
GEOREF 2 
HEEP 2 
HISTOX 6 
HOFFMAN LAROCHE 1 
ICRS 12 
IDIS 2 
IFI COMPREHENSIVE DATA BASE 6 
ILP 2 
IPA 6 
IRIS 6 
JANAF TABLES 2 
MATERIALS 30 
MSSS 20 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY 20 
NATIONAL SCREENING CENTER COMP 12 
NIH-EPA CNMR 6 
OHM-TADS 6 
PDF 6 
PESTICIDES INDEX 42 
POST 30 
PROTEIN DATA BANK 2 
REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS 72 
SADTLER NAME/FORMULA 20 
SEARLE INTERNAL 6 
SEARLE MUTAGENS 12 
SQUIBB CHEM 72 
SSIE 12 
STÖRET PARAMETER 2 
TDB 20 
TOXLINE 2 
WATER DROP 12 
WLN IN DAT 6 
WRAIR CHEMICAL INVENTORY 6 
WRAIR CHEMICAL STRUCTURE 20 
WRAIR INDEX 2
Data Bases That Participate in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps 
Table 4.7 (2 of 2)
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accounts for the highest number of mappings but also because it is an 
unambiguous chemical identifier and would provide true one-to-one maps rather 
than one-to-multiple-possible-alternatives maps as would be the case using an 
ambiguous identifier such as Synonym for a starting point, since there is 
essentially no control exercised over Synonyms. Molform is an important mapping 
starting point because it leads to the highest percentage (60.3%) of other 
chemical identifiers. The limitation with molforms is that they are not 
unambiguous. They would be effective though in narrowing down the field to a 
small number of candidates.
The entire list of 1,733 three-component maps involving chemical 
identifier/data base/chemical identifier is provided in Appendix D as Table D.3. 
The triplets in the listing are sorted alphabetically on column one (chemical 
identifier as starting point); within the resultant sets they are again sorted 
alphabetically on the 3rd column (chemical identifier mapped to); and within 
the resultant groups they are sorted alphabetically on the 2nd column (data 
base through which the mapping conversion took place).
Table 4,8 provides a sample of the chemical identifier/data base/chemical 
identifier triplet maps. In this case Registry number is used as the starting 
point,
4.6 Chemical Identifier to Chemical Identifier Maps
In generating chemical maps, 161 data bases and 70 chemical identifiers 
participated. The total number of maps generated by these data bases and 
identifiers was 759. However, the 759 maps include 371 bi-directional relation­
ship maps involving the same pairs, leaving only 388 unique Chemical 
Identifier to Chemical Identifier pairs. In an operational system it would
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO ARS ACCESSION NO
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN CA 7TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE CA 8TH FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAISF CA 8th NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CASIA CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE CA 8th NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CPSC CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. DRLS CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. PESTICIDES INDEX CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY CA 9TH FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE CA 9TH FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. BIRD TOXICITY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAISF CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CASIA CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CBAC CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CPSC CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. DRLS CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. ENERGY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. MATERIALS CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. PESTICIDES INDEX CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. POST CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY STRUCTURE CA CONNECTION
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier 
Relations (CAS Registry Number)
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CAS REGISTRY NO. CIDS CIDS CONN
CAS REGISTRY NO. CIDS CIDS KEYS
CAS REGISTRY NO. FDA COSMETICS REGISTRY COMMON NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. FDA DICTIONARY COMMON NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. PESTICIDES INDEX COMMON NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. TDB COMMON NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE COMPONENT LINE FORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. FDA COSMETICS REGISTRY CPIS NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO. DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY DR&D REG. NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS FOREIGN SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CRC ATLAS IUPAC NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CIDS MCC
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE MESH
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE MESH FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAISF MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY STRUCTURE MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CASI A MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CBAC MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL PRODUCTION AND USE MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CIDS MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CRC ATLAS MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. ENERGY MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. MATERIALS MOLFORM
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier
Relations (CAS Registry Number) 
Table 4.8 (2 of 6)
CAS REGISTRY NO. MSSS MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY MO. PESTICIDES INDEX MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. POST MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. TDB MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. WLN IN DAT MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAISF MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CASIA MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CBAC MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CIDS MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ENERGY MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. MATERIALS MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. MSSS MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. POST MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAISF NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CASIA NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CBAC NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ENERGY NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. MATERIALS NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. POST NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. CANCERLINE NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. CANCERPROJ NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. CBAC NAME FROM SOURCE
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier 
Relations (CAS Registry Number)
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CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. DRLS NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. EMIC NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. ENERGY NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. HEEP NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. MATERIALS NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. MSSS NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. POST NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. SEARLE MUTAGENS NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. TOXLINE NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. DRLS NATIONAL DRUG CODE
CAS REGISTRY NO. NATIONAL DRUG CODE DIRECTORY NATIONAL DRUG CODE
CAS REGISTRY NO. BIRD TOXICITY NIOSH TOX. REG. NO
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS NIOSH TOX. REG. NO
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE NO. OF RINGS
CAS REGISTRY NO. DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY NSC CODE
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN RING ANALYSIS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE RING ANALYSIS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE RING SIZES
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY SYNONYM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE SYNONYM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. BIRD TOXICITY SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL PRODUCTION AND USE SYNONYMS
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier 
Relations (CAS Registry Number)
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CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CIDS SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CPSC CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS REGISTRY SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. CRC ATLAS SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. FDA DICTIONARY SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. PESTICIDES INDEX SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. TDB SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. WATER DROP SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. BIRD TOXICITY TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CAS CHEMICAL REGISTRY NOMEN TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL PRODUCTION AND USE TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. DR&D CIS BIBLIOGRAPHY TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. WATER DROP TRADE NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE TRADE NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. ARS CHEM/BIO WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMLINE WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. CRC ATLAS WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. MSSS WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. PESTICIDES INDEX WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. SEARLE MUTAGENS WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. TDB WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. WATER DROP WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. WLN IN DAT WLN
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier 
Relations (CAS Registry Number)
Table 4.8 (5 of 6)
CAS REGISTRY NO. CHEMICAL DATA BASE WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. CRC ATLAS WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. SEARLE MUTAGENS WLN
I
r^
I
FRAG
FRAG
FRAG
FRAG
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier 
Relations (CAS Registry Number)
Table 4.8 (6 of 6)
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be necessary to distinguish between uni-directional maps and bi-directional 
maps; i.e., it would be necessary to indicate for each pair whether it 
represented an A—*B conversion only, a B—»A conversion only, or both A-*B 
and B-*A conversions. Table 4.9 shows the number of maps through data bases 
(functioning as converters) that were found for each of the chemical identifier 
to chemical identifier conversions. The chemical identifier to chemical 
identifier maps which occurred more than once are shown in frequency order 
in Table 4.10 and in alphabetic order on the starting and ending chemical 
identifiers in Table 4.11. The pair that is found most frequently is the 
CAS Registry Number-to-Molform pair. The 23 data bases that function as 
converters for the CAS Registry Number-to-Molform conversions are, of course, 
the same 23 that function as converters for the Molform to CAS Registry 
Number conversions. In reality, in specific files for specific substances, 
this one-to-one relationship can exist in a bi-directional way. Generally, 
the Molform to CAS Registry Number relationship is many-to-one; although 
Chemical Registry Numbers are unique, the Molform for a particular substance 
could be the Molform for multiple substances.
4.7 Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier/Data Base 
Four-Component Maps
Four-component (C/D/C/D maps) can be generated in the same manner as 
three-component maps,but the process of associating chemical identifier/data 
base pairs (2-tuples) is carried one step farther. We did not map beyond 
4-tuples because 99.35% of the data bases could be reached in four-component 
or three-step maps. The total number of C/D/C/D 4-tuples was 41,814.
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MOLFORM 181 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 164 
NAME FROM SOURCE 152 
SYNONYMS 145 
CA 9TH NAME 126 
TRADE NAME 117 
WLN 109 
MOLFORM FRAG 90 
CA 8TH NAME 81 
NAME FRAG 62 
WLN FRAG 34 
RING ANALYSIS 27 
CA 9TH FRAG 26 
SYNONYM FRAG 26 
COMMON NAME 25 
NO. OF RINGS 21 
CA 8TH FRAG 19 
COMPONENT LINE FORM 19 
MESH 19 
MESH FRAG 19 
RING SIZES 19 
TRADE NAME FRAG 19 
NSC CODE 18 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 16 
CA 7TH NAME 15 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 15 
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 12 
IUPAC NAME 11 
DR&D REG. NO. 9 
CA CONNECTION 8 
FELDMANN'S CONN 8 
FOREIGN SYNONYMS 8 
SQUIBB CPD. NO. 8 
SQUIBB CSF 8 
ARS ACCESSION NO. 7 
CIDS CONN 6 
CIDS KEYS 6 
MCC 6 
SADTLER REF SPEC NO. 6 
CAS FRAG 5 
CDC REF. CODE 5 
EPA PEST CODE 5 
WALTER REED NO. 5 
API CHEM ASPECT 4
Chemical Identifier Frequency of Participation in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps 
Table 4.9 (1 of 2)
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WRAIR CONN 4 
WRAIR PICTURE 4 
WRAIR SCREENS 4 
ABBOTT CODE 3 
ALDRICH FRAG CODE 3 
ATOMIC COORDINATES 3 
CARRIER CODE 3 
HECSAGON SYSTEM 3 
RING CODE 3 
USAN 3 
WRAIR BOTTLE NO. 3 
CDC CONN 2 
CPIS NO. 2 
CROSSBOW CONN 2 
DR&D STRUCTURE 2 
JCPDS NOMENCLATURE 2 
SEARLE ACCESSION NO. 2 
DOW CONN 1 
DR&D FAMILY 1 
DR&D FRAG 1 
STÖRET PARAM. CODE 1
Chemical Identifier Frequency of Participation in 
Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier Maps 
Table 4.9 (2 of 2)
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CAS REGISTRY NO. 23 MOLFORM
MOLFORM 23 CAS REGISTRY NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO. 20 NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE 20 CAS REGISTRY NO.
SYNONYMS 20 TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME 20 SYNONYMS
MOLFORM 19 NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE 19 MOLFORM
CA 9TH NAME 18 CAS REGISTRY NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO. 18 CA 9TH NAME
MOLFORM 17 SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS 17 MOLFORM
CA 9TH NAME 16 MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. 16 SYNONYMS
MOLFORM 16 CA 9TH NAME
SYNONYMS 16 CAS REGISTRY NO.
MOLFORM 14 MOLFORM FRAG
MOLFORM FRAG 14 MOLFORM
NAME FROM SOURCE 14 TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME 14 NAME FROM SOURCE
CA 9TH NAME 13 NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE 13 CA 9TH NAME
WLN 13 MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. 12 MOLFORM FRAG
MOLFORM 12 TRADE NAME
MOLFORM 12 WLN
MOLFORM FRAG 12 CAS REGISTRY NO.
NAME FROM SOURCE 12 SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS 12 NAME FROM SOURCE
TRADE NAME 12 MOLFORM
CA 9TH NAME 11 MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. 11 WLN
MOLFORM FRAG 11 CA 9TH NAME
NAME FROM SOURCE 11 WLN
SYNONYMS 11 WLN
WLN 11 CAS REGISTRY NO.
WLN 11 NAME FROM SOURCE
WLN 11 SYNONYMS
CA 8TH NAME 10 CA 9TH NAME
CA 9TH NAME 10 CA 8TH NAME
CA 9TH NAME 10 SYNONYMS
CAS REGISTRY NO. 10 TRADE NAME
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier 
Maps with Frequency of Occurrence 
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
Table 4.10 (1 of 5)
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MOLFORM FRAG 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
SYNONYMS 
TRADE NAME 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM FRAG 
NAME FRAG 
NAME FRAG 
NAME FRAG 
NAME FRAG 
SYNONYMS 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
NAME FRAG 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
TRADE NAME 
TRADE NAME 
WLN 
WLN
CA 8TH NAME 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
WLN FRAG 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME 
TRADE NAME 
WLN
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM FRAG 
NSC CODE 
SYNONYMS 
SYNONYMS
10 NAME FROM SOURCE
10 MOLFORM FRAG
10 CA 9TH NAME
10 CAS REGISTRY NO.
9 MOLFORM
9 SYNONYMS
9 NAME FRAG
9 NAME FRAG
9 CA 8TH NAME
9 NAME FRAG
9 NAME FRAG
9 CA 9TH NAME
9 CAS REGISTRY NO.
9 MOLFORM
9 MOLFORM FRAG
9 CA 8TH NAME
8 CAS REGISTRY NO.
8 TRADE NAME
8 CA 8TH NAME
8 NAME FROM SOURCE
8 NAME FRAG
8 CA 9TH NAME
8 WLN
8 TRADE NAME
8 WLN FRAG
7 NAME FROM SOURCE
7 CA 8TH NAME
7 WLN
5 TRADE NAME
5 WLN
5 CA 8TH NAME
5 CA 9TH NAME
4 COMMON NAME
4 WLN FRAG
4 CAS REGISTRY NO.
4 SYNONYMS
4 WLN
4 WLN FRAG
4 SYNONYMS
4 SYNONYMS
4 COMMON NAME
4 MOLFORM FRAG
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier 
Maps with Frequency of Occurrence 
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
Table 4.10 (2 of 5)
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SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
WLN
WLN FRAG
WLN FRAG
WLN FRAG
CA 7TH NAME
CA 8TH NAME
CA 8TH NAME
CA 8TH NAME
CA 8TH NAME
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
MOLFORM
MOLFORM FRAG
MOLFORM FRAG
MOLFORM FRAG
NAME FRAG
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NSC CODE
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
WLN
WLN
WLN FRAG 
WLN FRAG 
API CHEM ASPECT 
API CHEM ASPECT 
CA 7TH NAME 
CA 7TH NAME 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH FRAG
4 NSC CODE 
4 WLN FRAG 
4 COMMON NAME 
4 CAS REGISTRY NO.
4 MOLFORM 
4 SYNONYMS 
3 CA 8TH NAME 
3 CA 7TH NAME 
3 MOLFORM FRAG 
3 NAME FRAG 
3 WLN 
3 MOLFORM 
3 FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
3 CA 8TH NAME 
3 TRADE NAME 
3 WLN
3 CA 8TH NAME 
3 NATIONAL DRUG CODE 
3 WLN FRAG 
3 NAME FROM SOURCE 
3 TRADE NAME 
3 MOLFORM FRAG 
3 NSC CODE 
3 WLN FRAG 
3 CA 8TH NAME 
3 MOLFORM FRAG 
3 NAME FROM SOURCE 
3 TRADE NAME 
2 CA 7TH NAME 
2 CA 8TH NAME 
2 API CHEM ASPECT 
2 SYNONYMS 
2 API CHEM ASPECT 
2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE 
2 RING ANALYSIS 
2 CA 9TH NAME 
2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
2 MOLFORM 
2 MOLFORM FRAG 
2 SYNONYM FRAG 
2 SYNONYMS 
2 TRADE NAME
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier 
Maps with Frequency of Occurrence 
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
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CA 9TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME 
CA 9TH NAME 
CA CONNECTION 
CAS REGISTRY NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO.
CAS REGISTRY NO.
COMMON NAME
COMMON NAME
COMMON NAME
DR&D REG. NO.
FELDMANN'S CONN
FELDMANN'S CONN
FELDMANN'S CONN
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
IUPAC NAME
IUPAC NAME
IUPAC NAME
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM
MOLFORM FRAG
MOLFORM FRAG
NAME FRAG
NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FROM SOURCE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO.
2 CA 9TH FRAG
2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
2 RING ANALYSIS
2 SYNONYM FRAG
2 MOLFORM
2 CA 9TH FRAG
2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
2 NIOSH TOX. REG . NO.
2 RING ANALYSIS
2 SYNONYM FRAG
2 FELDMANN'S CONN
2 MOLFORM
2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
2 NSC CODE
2 COMMON NAME
2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
2 WLN
2 SADTLER REF SPEC NO
2 SYNONYMS
2 MOLFORM
2 SYNONYMS
2 TRADE NAME
2 CA 9TH FRAG
2 CA CONNECTION
2 COMMON NAME
2 IUPAC NAME
2 NO. OF RINGS
2 NSC CODE
2 RING ANALYSIS
2 SYNONYM FRAG
2 CA 9TH FRAG
2 SYNONYM FRAG
2 TRADE NAME
2 RING ANALYSIS
2 USAN
2 CA 8TH NAME
2 CA 9TH NAME
2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
2 COMMON NAME
2 FELDMANN'S CONN
2 WLN
2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier 
Maps with Frequency of Occurrence 
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
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NIOSH TOX. REG. NO.
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO.
NO. OF RINGS
NSC CODE
NSC CODE
RING ANALYSIS
RING ANALYSIS
RING ANALYSIS
RING ANALYSIS
RING ANALYSIS
RING ANALYSIS
RING ANALYSIS
SADTLER REF SPEC NO.
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
SYNONYMS
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
TRADE NAME
USAN
WLN
WLN
WLN
2 SYNONYMS 
2 TRADE NAME 
2 MOLFORM 
2 DR&D REG. NO.
2 MOLFORM 
2 CA 8TH NAME 
2 CA 9TH NAME 
2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
2 MOLFORM 
2 NAME FROM SOURCE 
2 SYNONYMS 
2 TRADE NAME 
2 FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
2 CA 9TH FRAG 
2 CA 9TH NAME 
2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
2 MOLFORM 
2 MOLFORM FRAG 
2 SYNONYMS 
2 TRADE NAME 
2 CA 7TH NAME 
2 CA 9TH FRAG 
2 FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
2 IUPAC NAME 
2 NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 
2 RING ANALYSIS 
2 SYNONYM FRAG 
2 CA 9TH FRAG 
2 IUPAC NAME 
2 NAME FRAG 
2 NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 
2 RING ANALYSIS 
2 SYNONYM FRAG 
2 NAME FROM SOURCE 
2 FELDMANN'S CONN 
2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE 
2 RING CODE
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier 
Maps with Frequency of Occurrence 
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
Table 4.10 (5 of 5)
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API CHEM ASPECT 2 CA 7TH NAME
API CHEM ASPECT 2 CA 8TH NAME
CA 7TH NAME 2 API CHEM ASPECT
CA 7TH NAME 3 CA 8TH NAME
CA 7TH NAME 2 SYNONYMS
CA 8TH NAME 2 API CHEM ASPECT
CA 8TH NAME 3 CA 7TH NAME
CA 8TH NAME 10 CA 9TH NAME
CA 8TH NAME 8 CAS REGISTRY NO.
CA 8TH NAME 9 MOLFORM
CA 8TH NAME 3 MOLFORM FRAG
CA 8TH NAME 3 NAME FRAG
CA 8TH NAME 7 NAME FROM SOURCE
CA 8TH NAME 2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
CA 8TH NAME 2 RING ANALYSIS
CA 8TH NAME 9 SYNONYMS
CA 8TH NAME 5 TRADE NAME
CA 8TH NAME 3 WLN
CA 9TH FRAG 2 CA 9TH NAME
CA 9TH FRAG 2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
CA 9TH FRAG 2 MOLFORM
CA 9TH FRAG 2 MOLFORM FRAG
CA 9TH FRAG 2 SYNONYM FRAG
CA 9TH FRAG 2 SYNONYMS
CA 9TH FRAG 2 TRADE NAME
CA 9TH NAME 10 CA 8TH NAME
CA 9TH NAME 2 CA 9TH FRAG
CA 9TH NAME 18 CAS REGISTRY NO.
CA 9TH NAME 16 MOLFORM
CA 9TH NAME 11 MOLFORM FRAG
CA 9TH NAME 9 NAME FRAG
CA 9TH NAME 13 NAME FROM SOURCE
CA 9TH NAME 2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
CA 9TH NAME 2 RING ANALYSIS
CA 9TH NAME 2 SYNONYM FRAG
CA 9TH NAME 10 SYNONYMS
CA 9TH NAME 8 TRADE NAME
CA 9TH NAME 5 WLN
CA CONNECTION 2 MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. 8 CA 8TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. 2 CA 9TH FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. 18 CA 9TH NAME
CAS REGISTRY NO. 4 COMMON NAME
CAS REGISTRY MO. 23 MOLFORM
CAS REGISTRY NO. 12 MOLFORM FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. 9 NAME FRAG
CAS REGISTRY NO. 20 NAME FROM SOURCE
CAS REGISTRY NO. 2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
CAS REGISTRY NO. 2 NIOSH TOX. REG. NO
CAS REGISTRY NO. 2 RING ANALYSIS
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier Maps in Alphabetic Order
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
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CAS REGISTRY NO. 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
COMMON NAME 
DR&D REG. NO. 
FELDMANN'S CONN 
FELDMANN'S CONN 
FELDMANN'S CONN 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS 
IUPAC NAME 
IUPAC NAME 
IUPAC NAME 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG 
MOLFORM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG 
SYNONYMS 
TRADE NAME 
WLN
WLN FRAG 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
FELDMANN 'S CONN 
MOLFORM
NATIONAL DRUG CODE
SYNONYMS
WLN
NSC CODE 
COMMON NAME 
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 
WLN
MOLFORM
SADTLER REF SPEC NO.
SYNONYMS
MOLFORM
SYNONYMS
TRADE NAME
CA 8TH NAME
CA 9TH FRAG
CA 9TH NAME
CA CONNECTION
CAS REGISTRY NO.
COMMON NAME
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
IUPAC NAME
MOLFORM FRAG
NAME FRAG
NAME FROM SOURCE
NO. OF RINGS
NSC CODE
RING ANALYSIS
SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYMS
TRADE NAME
WLN
WLN FRAG 
CA 8TH NAME 
CA 9TH FRAG 
CA 9TH NAME 
CAS REGISTRY NO. 
MOLFORM 
NAME FRAG 
NAME FROM SOURCE 
SYNONYM FRAG 
SYNONYMS 
TRADE NAME
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2
16
10
11
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
9
2
16
2
23
2
3
2
14
9
19
2
2
2
2
17
12
12
4
3
2
11
12
14
9
10
2
4
3
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier Maps in Alphabetic Order
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
Table 4.11 (2 of 4)
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MOLFORM FRAG 3 WLN
NAME FRAG 3 CA 8TH NAME
NAME FRAG 9 CA 9TH NAME
NAME FRAG 9 CAS REGISTRY NO.
NAME FRAG 9 MOLFORM
NAME FRAG 9 MOLFORM FRAG
NAME FRAG 8 NAME FROM SOURCE
NAME FRAG 2 TRADE NAME
NAME FROM SOURCE 7 CA 8TH NAME
NAME FROM SOURCE 13 CA 9TH NAME
NAME FROM SOURCE 20 CAS REGISTRY NO.
NAME FROM SOURCE 19 MOLFORM
NAME FROM SOURCE 10 MOLFORM FRAG
NAME FROM SOURCE 8 NAME FRAG
NAME FROM SOURCE 3 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
NAME FROM SOURCE 2 RING ANALYSIS
NAME FROM SOURCE 12 SYNONYMS
NAME FROM SOURCE 14 TRADE NAME
NAME FROM SOURCE 2 USAN
NAME FROM SOURCE 11 WLN
NAME FROM SOURCE 3 WLN FRAG
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 2 CA 8TH NAME
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 2 CA 9TH NAME
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 2 COMMON NAME
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 2 FELDMANN'S CONN
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 3 NAME FROM SOURCE
NATIONAL DRUG CODE 2 WLN
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 2 SYNONYMS
NIOSH TOX. REG. NO. 2 TRADE NAME
NO. OF RINGS 2 MOLFORM
NSC CODE 2 DR&D REG. NO.
NSC CODE 2 MOLFORM
NSC CODE 4 SYNONYMS
NSC CODE 3 TRADE NAME
RING ANALYSIS 2 CA 8TH NAME
RING ANALYSIS 2 CA 9TH NAME
RING ANALYSIS 2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
RING ANALYSIS 2 MOLFORM
RING ANALYSIS 2 NAME FROM SOURCE
RING ANALYSIS 2 SYNONYMS
RING ANALYSIS 2 TRADE NAME
SADTLER REF SPEC NO. 2 FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
SYNONYM FRAG 2 CA 9TH FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG 2 CA 9TH NAME
SYNONYM FRAG 2 CAS REGISTRY NO.
SYNONYM FRAG 2 MOLFORM
SYNONYM FRAG 2 MOLFORM FRAG
SYNONYM FRAG 2 SYNONYMS
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier Maps in Alphabetic Order
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
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SYNONYM FRAG 2 TRADE NAME
SYNONYMS 2 CA 7TH NAME
SYNONYMS 9 CA 8TH NAME
SYNONYMS 2 CA 9TH FRAG
SYNONYMS 10 CA 9TH NAME
SYNONYMS 16 CAS REGISTRY NO.
SYNONYMS 4 COMMON NAME
SYNONYMS 2 FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
SYNONYMS 2 IUPAC NAME
SYNONYMS 17 MOLFORM
SYNONYMS 4 MOLFORM FRAG
SYNONYMS 12 NAME FROM SOURCE
SYNONYMS 2 NIOSH TOX. REG. NO
SYNONYMS 4 NSC CODE
SYNONYMS 2 RING ANALYSIS
SYNONYMS 2 SYNONYM FRAG
SYNONYMS 20 TRADE NAME
SYNONYMS 11 WLN
SYNONYMS 4 WLN FRAG
TRADE NAME 5 CA 8TH NAME
TRADE NAME 2 CA 9TH FRAG
TRADE NAME 8 CA 9TH NAME
TRADE NAME 10 CAS REGISTRY NO.
TRADE NAME 2 IUPAC NAME
TRADE NAME 12 MOLFORM
TRADE NAME 3 MOLFORM FRAG
TRADE NAME 2 NAME FRAG
TRADE NAME 14 NAME FROM SOURCE
TRADE NAME 2 NIOSH TOX. REG. NO
TRADE NAME 3 NSC CODE
TRADE NAME 2 RING ANALYSIS
TRADE NAME 2 SYNONYM FRAG
TRADE NAME 20 SYNONYMS
TRADE NAME 8 WLN
TRADE NAME 3 WLN FRAG
USAN 2 NAME FROM SOURCE
WLN 3 CA 8TH NAME
WLN 5 CA 9TH NAME
WLN 11 CAS REGISTRY NO.
WLN 4 COMMON NAME
WLN 2 FELDMANN'S CONN
WLN 13 MOLFORM
WLN 3 MOLFORM FRAG
WLN 11 NAME FROM SOURCE
WLN 2 NATIONAL DRUG CODE
WLN 2 RING CODE
WLN 11 SYNONYMS
WLN 8 TRADE NAME
WLN 8 WLN FRAG
WLN FRAG 4 CAS REGISTRY NO.
WLN FRAG 4 MOLFORM
WLN FRAG 3 NAME FROM SOURCE
WLN FRAG 4 SYNONYMS
WLN FRAG 3 TRADE NAME
WLN FRAG 7 WLN
Chemical Identifier/Chemical Identifier Maps in Alphabetic Order
(Frequency Greater Than 1)
Table 4.11 (4 of 4)
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Maps are based on 2-tuples, 3-tuples and 4-tuples. Of the 161 
chemical data bases nine are algorithms for converting one chemical identifier 
to another chemical identifier (C/C)' thus, they do not enter into the C/D 
2-tuples. The number of data bases participating in 2-tuples is 152. The number 
of 2-tuples generated by the 152 data bases together with the identifiers that 
occur in them is 426. The number of 3-tuples generated is 1,733. The number 
of 4-tuples is 41,814. Not all 2-tuples or 3-tuples enter into the 4-tuple 
maps; 1,731 of the 3-tuples and 424 of the 2-tuples participate in the 4-tuple 
maps. Of the 152 initial data bases 151 (99.34%) are reached as end points 
with data bases other than themselves as starting points. We did not print 
out all of the 4-tuples but analyzed a selected number of them for presentation 
here. Figure 4.2 provides findings for analyses of seven chemical identifiers: 
CAS Registry Number, MCC, Molform, NSC, Walter Reed Number, and WLN.
All maps are dependent on chemical identifiers being present in data bases 
and, in general, the more data bases a chemical identifier occurs in, the 
more maps it will participate in, and the more useful it is for conversion 
purposes.
Figure 4.2 provides the identifier names in column 1; column 2 indicates, 
for each identifier, the number of data bases that participated in a 3-component 
(C/D/C) relation; column 3 indicates the number of identifiers that were 
reached in the C/D/C 3-component relation using the identifier in column 1 as 
the starting point; column 4 indicates the number of data bases reached in 
4-component C/D/C/D relations; column 5 indicates the number of mappings 
generated for the 4-component relations for each of the identifiers in column
1.
NUMBER OF
CHEMICAL IDENTIFIER NAME
NUMBER OF 
DATA BASES IN 
3-COMPONENT 
RELATION
NUMBER OF 
CHEM. IDS. IN 
3-COMPONENT 
RELATION
DATA BASES 
MAPPED TO 
IN 4-COMPONENT 
RELATION
NUMBER
OF
MAPPINGS
CAS
REGISTRY NUMBER 36 33 134 4354
MCC
(Mechanical Chemical 
Code) 1 6 65 120
Molform 39 46 143 4329
National Drug 
Code 4 8 116 451
NSC
(Natl. Screening Ctr.) 8 11 126 441
Walter Reed Number
2 5 41 41
WLN 25 39 58 591
(Wisswesser Line Notation)
Counts from Selected Mappings of Chemical Identifier/Data Base/Chemical Identifier/Data Base
Figure 4.2
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From Figure 4.2 we see that Molforms were found in 39 data bases in 
the C/D/C maps and CAS Registry Numbers in 36. With Molform as a starting 
point 143 data bases were reached through 4,329 C/D/C/D maps; with CAS 
Registry Number 134 data bases were reached through 4,344 maps. A sampling 
of the C/D/C/D maps starting with the CAS Registry Number is provided in 
Table D.4 of Appendix D. With the exception of the identifier Name from 
Source, no other identifier approached the performance of these two. WLN 
was present in 26 data bases; it was present in 25 data bases in the C/D/C 
maps, but mapped to only 58 data bases in the C/D/C/D maps— fewer than half 
the number that CAS Registry Number and Molform mapped to. CAS Registry 
Number and Molform each were responsible for 10+% of all the maps generated.
The only other single identifier responsible for more was the "catch-all" 
identifier, Name from Source. Name from Source is non-specific and could not 
really be used in an operational system.
Using Mfolform as a starting point we mapped to 94.7% of the data bases 
that were reached by all C/D/C/D maps or 94.0% of all the data bases that 
participated at all. Using CAS Registry Number we mapped to 88.7% of the 
data bases that were end points or 88.2% of all participating data bases.
The significant point here is that CAS Registry Number was present in only 
37 (24%) of the data bases in C/D pairs but by using intervening data bases 
as converters we reached (or could access) 134 data bases. Similarly, Molform 
was present in only 40 (26%) of the initial C/D pairs yet we were able to reach 
94% of the data bases through Molforms.
It might appear that Molforms out-perform CAS Registry Numbers but one 
must remember that molforms are ambiguous whereas CAS Registry Numbers are not,
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hence, CAS numbers out-perform miolforms as unambiguous converters. On the 
other hand roo Iforms are information-bearing identifiers as are WLNs. It would 
appear that the combination of the three identifiers with CAS Registry Numbers 
functioning as the identifier and the others simply providing information about 
a structure would be most helpful.
Multicomponent maps are built from two-component maps. Maps can start 
either from an identifier (as described above) or a data base. Data bases 
that contain many different identifier elements participate in more maps, 
i.e., they can be used as converters more often than data bases with few 
identifier elements. For that reason the CHEMLINE data base of the National 
Library of Medicine and the CAS Chemical Name Dictionary are data bases that 
participate actively in maps. Both files contain multiple ways of naming or 
identifying compounds.
In this study we have looked at the potential for mapping chemical data 
bases. The data bases that were analyzed are distributed throughout the United 
States and Europe, and there is no centralized access to them. Volume 2 of 
this report comprises a directory to the data bases studied in this project 
(except for several data bases produced by private organizations that did not 
wish to be listed). The directory in volume 2 is only a partial listing of 
the chemical data bases in existence. It would appear that a solution to the 
problem of becoming aware of and gaining access to chemical data bases 
(numeric and bibliographic) could be solved through development of a distributed 
network including chemical data bases, a directory containing data about them, 
a translator system for converting chemical identifiers, and a control system.
A number of networking considerations are discussed in section 4.8.
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4.8 Configuration Considerations for Future Implementation of a 
Distributed Chemical Data Bases System
A mapping system for a network of data bases involves a number of components 
the data bases themselves, descriptive data about the data bases, translators 
(conversion tables, conversion algorithm, and data bases known to perform as 
translators), and a conversion control package (CCP) that interacts with the 
user and with the data bases or their descriptions to perform or specify the 
conversion process. In a network environment these components may appear in 
various degrees of centralization or distribution. For instance, the data 
bases may be at the same node (computer site within the network) as the con­
version control program, at a different node, or spread over many nodes.
Similarly the other components may be grouped together or diffused through 
the system.
Centralization cuts down on the number of data requests passed to and 
from the conversion control program through the network as the data are 
gathered to handle a user request. Data stored locally can be retrieved and 
massaged without network involvement. On the other hand, storage must be pro­
vided at the CCP’s home node for all the necessary data. Also, changes in data 
(such as updates to data base descriptions) must be sent to the converter node 
for incorporation, adding another step to the maintenance routine.
If data is distributed there are higher costs involved in processing a 
query, as data must be pulled together from scattered nodes. This also affects 
the bandwidth requirements for links to and from the conversion control program’s 
home node. Protocols must be created for requesting the data. But the data 
can be stored at the site with the data base it describes, so that changes can be 
made locally and immediately reflected in the CCP’s planning; changes in the
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descriptions could even be made automatically by the data base updating procedure, 
without involving the network at all. Storage requirements at the CCP site 
would also be reduced.
The data bases themselves will almost certainly be distributed over the 
network (or networks). Not only is the storage cost of centralizing the data 
bases high, but other concerns also are involved. Many data bases are to
some degree proprietary or confidential. The safest way to control access to 
a data base is to retain physical control of the file and logical control of 
access to it. If the data base is stored in the owner's node, all access to 
it can be routed through locally-controlled accessing procedures. Access 
restrictions can then be simply installed, such as a prohibition of accesses 
to certain data fields or records in the file or of access except by statistical 
summary. Thus, a pharmaceutical company m^ght permit access to nomenclature and 
registry numbers while inhibiting access to some property information in a file 
describing its products, as well as inhibiting all access to records describ­
ing, for example, not-yet-patented compounds under development. The same 
data base, however, could still be used in-house without restriction.
Some data bases would still be grouped together. Economies of scale and 
ease of uniform access dictate that the most often used bibliographic data 
bases, for example, will continue to be grouped by service vendors for resale 
to end users. Other natural groupings may also appear. Subject-related data bases 
may be brought together or merged to improve their marketing position. Similarly, 
a group of small data base producers might band together to save on storage costs 
and attract the notice of potential users. Purveyors of conversion products 
and numeric data bases have a particular stake in controlling access, as access 
is likely to be transaction oriented. The user approaches such files with
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clearly specified data needs and entry points, so billing by connect time is 
likely to be inadequate.
We may also characterize a potential system by its integration. As one 
extreme a system could execute the entire conversion process from user query 
to requested output, identifying necessary conversions and sending data to 
the appropriate converters as necessary. The opposite extreme would be a 
totally disconnected system, in which the CCP only informed the user of the 
appropriate conversion maps, with the user required to connect to each con­
verter needed, re-enter data in required formats, and keep track of the steps 
involved. The degree of integration may also vary depending on the particular 
steps needed to satisfy a query. The CCP might be able to interact directly 
with some common data bases and converters and not others, requiring the user 
to bridge the gaps with accesses to known-but-not-integrated converters.
Redundency is also a factor in the design of the mapping system. Two kinds 
of redundancy may be desirable. Operational redundancy would involve making 
extra links to the CCP node and extra copies of key components to permit the 
system to degrade its performance gracefully or avoid degradation entirely in 
the face of component failure or unavailability. The number of links provided 
to a node is based on the importance of retaining access to that node despite 
the failure of other nodes and links and also on the density of message traffic 
to the node. Those considerations are in the domain of the network provider. 
Copying components of the mapping system allows the CCP to look elsewhere for 
a given datum if a node or link is down closing the path to the primary site 
of that datum. The CCP itself might be duplicated to guard against failure of 
the CCP site or to offer two or more access points to the conversion system,
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distributing congestion. The second kind of redundancy is resource redundancy, 
the availability of multiple means to a given end. The CCP could take 
advantage of resource redundancy to reduce costs (by selecting the cheapest 
alternative), optimize response time (by avoiding congested components or compon­
ents located a long way off), take advantage of greatest known accuracy, or 
even perform conversions in parallel for continuous accuracy cross-checking.
While the alternative configurations and CCP implementations are widely 
diverse, some things that can be said with some certainty delineate certain 
aspects and required properties of the system. Some data will be distributed. 
There is no point in considering a system requiring all data and data bases to 
be located at the CCP node (unless a multitude of CCPs are to be used, each 
associated with a local cluster of data bases and converters). Some steps are 
not going to be integrated. It is very unlikely that all paths will be com- 
pletable within the set of converters and data bases accessible online through 
a single network. Some data bases will be grouped. The present venders of data
resources are likely to expand and continue to provide access to groups of data
.bases. It is not unlikely that additional groupings will grow in the future 
probably along subject, producer, or size distinctions. This may argue for 
semi-autonomous CCPs attached to groups of resources which would communicate 
with a master CCP and perform multi-step maps within a single group, cutting 
communications cost and time. Some data bases and/or conversion resources will 
have restricted access. These will include some in which particular fields or 
records will be inhibited and others which will be totally limited to specific 
users or groups of users. The CCP must be able to plan its maps taking those 
restrictions, and their application to the specific user, into account. This 
also is conducive to a distributed CCP, with the master CCP asking all of the
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slave CCPs attached to individual resources or groups of resources to report 
whether they can perforin a needed conversion for the user at hand and then 
authorizing the selected slave to execute the map.
The final form that a mapping system will take remains open to conjecture 
and further research. The availability of a universal identifier (such as the 
CAS Registry Number could be if applied to all chemical substances) and a 
system for converting any chemical identifier to it, will influence the shape 
of the system, as will the success and growth of the large venders of data 
bases— both bibliographic and numeric. The political problems of dealing 
with hundreds of data bases and converters, producers, and venders are likely 
to be tremendous. One possible start for chemical identifier mapping would be 
growth of the necessary capabilities in a single-source, multi-data base 
environment. A successful start might then lead to introduction of similar 
capabilities in other groups, agreements with non-grouped data bases for use 
of any unique capabilities they offer, agreement on protocols for passing the 
required kinds of arguments around in the network, and, finally, one or more 
master CCPs using those protocols to control the separate group-resident CCPs.
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5. BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASES— DATA ACQUISITION
The DBMMSS study used the technique of mapping in attacking two 
problems. The distributed chemical data base problem was discussed in 
sections 3 and 4 of this report. The problem of non-standardization of 
bibliographic data elements is covered in sections 5 and 6. If the con­
tents of bibliographic data bases were described in a standard way they 
could be reformatted automatically. We attempted a standard description 
by establishing a set of microelements, intermediate elements, and 
macroelements, called the DBMMSS structure. We then mapped existing data 
bases to our structure.
Data were acquired through a series of steps: (1) analysis and extraction
of data from published and unpublished printed sources; (2) design of a survey 
instrument; (3) mail survey; and (4) telephone follow-up and verification of 
data. From all the sources and activities several hundred bibliographic data 
bases were identified. Thirty-nine of these were analyzed and mapped into the 
DBMMSS structure. Data bases included in the micro-analysis study described 
in Section 6 were those that met our criteria for analysis.
5.1 Criteria for Inclusion of Bibliographic Data Bases for Analysis and 
DBMMSS Mapping
Data bases were selected for analysis and mapping into the DBMMSS 
structure (analysis and mapping are described in Section 6) if they met our 
criteria for inclusion. Data bases were included that covered a breadth of 
areas of scientific, technical and non-scientific areas with the majority 
being sci-tech data bases. We included data bases (1) that were bibliographic 
in nature,(2) that were publicly available, (3) for which we were able to 
obtain sufficient documentation, and (4) some of which implemented existing 
standards.
5.1.1 Bibliographic Nature
We limited our analysis to bibliographic data bases which were of the
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abstracting and indexing type. We excluded those bibliographic data bases 
which primarily serve as cataloging tools and contain such elements as, for
example, the history and library holdings of serials, or elements which link 
one record entry to another (e.g., edition statements, added entries). We
excluded data bases dealing with records of films, manuscripts, maps, printed
music, legal material, and recorded sound. We included data bases with
records accomodating the literature types most commonly covered by existing
systems; they are: (1) serial, journal; (2) book; (3) report; (4) thesis/
dissertation; (5) patent; (6) conference publication; (7) reprint; (8) trade
literature; and (9) letter to the editor, communication, note, etc.
Thirty-nine abstracting and indexing data bases met our criteria £ they 
were analyzed and mapped to the DBMMSS structure.
In addition to these abstracting and indexing type data bases, we also 
analyzed two proposed standards for bibliographic data bases, the UNISIST/ICSU- 
AB recommendations (B93) and the UNIMARC format (B55). These proposed standards 
address the issue of machine identifiability and provide content designators for 
most of the bibliographic data elements we investigated. Thus, they were good 
candidates for mapping into the DBMMSS structure.
5.1.2 Availability of Documentation
Only those data bases for which we were able to obtain sufficient data 
base type documentation could be included in the analysis and mapping. Docu­
mentation providing detailed data element data was essential in order to 
analyze the data elements and micro-elements of a given data base. Knowledge 
of the elements and micro-elements was essential in order to map data bases 
into the DBMMSS structure. Tape documentation had to describe the tape contents 
as it was distributed by the producer. We did not accept a description of data 
elements based on a search system which relied on conversion of the data base 
for a particular retrieval software package. The tape documentation had to
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include naming of data elements, definitions of data elements, and/or examples 
of data representation.
We found that documentation fell into three categories of adequacy: (1)
sufficient to map micro-elements to the producer data elements; (2) sufficient 
to map a more generic level of our structure to producer data elements; and 
(3) insufficient definition and representation of data elements.
For example, the API Master Document File for the API data bases does 
not define elements or give examples of data representation. The documenta­
tion basically describes three types of data elements related to the biblio­
graphic citation: authors, bibliographic information, and descriptors (B6).
Since there is no explanation of the component elements of "bibliographic 
information" or "authors" we could not analyze this data base for macro/ 
microelements.
Another example of insufficient documentation relates to two data bases 
produced by Data Courier, Inc., POLLUTION ABSTRACTS and Oceanic Abstracts. 
According to the documentation, both data bases are formatted with the same 
data elements and representations. Each publication or record item consists 
of 5 records— author, title, publication information, keyword, and author 
affiliation. Each record contains fixed field component elements. For 
example, "publication information" consists of the following bibliographic 
related data elements: publication information in fields 1-57; journal year—
the year the article was published in fields 59-60; citation number in fields 
61-72; and language codes in fields 76-80. Publication information is de­
fined as "information immediately following the title information and con­
tinuing through the period following the year of publication" (B76). Since
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there is no functional definition of this data element we could not analyze 
these data bases in terms of the DBMMSS macro/micro-element structure.
Other producer documentation described data elements in terms of more 
specific definitions than the last examples, but we could only map 
intermediate level elements or macro-elements to the producer elements. For 
example, the ERDA documentation for the NSA data base includes an element for 
author affiliation and is defined as "the affiliation (organization and/or 
address) of the authors" (B3). Since we could not determine whether parent organiza 
tion and/or subdivision names are entered we could only map this producer element to 
our intermediate level element for "originator affiliation— name of organization." 
The same producer element would also map to our intermediate level element "origi­
nator affiliation— address" and not to any particular component micro-elements.
5.1.3 Adherence to Standards
The task of mapping bibliographic data bases involved selection of data 
bases based on criteria indicated in 5.1 above. It also involved analysis 
of standards. Standards were analyzed for two reasons (1) to assist in the 
development of the DBMMSS structure for bibliographic data bases, (section 6.2)
and (2)in order to map selected standards against the generalized structure we
A
developed. In addition to analyzing and mapping 39 data bases we also selected 
four standards for detailed analysis and mapping (section 6.4). Standards were 
mapped because the mapping of standards implies the mapping of data bases that 
observe those standards.
In analyzing the data bases we noted which standards those data bases 
adhered to. Table 5.1 indicates the names of the 39 data bases and the stan­
dards they observed at the time of publication of the data base documentation we 
analyzed.
The term standard as it is used in this report does not refer exclusively 
to standards that have been adopted by a national or international standards 
body.
Data Base Data Base
Name Standard Name Standard
ABIPC
BIOSIS PREVIEWS
CAB System ISO 2709*
CACON SDF
CAIN
CBAC SDF
CIJE
CIN SDF
COMPENDEX ANSI/COSATI
CT SDF
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SDF
EM UNISIST/ICSU-AB
ENERGY SDF
EPILEPSY
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY SDF
FSTA
GeoRef UNISIST/ICSU-AB
ICRS
IFI/Comprehensive Data Base 
INFORM
INSPEC ANSI/MARC
MARC (Books) ANSI/MARC
MATERIALS SDF
METADEX 
NMR
NSA ANSI/COSATI
NTIS Bibliographie Data File ANSI/COSATI
PATELL
Patent Concordance SDF
PNI
POPINFORM
POST SDF
RIE
SCI
SPIN
SSCI
SSIE
STI
TOXLINE
^Standard for record format only
**The MARC and COSATI implementations of ANSZ39.2-1971 may refer to draft versions of the standard prior 
to its acceptance.
Data Bases Analyzed and Standards Implemented 
Table 5.1
-T
OT
-
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Because of the paucity of true standards covering data base record formats, 
content designators, and data representation and because we wished to compare 
the DBMMSS structure for bibliographic data bases to the real world standards 
situation (which includes true standards, de facto standards, quasi standards, 
and proposed standards) we have treated as standards a variety of proposed 
and accepted standards, "standards" projects, and even one internal standard 
developed by a data base producer.* The criterion employed was the fact 
that the "standard" was in wide use or likely to be widely used once completed.
The four "standards" selected for mapping were (1) the UNISIST/ICSU-AB 
(B93), ANSI Z39.2-1977 (B5), UNIMARC (B55), and the NFAIS-FID data elements 
list (B68). In attacking the general problem of developing a mapping structure 
we analyzed a larger number of standards. They are mentioned here but not 
treated in the detailed analysis and mapping study in section 6.
Standards related to the exchange of bibliographic information in machine 
readable form cover three general areas: (1) structure of the data base,
i.e., tape and record format; (2) content designators, i.e., identification 
and definition of data elements; and (3) data representation, i.e., specific 
content and format of the content designators by numbers, letters and symbols 
which may be further specified by a particular sequence and punctuation.
An international standard for the format structure of bibliographic 
data bases in machine readable form is ISO 2709-1973, Documentation-Format
*The CAS generated "Standard Distribution Format," referred to as SDF, 
is recognized as a standard. While SDF is not recognized as a national 
or international standard, we do feel it should be recognized because 
it is widely used and provides rigorous documentation in terms of record 
format and data element definitions. Also, ten CAS data bases relevant 
to this project implement this format; this relatively large number of 
data bases appears to be an important fact which should not be ignored.
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for Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic Tape (hereinafter 
referred to as ISO 2709) (B28). Some of the existing and proposed standards 
regarding data content provide guidelines and authority lists covering, for 
example, country names (B88), periodical title word abbreviations (B29, B30), 
report numbers (B90), U.S. State names (B48), and dates (B80, B81, B102).
Most of the standards for data representation are being developed by the 
ANSI subcommittee X3L8, Representations of Data Elements, and ISO/TC97/SC 14, 
Representations of Data Elements.
Currently there exist no standards for bibliographic content designators. 
Avram (B9) has outlined some of the major difficulties in achieving universal 
bibliographic description and mentions the joint efforts of the IFLA Work­
ing Group on Content Designators, ISO Working Group on Content Designators, 
and the UNISIST Working Group on Bibliographic Data Exchange, toward develop­
ing the MARC International Format (B9).
Development of content designators for a subset of bibliographic data 
elements appears to be a more feasible goal. The UNISIST/ICSU-AB Working 
Group on Bibliographic Descriptions has recommended a set of content 
designators which will provide an adequate bibliographic citation for the 
scientific and technical literature covered by most abstracting and indexing 
services(hereinafter referred to as UNISIST/ICSU-AB) (B93). Similar efforts 
toward developing common definitions and representations of data elements pri­
marily found in the serial literature oriented data bases, have been coordinated 
among ASIDIC, EUSIDIC, ICSU-AB and NFAIS (B23). Recently, the development of 
standards for content designators of bibliographic data has been coordinated 
by the IFLA Working Group on Content Designators and called the Universal 
MARC format, or UNIMARC (B55).
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ANS Z39.2-1971 and ISO 2709-1973 are nearly the same. They both specify 
the "empty container" directory-type format for bibliographic records. They 
do not specify what the data content should be or how it should be tagged.
MARC, ANSI/COSATI, UNIMARC, and UNISIST/ICSU-AB are all implementations of 
ISO 2709. These four specify data content and tagging and they implement 
the "empty container" format. MARC and UNIMARC deal with library cataloging 
data whereas COSATI deals with technical reports as they are handled by A&I 
services.
The need for standardization of bibliographic information becomes more 
evident with the increasing availability of online retrieval systems. Publicly 
available online search systems require the user to enter a request with 
system-specific protocols. Software is being developed in a project conducted 
by Reintjes and Marcus which will provide the conversion of multiple online 
protocols requiring the user to know only one set of system commands (B79). 
Among the benefits of this work is a contribution to defining the important 
issues and possible solutions related to standards for retrieval systems (B64).
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In addition to standards related to system protocols, standards for 
data element definitions also appear necessary in order to achieve a goal 
of networked resource sharing. The potential feature of entering a request 
and obtaining results selected from many data bases instead of separate data 
bases is not currently available. Some of the obstacles preventing this 
development are copyright and royalty issues relative to data base producers 
and implementation of different subject indexing practices. In this project 
task we were concerned with the technical obstacle, namely a lack of standard 
data element definitions and format.
Before standards for content designators are developed and implemented, 
it appears reasonable to provide a multiple data base search system with the 
capability of searching for a data element defined by some common biblio­
graphic structure. This capability would enable the end user to retrieve a 
set of citations resulting from many data bases. One of the main purposes 
of this project was to propose a feasible bibliographic structure for stan­
dardizing the definitions and representations of content designators. We 
have limited our major efforts to the type of literature covered by abstract­
ing and indexing services. In general, we were not concerned with subject 
indexing data elements. Other projects have addressed the problems associated 
with multiple data base access by subject terms or codes (B70, B98). Develop­
ment of a bibliographic structure will contribute to the possible achievement 
of systems which can algorithmically identify common data elements among a 
number of data bases.
o
5.2 Sources of Information -106-
The major information sources consulted included: The Survey of Commercially
Available Computer-Readable Bibliographic Data Bases edited by J.H. Schneider,
M. Gechman, and S.E. Furth; the April 1975 issue of NEWSIDIC produced by 
EUSIDIC; M.E. Williams personal data base files; the ASIDIC Survey of Infor­
mation Center Services by M.E. Williams and A.K. Stewart; ASIDIC lists; data 
base producer brochures and documentation; and the data base producers them­
selves who were contacted through the mail and by telephone. Other literature 
sources consulted have been listed in the Bibliography of this report.
5.3 Data Content, Tagging and Survey Instrument
Data content associated with the bibliographic data bases falls in 10 
major categories as follows:
1. Basic Information
2. Producer/Distributor/Generator Information
3. Availability and Charges for Data Base Tapes
4. Subject Matter and Scope of Data on Tape
5. Subject Analysis/Indexing Data
6. Bibliographic Data Base Elements Present on Tape
7. Tape Specifications
8. Search Programs
9. Data Base Services Offered
10. User Aids Offered by Data Base Producer 
These ten categories of information (Refs. B84, B100) were used for gathering 
data and the survey instrument (questionnaire) we employed. The same survey 
instrument was used for the acquisition of data regarding chemical data bases 
and bibliographic data bases. The tagging of data elements (Table 3.1) was 
the same for both. Naturally, not all of the tagged elements applied to every
data base.
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6. BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASES— DATA ELEMENT/MICROELEMENT 
ANALYSIS AND MAPPING
6.1 Scope of Analysis and Mapping
The DBMMSS project task of mapping bibliographic data bases involved a 
number of separate but related activities. Overall, we wished to determine 
whether it was feasible to automatically convert bibliographic data bases to 
a common format or super-structure. It was our contention that the data ele­
ments in data bases could be broken down into their smallest atomic components 
or microelements and that the microelements could then be used as building blocks 
to construct a common structure. Since no single format known to us accom­
modated a complete microelement structure we had to devise one. The common 
structure or format developed is called the DBMMSS Structure for Bibliographic 
Data Bases.
The DBMMSS structure we developed is a generalized structure that accom­
modates the data elements contained in bibliographic literature of the type 
that is widely available through the commercial online venders (specifically, 
journals, monographs, conference proceedings and reports). After developing the 
DBMMSS structure (section 6.2) we mapped 39 bibliographic data bases (Table 6.1) 
and four "standards" to the structure in order to assess the likelihood of being 
able to convert to the DBMMSS structure the selected data bases as well as data 
bases that adhere to the specific standards.
A very general framework for categorizing all types of data elements that 
are described in data base producer documentation includes the four functional 
categories: (1) availability, (2) bibliographic description, (3) intellectual
content, and (4) tape processing information (section 6.2.1). Within this 
general framework the DBMMSS structure was developed to cover the types of data 
elements contained in the bibliographic description group only.
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ABIPC (Abstract Bulletin of the Institute of Paper Chemistry)
The Institute of Paper Chemistry
BIOSIS PREVIEWS
BioSciences Information Service
CAB System (Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux System)
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux
CACon (CA CONDENSATES)
CAIN (Cataloging and Indexing)
National Agricultural Library
CBAC (Chemical-Biological Activities)
Chemical Abstracts Service
CIJE (Current Index to Journals in Education)
Educational Resources Information Center
CIN (CHEMICAL INDUSTRY NOTES)
Chemical Abstracts Service
COMPENDEX (Computerized Engineering Index)
Engineering Index, Inc.
CT (CHEMICAL TITLES)
Chemical Abstracts Service
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT
Chemical Abstracts Service
EM (Excerpta Medica)
Excerpta Medica Foundation
ENERGY
Chemical Abstracts Service 
EPILEPSY
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
Chemical Abstracts Service
FSTA (Food Science and Technology Abstracts)
International Food Information Service
GeoRef (Geological Reference File)
American Geological Institute
Bibliographic Data Bases Used in Macro/Microelement 
Analysis and DBMMSS Mapping 
Table 6.1 (1 of 3)
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ICRS (Index Chemicus Registry System)
Institute for Scientific Information
IFI Comprehensive Data Base 
IFI/Plenum Data Company
INFORM
ABI - INFORM
INSPEC (International Information Services in Physics, Electrotechnology, Computers 
and Control)
Institution of Electrical Engineers
MARC (Books); [Machine Readable Cataloging (Books)]
MARC Development Office
MATERIALS
Chemical Abstracts Service
METADEX (Metals Abstracts Index 
American Society for Metals
NMR (Computer Based Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Literature Retrieval System)
National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive Diseases
NSA (Nuclear Science Abstracts)
Energy Research and Development Administration
NTIS Bibliographic Data File (National Technical Information Service Bibliographic
Data File)
National Technical Information Service
PATELL (Psychological Abstracts Tape Editions Lease License)
American Psychological Association, Inc.
Patent Concordance (PATENT CONCORDANCE in Computer-Readable Form)
Chemical Abstracts Service
PNI (Pharmaceutical News Index)
Pharmaceutical News Index
POPINFORM (POPulation INFORMation)
Population Information Program
POST (POLYMER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY)
Chemical Abstracts Service
RIE (Resources in Education)
Educational Resources Information Center
Bibliographic Data Bases Used in Macro/Microelement 
Analysis and DBMMSS Mapping 
Table 6.1 (2 of 3)
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SCI (Science Citation Index)
Institute for Scientific Information
SPIN (Searchable Physics Information Notices)
American Institute of Physics
SSCI (Social Sciences Citation Index)
Institute for Scientific Information
SSIE (Smithsonian Science Information Exchange)
Smithsonian Science Information Exchange, Inc.
STI (Specialized Textile Information Service)
Shirley Institute
TOXLINE (Toxicology Information Conversation On-Line Network) 
Toxicology Information Program
i
Bibliographic Data Bases Used in Macro/Microelement 
Analysis and DBMMSS Mapping 
Table 6,1 (3 of 3)
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The DBMMSS is a hierarchical structure within which the highest, most 
general level encompasses five macro groups of data elements; the lowest, 
most specific level encompasses 167 microelements; and the intermediate level 
encompasses 41 groups of microelements with varying numbers of micros within 
the groups. The macro structure into which all data bases of the journal/ 
monograph/conference proceedings/report-type includes the five macro groupings: 
Macro 10 —  Originator, Macro 20 —  Titles of Publications, Macro 30 —  Dates, 
Macro 40 —  Publisher/Location of Meeting, and Macro 50 —  Secondary Source.
The content of the micros and intermediates were determined based on our 
generic knowledge of bibliographic records together with information gained 
through analysis of the documentation for numerous standards and data bases.
The intent was to make the structure all-encompassing so that it would accom­
modate situations beyond those encountered in the 39 data bases studied.
The two most useful sources for such information were the UNISIST/ICSU-AB 
Reference Manual (B93) and ANSIZ39.2-1977, the American National Standard for 
Bibliographic References (B5). We relied heavily on these sources. In fact our 
structure is largely a further breakdown of the UNISIST and ANSI elements into 
our microelements. The correspondence between the UNISIST format and the DBMMSS 
structure is evident from the fact that all 50 of the UNISIST elements are re­
presented in 150 of our microelements; similarly, 69 of the 99 elements contained 
in the nine groups of bibliographic elements defined by ANSI correspond to 67 
of the DBMMSS microelements.
The entire macro/intermediate/microelement structure (hereinafter referred 
to as macro/microelement structure) is detailed with labels and DBMMSS tag 
numbers in Table 6.2. Maps showing the correspondence between data bases and
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DBMMSS are provided in Appendix A. These maps indicate not only which elements 
in each data base correspond to DBMMSS microelements and intermediate groups 
of elements, but they also indicate the manner in which the data base elements 
could be automatically converted to a generalized structure or format.
In Appendix B tags for and names of elements found in the four "standards"—  
UNISIST/ICSU-AB (B93), ANSIZ39.2-1977 (B67), NFAIS-FID (B68) and UNIMARC (B55) —  
that are analyzed and mapped are listed, together with the tags for the 
corresponding DBMMSS intermediates and microelements. Maps showing the 
correspondence between the four standards and the DBMMSS structure are provided 
in Appendix C. Observations and discussion of the results of the mappings of 
data bases and standards to DBMMSS are provided in sections 6.4 and 6.5.
Of the 39 bibliographic data bases analyzed in this project, 8 were 
implementing, at the time of this report, a national or international 
standard for data element definitions and representations. An additional 
10 data bases, produced by CAS, implement the CAS-generated Standard 
Distribution Format (SDF), Thus, 40% of the data bases analyzed have adopted 
data element definitions and representations which are intended for use by 
other bibliographic data bases.
Each of the 5 macroelements of the DBMMSS structure is represented, 
with at least one machine identifiable microelement or intermediate element, 
by 44% (i.e., 18/41) of the data bases. The following 6 data bases represented 
at least one of the macroelements (which occurred in those data bases) in 
non-machine identifiable format: CIJE, COMPENDEX, ICRS, INFORM, METADEX,
and STI.
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Aggregating the data across micro and intermediate levels and across 
data bases, we find the following percent of data bases analyzed represent­
ing each macro in machine identifiable format for the intermediate and 
microelements that occur in those data bases: 85% of the data bases represent
macro 10 in machine identifiable format; 73% of the data bases represent
macro 20 in machine identifiable format; 78% of the data bases represent
macro 30 in machine identifiable format; 53% of the data bases represent
macro 40 in machine identifiable format; and 88% of the data bases represent
macro 50 in machine identifiable format. At the microelement level (from 
which intermediate level and macroelement representations can be derived) we 
find that 64% of the DBMMSS microelements can be algorithmically identified 
by 63% of the data bases. In other words, of the total number of DBMMSS 
microelements at least 64% (106/167) of them are represented to machine 
identifiable format by 63% (26/41) of the data bases used for this study.
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6.2 Macro/Microelement DBMMSS Structure
6.2.1 General Framework for Bibliographic Data Bases
Before describing the hierarchical structure used in our analysis of 
bibliographic data elements, we will first describe the general structure 
and categorization of all data elements commonly used in bibliographic data 
bases.
Our choice to categorize all data elements covered by most bibliographic 
data bases into four broad categories, and the development of our hierarchical 
structure for the bibliographic data elements was influenced by contributions 
made in the past. Groupings recommended in the MARC International Format are 
library and national bibliography oriented, i.e., consideration is given to 
linking bibliographic entities, a requirement not applicable to abstracting 
and indexing service type data bases (B9). Structures developed for biblio­
graphic data elements in the CONIT project (B79) conducted by Reintjes and 
Marcus do not include such elements as publisher, collation, and publication 
date» In an early report by Curran and Avram an attempt was made
to describe the bibliographic data elements of items covered by abstracting 
and indexing services (B26). They suggest that data element definitions can 
be "considered as answering the questions— who, what, when and where" with 
more specific representation categorized by their definition of components, 
qualifiers, types, and relationships. The American National Standard for 
Bibliographic References, ANS £39.2-1977 (hereinafter inferred to as ANS 
Z39.2-1977) provided us with suggestions for data elements required for 
various literature types (B5). Recommendations of UNISIST/ICSU-AB provided
the most detailed
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definitions for content designators of the common bibliographic elements 
covered by abstracting and indexing services (B93). The UNIMARC content desig­
nators did not have as much impact on the development of the DBMMSS macro/micro­
elements structure as the UNISIST/ICSU AB recommendations. There are two rea­
sons for this. The UNIMARC content designators are library-oriented,and the 
publication of their international effort was released much later than UNISIST. 
UNISIST/ICSU AB and ANS Z39.2-1977 were the two most influential developments 
which contributed to the DBMMSS structure for bibliographic data elements most 
commonly found in the abstracting and indexing services. A more detailed dis­
cussion of our hierarchical structure is presented in the following section.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the four functional groups of elements for
a bibliographic data base item. The DBMMSS structure is developed for 
the Bibliographic Description group only as indicated by the asterisk in the 
Figure. The following guidelines were used when categorizing all data elements 
described by the producers’ documentation:
1. Availability includes data elements regarding the delivery and 
acquisition of the record item/document. For example, the media 
in which the item is published, the organization from which the 
item may be borrowed or purchased and the price of the item.
2. Bibliographic Description in general includes the component data 
elements which describe a citation and uniquely identify a pub­
lication.
3. Intellectual Content includes data elements regarding the sub­
stantive matter of the document, e.g., subject indexing ele­
ments and abstract/extract. These elements may be author gen­
erated or based on the indexer's knowledge of the subject area 
and judgment of the author’s treatment.
-1
16
- PriceMedia
Distribution 
Library Holdings
Originator(s)
Title(s)
Date(s)
Publisher/Location 
of Meeting 
Secondary source
Abstract, Summary 
Subj ect/Indexing
Tape Format 
Record Format 
Date of tape creation 
Date of items covered
Generic Grouping of Data Elements 
for Bibliographic Data Bases 
Figure 6.1
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4. Processing Information includes data elements regarding tape/ 
record format and internal processing information of primary 
interest to the data base producer.
The four categories were developed with the goal of providing broad 
guidelines applicable to all types of data elements commonly used in biblio­
graphic data bases. Similar flexibility is incorporated in the hierarchical 
structure within the Bibliographic Description Group. Producer data elements are 
mapped to microelements and intermediate level elements where definitions 
are not specific enough for microelement mapping.
In addition to content designators, our structure also includes analysis 
of data representation of the macro/microelements. If we are aiming toward 
the development of an information retrieval environment which can algorithmic- 
ally identify common data elements among a number of data bases, our structure 
must indicate that the macro/microelements among data bases are in machine 
manipulative form. In the following section we will describe in more detail 
the content designators of the bibliographic structure and the level of data 
element representation we analyzed within data bases.
6.2.2 DBMMSS Structure for Bibliographic Description of Data Bases— Hierarchy, 
Tagging, and Definitions
6.2.2.1 Hierarchy
We have previously defined the category of data elements included in the 
Bibliographic Description Group as those component elements which describe a 
citation and uniquely identify a publication. The macro/microelement analysis 
is based on the general principle that all bibliographic related data elements 
can be defined by a hierarchical structure, the first level which includes 
the most generic categories (macroelements) and the last level which includes
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the smallest meaningful units of information (microelements). Macroelements 
consist of optional combinations of intermediate level elements. The inter­
mediate level elements, in turn, can be expressed as combinations of micro­
elements.
The main function of the intermediate level elements is to allow some 
degree of flexibility in mapping the producer data elements to our structure.
If the documentation did not define or illustrate particular microelements we 
made no assumption regarding the occurrence or non-occurrence of that micro.
Our structure had to be flexible enough to allow us to map producer elements 
to a more generic level, e.g., intermediate level element, or macroelement. 
Thus, mapping to intermediate elements or macroelements does not guarantee the 
occurrence of particular microelements within the bibliographic structure. 
However, working from the base of the hierarchy we can deduce the occurrence 
of intermediate and macroelements. The relationship between the flexibility 
of our structure and the criteria used for judging the adequacy of producer 
documentation was discussed in the previous section. Some examples of the 
function of intermediate level elements were also presented,
6.2.2.2 Tagging
The DBMMSS structure for Bibliographic Description contains three 
levels of data elements: 5 macroelements, 41 intermediate elements, and
approximately 170 microelements. Table 6.2 provides a listing of the tags and 
labels used for the DBMMSS structure.
6.2.2.3 Definitions
Because most of our microelements correspond to data elements described in 
the UNISIST/ICSU-AB manual (B93) (the 50 UNISIST elements correspond to 150 of
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10 ORIGINATOR(S); NAMES AND ORGANIZATIONS 
11 Originator of Document ^ Personal Name
Mill Surname
M112 First Name/Initial
M113 Middle Name/Initial
M114 Post Particle or Titles
M115 Indication of More Than Maximum Number of Authors Allowed,
such as "And Others"
Originator of Abstract - Personal Name
M121 Surname
M122 First Name/Initial
M123 Middle Name/Initial
M124 Post Particle or Titles
M125 Indication of More Than Maximum Number 
such as "And Others"
of Authors Allowed,
Ml 26 Initials Only
13 Originator of Document - Organization Name
M131 Parent Organization
M132 Subdivision of Part Identification
M133 Organization Code Identification
M134 Indication of More Than Maximum Number of Authors Allowed, 
such as "And Others"
14 Originator Affiliation - Name (Location Where Work Reported in 
Document Was Performed)
M141 Parent Organization
M142 Subdivision or Part Identification
M143 Organization Code Identification
15 Originator Affiliation - Address
M151 Street Address 
M152 City
M153 State or Province 
M154 ZIP Code
M155 Country or Country Code
16 Alternative Forms of Originator’s Name 
Ml 61 Surname
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6.2 (1 of 8)
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M162 First Name/Initial 
M163 Middle Name/Initial 
M164 Post Particle or Titles
17 Relationship Between Originator and Document
M171 Author 
M172 Editor 
M173 Compiler 
M174 Translator 
M175 Inventor 
M176 Assignee
M177 Investigator, Principal 
M178 Investigator, Associate
18 Organization Sponsoring/Funding Project Related to Publication - 
Name
M181 Parent Organization
M182 Subdivision or Part Identification
M183 Organization Code Identification
19 Organization Sponsoring/Funding Project Related to Publication - 
Address
M191 Street Address 
M192 City
M193 State or Province 
M194 ZIP Code or Region Code 
M195 Country or Country Code
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6,2 (2 of 8)
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20 TITLES OF PUBLICATIONS
21 Bibliographic Level
M211 Analytic 
M212 Monograph 
M213 Collection 
M214 Serial
22 Type of Literature
M221 Serial, Journal 
M222 Book 
M223 Report
M224 Thesis/Dissertation
M2241 Degree Level
M225 Patent Document
M226 Conference Publication
M227 Reprint
M228 Trade Literature
M229 Letter to the Editor, Communication, Note, Notice of Research 
Proj ect
23 Title(s)
231 Title of Analytic
M2311 Qualifiers of Title: Subtitle; Transliterated; Translated Title
232 Title of Monograph
M2321 Qualifiers of Title: Subtitle; Transliterated; Translated Title
M2322 ISBN or SBN of Monograph
233 Title of Collective
M2331 Qualifiers of Title; Subtitle; Transliterated; Translated Title 
M2332 ISBN or SBN of Collective 
M2333 ISSN of Collective 
M2334 Coden of Collective
M2333 Standard Abbreviation for Journal Titles (ISO; Data Base 
Producer Authority List; Other Authority)
M2336 Title of Collective Within a Collective
M2337 Qualifiers of Collective Within a Collective Title;
Subtitle; Transliterated; Translated Title
24 Report Number(s)
M241 Sponsoring Agency/Monitoring Organization Report Number
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6.2 (3 of 8)
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M242 Contracting/Performing Organization Report Number
M243 Internal or Company Report Number, Doc, Number, Memo Number
M244 Internal or Company Project Number
M245 U.S. Government Clearinghouse Report Number
M246 Other Report Number(s)
25 Patent Number (s)
M251 Patent Number National Classification or International 
Classification Patent Number(s)
M252 Number of Patent Application or Priority Number
26 Identification of Issue or Part
M261 Volume Number 
M262 Issue Number 
M263 Edition
M264 Special Part or Supplement
27 Collation
M271 Total Number of Pages
M272 Inclusive Pages
M273 Beginning Page Number Only
M274 Number of Pieces, Inserts, Formats Etc. for Non-Serial 
Publications
M275 Column or Position on Page
28 References Cited
M281 Total Number Cited
M282 Bibliographic Description of Cited References 
M283 Description of Bibliography, i.e. Page Numbers, Volume 
Numbers, etc,
M284 Number of Patent Claims
29 Language(s)
M291 Language(s) of Abstract if Different from Language of Data Base
M292 Language(s) of Doc. if Different from Language of Data Base
M293 Translation - Original Doc. is written in Language
Different From Language of Data Base But Retrieved Doc. is Trans­
lated Version
M294 Language of Document
M295 Language of Abstract or Summary
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6.2 (4 of 8)
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30 DATE(S)
31 Date of Issue or Imprint
M311 Year 
M312 Month 
M313 Day
M314 Date Note e,g, UN»D,, No Date," Etc,
32 Date of Publication
M3 21 Year 
M322 Month 
M3 23 Day
33 Date of Meeting
M331 Year 
M332 Month 
M333 Day
34 Date Filed, Submitted or Priority Date (Patents)
M341 Year 
M342 Month 
M343 Day
35 Reprint Date
M351 Year 
M352 Month 
M353 Day
36 Dateline (e.g. Newspapers)
361 Date
M3611 Year 
M3612 Month 
M3613 Day
362 Place 
M3621 City
M3622 State or Province 
M3623 Country or Country Code
37 Project Funding Dates (Fiscal Year, Start Date, End Date etc.)
M371 Year 
M372 Month 
M373 Day
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6,2 (5 of 8)
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40 PUBLISHER, LOCATION OF MEETING
41 Publisher Name
M411 Parent Organization
M412 Subdivision or Part Identification
M413 Organization Code Identification
42 Place of Publication
M421 Street Address 
M422 City
M423 State of Province 
M424 ZIP Code or Region Code 
M425 Country or Country Code
43 Location of Meeting - Organization Name
M431 Parent Organization
M432 Subdivision or Part Identification
M433 Organization Code Identification
44 Location of Meeting - Address
M441 Street Address 
M442 City
M443 State or Province 
M444 ZIP Code or Region Code 
M445 Country or Country Code
45 Organization Sponsoring a Meeting
M451 Parent Organization
M452 Subdivision of Part Identification
M453 Organization Code Identification
46 Reprint Publisher Name
M461 Parent Organization
M462 Subdivision of Part Identification
M463 Organization Code Identification
47 Reprint Place of Publication
M471 Street Address
M472 City
M473 State or Province
M474 ZIP Code or Region Code
M475 Country or Country Code
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure
Table 6.2 (6 of 8)
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48 Country Where Patent was Issued or Filed for Application Number
M481 Country or Country Code Where Patent was Issued 
M482 Country or Country Code Where Original Patent was Filed for 
Application Number
49 Organization Sponsoring or Issuing a Report
M491 Organization Name (or Code) Issuing a Report 
M492 Organization Name (or Code) Sponsoring a Report
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6,2 (7 of 8) \
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50 SECONDARY SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
51 Secondary Source (Input) Product
M511 Title of Secondary Source or Code Identification
512 Item Identification Number
M5121 Volume Number of Secondary Source Product 
M5122 Issue Number of Secondary Source Product 
M5123 Year of Secondary Source Product 
M5124 Month of Secondary Source Product 
M5125 Day of Secondary Source Product 
M5126 Section of Secondary Source Product 
M5127 Accession Number for Item in Secondary Source 
M5128 Page of Secondary Source Output Product
52 Secondary Source Output Product
M521 Title of Secondary Source Output Product or Code Identification
522 Item Identification Number
M5221 Volume Number of Secondary Source Output Product 
M5222 Issue Number of Secondary Source Output Product 
M5223 Year of Secondary Source Output Product 
M5224 Month of Secondary Source Output Product 
M5225 Day of Secondary Source Output Product 
M5226 Section of Secondary Source Output Product
M5227 Accession Number for Item in Secondary Source Output Product 
M5228 Page of Secondary Source Output Product
Macro/Microelement Tagging Structure 
Table 6,2 (8 of 8)
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the DBMMSS microelements) we can use the definitions provided by UNISIST for 
these elements. The exact correspondence is provided in Appendix B, Table B.2.
The relationship of our microelements to UNISIST elements is obvious.
We included, however, 17 microelements which do not correspond to UNISIST/ 
ICSU-AB data elements and for which definitions are not apparent from the labels 
we have assisgned. These are the following: (1) Within the intermediate element
11, originator of document— personal name, we included a microelement M115 (our 
tag number), which indicates whether a predefined maximum number of authors has 
been exceeded in the document author statement. This element is a type of flag 
alerting the user that additional authors participated in the document but are 
not listed. All of the microelements within intermediate elements 18 and 19 
correspond to report literature and indicate the name and address microelements 
for the organization sponsoring funding the project related to the publication,
(2) Parent organization name is assigned M181, (3) subdivision or part 
identification is assigned M182, and (4) organization code identification is 
assigned M183, (5) The street address of the organization is assigned M191,
(6) city location of the organization is assigned M192, (7) state or province 
location of the organization is assigned M193, (8) zip code or region code is 
assigned M194, and (9) country name or country code is assigned M195. Two 
microelements cover the title of a collective within a collective, (10) M2336
and (11) M2337, Since our microelements distinguish the analytic title from 
the collective title, for example, we also felt our structure should distinguish 
the titles of conference proceedings which are sometimes published in journal 
issues containing the separate papers contributed to the conference. Report 
numbers were another group of microelements not specifically covered by UNISIST/ 
ICSU-AB. We have grouped report numbers by those issued by the (12) organization
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sponsoring or monitoring the project, M241; (13) contracting/performing organiza­
tion report number, M242; (14) internal report, document or memo numbers assigned 
by the organization, M243; (15) internal project identification numbers related to 
the published report assigned by the organization, M244; (16) report numbers 
assigned by U.S. Government clearinghouses such as NTIS and ERIC, M245; and, (17) 
other report numbers, M246 which covers grant numbers, supporting agency project 
numbers, and in general any project/grant/contract/report numbers related to the 
published report not covered by one of the other report number microelements.
6.2.3 Automatic Convertability of Data Elements
Another aspect of the DBMMSS mapping work involved determining the feasibility 
of machine identification of data elements in data bases. If data elements in a 
specific data base can be machine identified they can be algorithmically con­
verted to fit another format or structure. If not, manual recoding would be 
required to permit the restructuring of the data base to fit a common structure. 
Machine identification requires that data elements be identified or located by 
symbolic codes (data element tags), fixed field positions, or delimiters.
Mapping producers’ data elements to our bibliographic structure indicates
(1) the occurrence of commonly defined data elements among data bases and
(2) the format of the macro/microelement as it was defined in the producer
d o c u m e n t a t i o n .  M a c h i n e - i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y  t y p e  f o r m a t  i s  i n d i c a t e d  f o r  e a c h  m a c r o /
microelement by at least one of the following machine identifiability codes:
*A. one-to-one correspondence between producer element and macro/ 
micro—  tagged;
B. one-to-one correspondence between producer element and macro/ 
micro-fixed field;
C. macro/micro exists as component of producer element — delimiters 
or fixed field;
D. macro/micro exists as component of producer element without 
delimiters or fixed fields or tags.
*In the following discussion these machine-identifiability conditions are 
referred to as format A, B, C, and D.
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In addition to indicating the format of each macro/microelement by one of 
the above codes, we also indicated if the macro/microelement could possibly be 
repeated for a given record item. For example, the author’s last name may be 
formatted by the producer of a data base as a subfield of a tagged data 
element labelled "Author Name." Multiple author names may be indicated in the 
same tagged data element and subfielded by a delimiter such as an ampersand,
"&." The ampersand would flag the machine that additional author names follow. 
(Repeatability functions differently than the microelement M115 which indicates 
that more than the maximum allowable number of authors exist for a given record 
item. Repeatability relates to data representation, the format of data within 
data elements. Microelement M115 is the definition of a data element and in 
that sense is distinguished from data format.)
We will describe some examples from the producers’ documentation which 
illustrate the level of data representation we analyzed. Implementation of 
format A indicates the macro/microelement mapped to the producer data element 
is a separately tagged data element, and the producer element contains no 
additional data other than the macro/microelement indicated by the mapping.
The METADEX data base is an example of formatting the originator name (inter­
mediate level element 11) in format A. Based on the producer’s documentation, 
we can only conclude that the originator’s name is separately tagged, that there 
are no additional component elements associated with that tag other than the 
originator’s name, and there that may exist more than one originator name, i.e., 
repeatability (B40). There is no explicit definition or examples of micro­
elements such as surname, first name/initial, middle name/initial and thus we 
are forced to map the producer element to the intermediate level element.
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Similar ly a producer data element in format A may be mapped to a microelement. 
The CAB System indicates the originator of the abstract by tagging a data 
element for the abstractor's initials (B16). The microelement M126 maps exactly 
with the producer element and since repeatability is not indicated, we can make 
no assumption about its occurrence or non-occurrence.
Implementation of format B is different than format A in only one impor­
tant respect. The producer’s documentation indicates that the macro/microelement 
is machine identifiable by fixed field position rather than tagged by a code.
Patent documents are coded for the IFI/Comprehensive Data Base and the identifica­
tion of data elements can generally be described as a fixed field record directory 
indicating the starting addresses and number of particular types of data ele­
ments. The intermediate element for "originator of document-organization 
name," 13, is mapped to the producer data element "starting address of assignees" 
which is indicated in the record in field position 39-40 (B49). In this 
particular example, format B illustrates the use of pointers or locators which 
identify a macro/microelement. Another example of format B actually stores the 
data content in the fixed field. The CAIN data base identifies the microelement 
"analytic bibliographic level," M211, in a fixed position of the appropriate 
record item directory in field position 157, labelled "Document Type Code" (B17).
Macro/microelement data which is represented in format C is tagged by a 
producer data element code. Unlike format A, which is also indicated by a 
producer data element code, format C occurs when the producer element contains 
not only the macro/microelement which is being mapped but additional data. We 
might refer to this type of data element as a composite data element because
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it is a composite of subunits of data. Each subunit of data is machine 
identifiable either by a fixed field position, subfield code, or some 
delimiter or flag. The CACon data base, for example, uses format C when 
coding the microelements of "originator of document— personal name" (B19).
Each originator name is tagged separately and each tag is formatted in the 
inverted form including surname, first name, middle name/initial. De­
limiters which separate the microelements within a tag are spaces and 
periods.
The important difference between format C and D is that the subunits of 
data represented by format D are not machine identifiable. Based on the pro­
ducer documentation we may have evidence that a particular combination of 
microelements is represented by a single tagged data element. The documentation 
however does not indicate that these subunits can be identified by fixed fields, 
subfield codes, or delimiters. Based on the documentation for COMPENDEX, we 
find that the microelements for author name are tagged as a single data element 
but the individual microelements are not machine identifiable (B22). Representa­
tion of originator microelements in the INFORM data base also occurs in format 
D (B2).
Representation of the bibliographic level and literature type micro­
elements requires some explanation. This type of data in general provides in­
formation about the bibliographic citation and does not actually represent the 
citation data itself. The producers' documentation usually indicated that 
these microelements were separately tagged or fixed field data elements with no 
additional information, e.g., formats A and B respectively. However, in many
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cases the bibliographic level and literature type microelements were inferred 
by definition of the producer data elements. We found that a producer may 
have separate data elements for locating various literature type titles, e.g., 
monograph title, journal article title, conference publication title. In this 
case we would map the -producer data element to the appropriate title microelements 
as well as the appropriate literature type microelements.
For convenience, we might refer to this type of data provided by the 
producer’s data element as direct and indirect. It may happen that the pro­
ducer's data element contains direct data (the actual title of the item) and 
indirect data (literature type and bibliographic level). Thus we would map 
a producer data element to more than one microelement. We do not distinguish 
in our structure the difference between data that is indirectly represented 
and data that is directly represented. The format of indirect data is defined 
by the format of one-to-one correspondence and may occur as tagged or fixed 
field data.
For example, assume producer tag 200 identifies the data element labelled 
"journal article title." Because the title data only is located by tag 200 
we would map the producer data element to the intermediate element for title of 
analytic, 231, and indicate format A. The indirect data, analytic biblio­
graphic level, M211, and serial, journal type of literature microelement, M221, 
would both be represented by format A. Macro/microelements for bibliographic 
level and literature type represented by format A or B may occur as either 
direct data or indirect data. Indirect data is inferred by definition of the
producer data element.
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6.3_______Mapping of Selected Data Bases to DBMMSS Standard
6.3.1 ____ Data Analysis
6.3.1.1 Data Bases Mapped
We compared the DBMMSS bibliographic structure to the component data 
elements of bibliographic citations as they are represented by the data bases 
analyzed in this project. In addition to 39 bibliographic data bases we 
analyzed two standards and treated them in the same manner as the 39 data bases.
The two standards were treated as data bases because they imply data bases that 
adhere to them. The mapping in Table 6.3 shows not only the correspondence between 
data base elements and the DBMMSS structure but also the machine identifiability 
of the elements. The documentation for two standards that are treated as data 
bases provided machine identifiability information. Thus, it was possible to 
treat them in the same manner as the data bases. Throughout this discussion 
the 39 data bases and two standards are referred to together as 41 data bases.
The actual data which represent the macro-microelement mapping for each data 
base is included in Appendix A. In section 6.3 we will summarize the data by 
aggregating across data bases. We will also present some examples of format 
variety based on selected producers’ documentation.
From Table 5.1 we find that 21% (8/39*) of the publicly available data 
bases analyzed in this project implement a national or international standard 
for data element definitions and representations. An additional 10 data bases 
produced by CAS implement the internally generated format, SDF. In total, 46% 
(18/39*) of the publicly available data bases have adopted data element def­
initions and representations which are intended for use by a relatively large 
number of bibliographic data bases.
*These percentages are based on the publicly available data bases and thus 
UNISIST/ICSU-AB and UNIMARC are not included in this calculation. In general, 
all other percentages reported in this section are based on the data pertain­
ing to 41 data bases including UNISIST/ICSU-AB and UNIMARC, unless stated 
otherwise.
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6.3.1.2 Machine Identifiability of Data Elements
Because we wished to determine the feasibility of automatically converting 
data bases from existing formats to a common structure, we needed to assess 
the level of machine identifiability of data base data elements. Data elements 
fell into two categories: machine identifiable and non-machine identifiable.
Any microelement or intermediate element which is mapped to a producer data 
element with*format code A, B, or C is considered a machine identifiable 
element because the computer can algorithmically identify and locate the 
relevant data item. On the other hand, any mapping with format code D is 
considered a non-machine identifiable element because human intelligence is 
required to identify and locate the relevant data elements and/or component 
parts. The particular formats employed are not as important to our analysis 
as the fact that elements are machine identifiable.
Based on the mapping of the 41 data bases to the DBMMSS bibliographic 
structure, each of the five macroelements of the structure was represented with 
at least one machine identifiable microelement or intermediate element by 44% 
of the data bases. We found the following 6 data bases represented at least 
one of the macroelements in non-machine identifiable format: CIJE, COMPENDEX,
ICRS, INFORM, METADEX, and STI. That is, mapping each of these data bases to 
at least one macroelement resulted in the occurrence of format D being 
implemented for all corresponding intermediate and microelements per macro­
element occurring in these data bases.
The DBMMSS bibliographic structure consists of 41 intermediate level elements 
Mapping the producers' data bases to the intermediate level elements resulted 
in 90% of the intermediate elements being represented by at least one 
data base without respect to machine identifiability. Figure 6.3 lists
*see section 6.2.3
M
A
C
R
0
S
10: Originator(s) 20: Title(s) 30: Date(s) 40: Publisher/ 
Location of 
Meeting
50: Secondary
Source Identifica­
tion Number
11 21 31 41 51
12 22 32 42 512
13 231* 33 43 52
14 232* 34 44 552
15 233* 35 45
16 24 37 48
17 25 49
18 26
27
28
29
*The number of intermediate elements is based on counting 231, 232, 233 intermediate elements. 23 is not 
included in the count and merely serves as a convenient element when reporting cumulative occurrence of 
title microelements for 231, 232, 233.
Intermediate Level Elements Represented by Data Bases Analyzed
Figure 6.2
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the intermediate level elements per macroelement that were represented in 
either machine identifiable format or non-machine identifiable format. An 
intermediate element was considered represented by a data base if (1) the 
mapping occurred at the intermediate level or (2) the mapping occurred at 
the microelement level which allows one to deduce the occurrence of the 
corresponding intermediate level element. The following 4 intermediate 
level elements were not represented by any of the 41 data bases: 19—
Organization sponsoring/funding project related to publication-address; 36—  
Dateline (e.g., newspapers); 46— Reprint publisher name; and 47— Reprint 
place of publication.
Of the possible 167 microelements within the DBMMSS bibliographic struc­
ture, 75% of the microelements were represented by at least one data base with­
out respect to machine identifiability. Figure 6.3 lists these micro­
elements which were represented by at least one of the 41 data bases. The 
following list includes the 41 microelements which never occurred and for con­
venience we have listed them in order by macroelements. They are (1) macro 
10 (Originator): M123, M124, M125, M191, M192, M193, M194, M195; (2) macro
20 (Title): M227, M243; (3) macro 30 (Date): M314, M351, M352, M353,
M3611, M3612, M3613, M3621, M3622, M3623, M373; (4) macro 40 (Publisher):
M413, M431, M432, M433, M441, M444, M453, M461, M462, M463, M471, M472, M473, 
M474, M475; and (5) macro 50 (Secondary source): M5124, M5125, M5126, M5128,
M5225. Of the 126 microelements which were represented in some format by at 
least one of the data bases, 84% of them were represented in machine identifi­
able format. These machine identifiable microelements occur in 63% of the
data bases analyzed.
M
A
C
R
0
S
10: Originator(s) 20: Title(s) 30: Date(s) 40: Publisher/ 50:
Location of 
Meeting
Secondary
Source Identifica­
tion Number
Mill M153 M211 M244 M311 M411 M511
M112 M154 M212 M245 M312 M412 M5121
M113 M155 M213 M2 46 M313 M421 M5122
M114 M161 M214 M251 M321 M422 M5123
M115 Ml 62 M221 M252 M322 M423 M5127
M121 M163 M222 M261 M323 M424
M122 M164 M223 M262 M331 M425 M521
M171 M2 24 M263 M332 M442 M5221
M126 M172 M2241 M2 64 M333 M443 M5222
M131 M173 M2 25 M2 71 M341 M445 M5223
Ml 32 M174 M2 26 M2 7 2 M342 M451 M5224
M133 Ml 75 M228M229 M2 7 3 M343 M452 M5226M134 Ml 7 6 M2 311 M2 7 4 M371 M481 M5227
M141 Ml 7 7 M2 321 M2 7 5 M372 M482 M5228
M142 Ml 7 8 M2 322 M? 331 M281 M491M143 M181 n<£. j j  jlM2 332 M282 M492M151 M182 M2333 M283
M152 M183 M2 3 34 M2 84
M2335 M2 91
M2337 M292
M241 M2 93
M242 M294
M2 95
Microelements Represented by Data Bases Analyzed 
Figure 6.3
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6.3.1.3 Results of Mapping —  Grouped by DBMMSS Macros
For each macroelement we have produced a separate table which aggregates 
the data regarding the occurrence of corresponding intermediate level elements 
and microelements across data bases. For each intermediate element per macro 
we report 7 categories to summarize the data:
1. the percent of all data bases analyzed which represent data at 
either the intermediate or corresponding microelement level;
2. the percent of data bases mapped to the intermediate level 
element only without any corresponding microelements;
3. the percent of data bases mapped to at least one machine 
identifiable microelement or intermediate element;
4. the percent of data bases mapped to all existing microelements 
or intermediate elements in machine identifiable
format;
5. the percent of data bases mapped to at least one non-machine 
identifiable microelement;
6. the most frequently occurring combination of elements;
7. the percent of data bases for which at least this combination 
of elements occurs *
Percentages reported for the first category are based on all 41 data bases. 
All other percentages reported in the remaining categories are based on the 
number of data bases which represent data at either the intermediate or 
corresponding microelement level. If fewer than 3 data bases represent the 
occurrence of the intermediate level element (i.e., the intermediate element 
only or corresponding microelements without respect to machine identifiability) 
no further calculations are made regarding the other 6 categories. (Data based 
on the occurrence of 1 or 2 data bases, 5% or fewer of all data bases, were 
judged to be relatively insignificant for further aggregation of the data).
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We primarily defined the most frequently occurring elements as a minimum 
of at least 2 machine identifiable microelements which occur simultaneously 
in the largest number of data bases. There were some exceptions to this 
definition. A single microelement may be reported as the most frequently 
occurring machine identifiable microelement when either (1) the correspond­
ing intermediate element either contains only one possible microelement, or 
(2) there are no occurrences of multiple microelements, and the single 
microelement occurs in machine identifiable format more frequently than the 
intermediate element. The intermediate level element may also be reported 
as the most frequently occurring element if the intermediate element is 
mapped more frequently in machine identifiable format than any combination 
of corresponding machine identifiable microelements. Tn cases where the inter­
m e d i a t e  element is the most frequently occurring machine identifiable element 
we included those additional data bases where at least one corresponding micro­
element is machine identifiable. The reason for including these additional 
data bases is that occurrence of machine identifiable microelements assures 
occurrence of the corresponding machine identifiable intermediate element.
We will- discuss the data regarding each macro separately and provide some 
examples of the diversity in data representation.
Macroelement 10 ; From the mapping study we found that 93% of the data bases 
analyzed represent data at some level of the hierarchical structure for macro­
element 10, Originator(s), without respect to machine identifiability. Of the 
43 possible microelements within macro 10, 81% are represented in some format 
by at least one data base. Of these microelements which are represented by at 
least one data base, we found that 80% of them occur in machine identifiable 
format. Aggregating the data across micro and intermediate levels and across 
data bases we find that 85% of the data bases analyzed for this project repre­
sent macro 10 in machine identifiable format for the intermediate and micro­
elements that occur in those data bases.
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At least one microelement or intermediate element from macro 10 appears 
in machine identifiable format in 97% of the data bases representing macro 
10. From Table 6.3 for macroelement 10, we can identify the most frequent 
combination of machine identifiable elements occurring within each inter­
mediate level element.
Thus far, the data regarding macro 10 has been presented with the goal 
in mind of analyzing the common elements occurring in machine identifiable 
format across data bases. Through some examples of selected producers1 docu­
mentation we will briefly discuss the diversity of data representation which 
the DBMMSS bibliographic structure does not consider.
Among the data bases representing intermediate element 11, originator—  
personal name, we found 76 of them represent the data in machine identifiable 
format using microelements Mill, M112 and M113. Referring to the documenta­
tion of 4 data bases we will point out some of the diversity that exists among 
the producers’ data bases in representing these frequently occurring micro­
elements. For macros 10-40» we will illustrate sample representations of 
frequently occurring elements from 4 data bases. We will indicate for each 
data base the frequently occurring element(s) of the DBMMSS structure which 
appear in the sample representation. The producer element(s) which provide 
the data for mapping are indicated in the "Prod. Tag(s)" column. The elements 
illustrated by the example are indicated in the "Mapping" column. The "Format" 
column indicates the format of the macro/microelement as it is represented in 
the producer data element. There will not necessarily be a one-to-one corres­
pondence between producer data elements and the macro/microelements. In some
IntermediateElement X  of all data bases
% data bases withintermediate element only
% data bases with at least one m-i* micro or intermediate
■X data bases with all m-i* micros or intermediate
X  data baseswith at least one non-m-i* microelement
most frequentcombination of m-i* elements
X  data baseswith at least thiscombination
11originator-personal 9 0 16 95 95 5 M111-M112-M11: 76
12originator abstract -  personal
10 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 M126 75
1 3originator-organization 5 6 4 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 M131-M132 52
14originator affil.-name 6 3 19 92 92 4 M141-M142 62
1 5originator a f f i l . - address
5 4 2 3 91 9 1 5 U152-M153-M155 59
1 6alternativeformoriginatorname
7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 M161-M162-M163 1 0 0
17relationship originator and doc.
39 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 M172-M176 5 6
1 8sponsoring org. name 5 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
19 ■
org.-address 0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
*m-i - machine Identifiable ------------
Macro 10 - Originator(s): Names and Organizations
Distribution of Intermediate and Microelement Occurrences
Table 6.3
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cases there will exist more than one producer data element per macro/ 
microelement and in other cases there will exist more than one macro/micro 
element per producer element.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the representation of the frequently
occurring combination of macro 10 microelements for intermediate element 
11-surname, first name/initial, middle name/initial (Mill, M112, M113)—  
in the sample data bases. All four data bases identify the microelements 
Mill, M112, M113, as component elements of a producer data element and the 
microelements are separated by spaces, periods and/or commas.
Within each data base we find that the single producer data element 
providing data for Mill, M112, M113 also provides data for additional micro­
elements related to the DBMMSS bibliographic structure. Relationships of 
author to document is indicated by CACon, INSPEC, and MARC (Books), while 
the GeoRef data base indicates bibliographic level by definition of the 
three tags used for author names.
The editor relationship is indicated in CACon by entering the word 
"Editor" or "Editors" as the surname microelement in one of the tag modifiers 
02-0A. The INSPEC data base indicates author relationship to document as in­
direct data by definition of the three separate data elements for author name, 
e.g., Mill, M112, M113 and M171 map to producer tag 200— author(s); Mill,
M112, M113 and M172 map to 210— editor(s); and Mill, M112, M113 and M174 map 
to 220— translator. Indirect data is similarly provided by GeoRef where 
separate producer data elements indicate bibliographic M211 map to All, 
person— analytic; Mill, M112, M113 and M212 map to A12, person-monograph; 
and Mill, M112, M113 and M213 map to A13, person-collective. The relationship
Surname First Name Middle
/initial Name /
Initial
Mill M112 M113
Data Base Standard Prod. Tag(s) Example Format Mapping
CACon SDF 005901-0A Doe, F.D., Jr. CR Mlll,Mll2 ,M113
GeoRef UNISIST A11;A12;A13 Jeffreys, H. @ editor CR Mlll,Mll2
INSPEC ANSI-MARC 200;210;220 10Dornberger,J.F., Jr CR Mill,M112 ,Mll3
MARC(Books) ANSI-MARC 100 10 $aKame s,Henry Home,$cLord C Mlll,Mll2 ,M113
C = microelement exists 
R = producer indicates
as component of 
microelement is
producer element -delimiters 
repeatable
or fixed field
Macro 10: Frequently Occurring Elements
Sample Data Base Representations 
Figure 6.4
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microelements are indicated in MARC (Books) by 1 of 7 possible subfield codes 
within the producer data element 100. Subfield code "e" of MARC (Books) tag 
100 indicates the following relationship microelements: M172— editor; M173—
compiler; or M174— translator.
Macroelement 20, Titles of publications, is represented by all of the data 
bases at some level of the bibliographic structure without respect to machine 
identifiability. Also, every data base was found to provide at least one 
machine identifiable microelement or intermediate level element. Of the 
possible 50 microelements within this macro, 96% of them are represented by at 
least one data base. Within this group of microelements represented by at 
least one data base, 85% of these microelements are represented in machine 
identifiable format. Aggregating the data across micro and intermediate level 
elements and across data bases, we have found that 73% of all the data base 
analyzed for this project represent macro 20 in machine identifiable format 
for the micro and intermediate level elements that occur in those data bases.
Table 6. 4 indicates the distribution of data for macroelement 20.
Note that the percentages for intermediate element 23 include the cumulation 
for three additional intermediate elements, i.e., 231, 234 and 233, each of 
which contain microelements. Because intermediate element 23 functions as an 
aggregate and does not directly contain any microelements we reported the 
cumulative data. From this Table we find that 98% of all data bases indicate 
intermediate element 23 at some level of the bibliographic structure, and that 
90% of those data bases represent intermediate element 23 in machine identifi­
able format with microelement or intermediate level elements that occur in
those data bases.
Intermediate
Element
% of all 
data bases
% data 
bases with 
intermediate 
element only
% data bases 
with at least 
one m-i* micro 
or intermediate
% data bases 
with all m-i* 
micros or 
intermediate
% data bases 
with at least 
one non-m-i* 
microelement
most frequent 
combination 
of m-i* 
elements
% data bases 
with at 
least this 
combination
21
Bibliographic
Level
22 11 100 100 0 M211-M212 56
22
Literature
Type
63 12 100 100 0 M221-M223 62
23+
Title(s) 98 23+ 100+ 90+ 0+
231-233+ 63+
24
Report
Numbers
42 65 100 100 0 24 100
—
25
Patent
Numbers 34 29
100 100 0 M251-M252 64
26
Ident. Issue 
or Part 88
0 83 58 25 M261-M262 69
27
Collation 85 20 89 89 6
M271-M272 52
28
References
Cited
32 8 92 92 8 M281 54
29
Language(s) 59 17 96 96 0
M294 63
*m-i= machine identifiable .+data represents cumulative treatment of 23, 231, 232, 233 and corresponding microelements
Macro 20 - Titles of Publications 
Distribution of Intermediate and Microelement Occurrences
Table 6.4
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We have illustrated the diversity of data representation by comparing 
the mapping of the same four data bases for some of the more frequently occur­
ring elements within intermediate element 23, i.e,, 231, 232, M2334 and M2335. 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the sample representations.
Two of the data bases in Figure 6.5 provide separate data elements 
distinguishing titles by bibliographicjlevel. The intermediate elements 231 
and 232 are indicated by two corresponding data elements in the GeoRef data 
bases: A08, title— analytic; and A09, title— monograph. Each of these 
elements also contains data identifying the title as original, transliterated 
or translated. The example from the GeoRef data base identifies the title as 
translated by the occurrence of the single character "T" in the first field of 
data. Thus the GeoRef data base indicates title qualifiers by the same pro­
ducer data elements indicating the analytic and monograph titles.
The INSPEC data base provides title data by distinguishing for example, 
a journal article title from the journal title in the two corresponding 
elements: 100, title of record and 150, title of higher level publication.
The MARC data base indicates titles of monographs only and these data, as 
the example illustrates, is found in subfield "a" of the producer data element 
tagged 130. Titles in the CACon data base are not distinguished by biblio­
graphic level but may occur in the producer data element, 005B01— document 
title. The example from the CACon data base in Figure 6. 5 illustrates the 
representation of the journal title abbreviation microelement, M2335 and the 
example from INSPEC illustrates the representation of the CODEN microelement,
M2334.
Title- Title- CODEN J ourna1
Analytic Monograph abbrev.
231 232 M2 334 M2 3 35
Data Base Standard Prod. Tag(s) Examp le Format(s) Mapping
CACon SDF 005801; 005501; 
00/5D01
NLGI(Nat. Lubric. Grease 
Inst.) Spokesman
A M2 3 35
GeoRef UNISIST A08;A09;A02;A03 TPhosphorities in the 
present...
A;CR 231
INSPEC ANSI-MARC 100;150;151;310; 
311
10PHTOAD* A M2 3 34
MARC ANSI-MARC 130 #0$aChanson de Roland. C 232
A = one-to-one correspondence between producer element and DBMMSS element-tagged
C = macro/microelement exists as component of producer element - delimiters or fixed field
R = producer indicates macro/microelement is repeatable
Macro 20: Frequently Occurring Elements
Sample Data Base Representations 
Figure 6.5
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Macroelement 30 Date(s) occurs in one or more levels of 
the DBMMSS bibliographic structure without respect to machine identifiability 
in 95% of the data bases analyzed for this project. Of the possible 25 
microelements, 56% of them are represented by at least one data base, and we 
found that 79% of these microelements are represented in machine identifiable 
format by at least one data base. Aggregating the data across micro and inter­
mediate levels and across data bases, we have found that 78% of the data bases 
analyzed for this project represent macro 30 in machine identifiable format 
for the micro and intermediate level elements that occur in those data bases.
At least one microelement or intermediate element from macro 30 appears 
in machine identifiable format by 87% of the data bases representing macro 30. 
Table 6.5 indicates the distribution of data for macro 30 and identifies 
the most frequently occurring combination of elements per intermediate element. 
The most frequently represented intermediate element for macro 30 is 31, data 
of issue or imprint, and the most frequent combination of microelements occurr­
ing in machine identifiable format appears as year and month of the imprint 
date, e.g., M311, M312. Of the data bases representing the imprint date 46%, 
of them represent the date with at least M311 and M312 in machine identifiable 
format.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the representation of these frequently occurr­
ing microelements by samples from four data bases. Comparing representations 
among the samples, it is apparent that while common microelements exist, their 
representation in alpha and numeric format varies as well as the specific 
sequence of microelements. CACon and INSPEC provide separate data elements for 
different literature types. CACon identifies the year of a parent journal in 
which another journal is published. INSPEC provides separate data elements for
Intermediate
Element
% of all 
data bases
% data bases 
bases with 
intermediate 
element only
% data bases 
with at least 
one m-i* micro 
or intermediate
% data bases 
with all m-i* 
micros or 
intermediate
% data bases 
with at least 
one non m-i* 
microelement
most frequent 
combination 
of m-i* 
elements
% data bases 
with at 
least this 
combination
31
Date, issue 
or imprint
90 8 87 81 11 M311-M312 46
32
Date of 
public.
5 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
33
Date of 
meeting
29 0 100 100 • 0 M331-M332-M333 100
34
Date
(patents)
32 8 100 100 0 M341-M342-M343 85
35
Reprint
date
2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
36
Dateline
(news­
paper)
0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
37
Proj ect 
funding 
dates
2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
*m-i= machine identifiable
Macro 30 - Date(s)
Distribution of Intermediate and Microelement Occurrences 
Table 6.5
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-1
50
-
Year Month
M311 M312
Data Base Standard Prod. Tag(s) Example Format(s) Mapping
CACon SDF 005E01; 006D02
006D02
A21
160371 C M311, M312
GeoRef UNISIST 19750215 C M311, M312
INSPEC ANSI-MARC 810; 811; 820 1029 Sept. 19694 C M311, M312
MARC (Books) ANSI-MARC 260 0 $aNew York,$bGrove Press, 
$cl965.
C M311
C = macro/microelement exists as component of producer element - delimiters or fixed field
Macro 30 : Frequently Occurring Elements
Sample Data Base Representations 
Figure 6.6
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the publication date of a cover-to-cover translation. A third data element 
may contain the submission date of a thesis. The multiple producer data elements 
as illustrated by these examples would thus map to date of imprint.
Macroelement 40, Publisher, Location of Meeting, is represented at some level 
of the DBMMSS bibliographic structure without respect to machine identifiability 
in 55% of the data bases analyzed for this project. Of the possible 31 micro­
elements, 52% of them are represented by at least one data base, and we found 
that all of these microelements are represented in machine identifiable format 
by at least one data base. Aggregating the data across micro and intermediate 
levels and across data bases, we found that 53% of the data bases analyzed 
for this project represent macro 40 in machine identifiable format for the 
micro and intermediate level elements that occur in those data bases.
At least one microelement or intermediate element from macro 40 appears 
in machine identifiable format by 96% of the data bases representing macro 4 0..
Table 6.6 indicated the distribution of data for macro 40 and identifies
the most frequently occurring combination of elements per intermediate element. 
Publisher name and place of publication are the most frequently occurring inter­
mediate elements for macro 40 and Figure 6.7 illustrates the representa­
tion of 41— publisher name, M422— city of publication, and M425— country of 
publication. We found that 72% of the data bases representing intermediate 
levels 41 and 42 include at least the 'combination 41, M422, M425.
Most producers did not specify publisher name data in such detail as 
parent organization and subdivision, and therefore the intermediate element,
-1
52
-
Intermediate
Element
% of all 
data bases
% data 
bases with 
intermediate 
element only
% data bases 
with at least 
one m-i* micro 
or intermediate
% data bases 
with all m-i* 
micros or 
intermediate
% data bases 
with at least 
one non m-i* 
microelement
most frequent 
combination 
of m-i* 
elements
% data bases 
with at 
least this 
combination
41
Publisher
Name
44 83 94 94 0 41 94
42
Place
Publication 46 26 95 95 0 M422-M425 68
43
Loc. of 
meeting - 
org. name
2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
44
Loc. of 
meeting - 
address
12 20 100 100 0 44 100
45
Org.
Sponsor­
ing mtg.
2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
46
Reprint 
publisher - 
name
0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
47
Reprint 
publisher - 
address
0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
48
Country 
of patent
37 33 100 100 0 48 100
49
Org. spons. 
report 5 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Macro 40- Publisher, Location of Meeting 
Distribution of Intermediate and Microelement Occurrences
T a b l e  6 . 6
*m-i= machine identifiable
Publisher City Country/
Name Country
Code
41 M422 M425
Data Base Standard Prod. Tag(s) Example Format Mapping
CACon
T
SDF 007401; 007402 Dordrecht, Neth C M422, M425
GeoRef UNISIST A25 Izd. Nedra @ Moscow 
@ SUN
CR 41, M422, M425
INSPEC ANSI-MARC 520; 740 1¿LONDONf C M422
MARC (Books) ANSI-MARC 260 0 $aParis,$bGauthier- CR 41, M422
Villars; $aChicago, 
$bUniversity of Chicago 
Press, $c!965.
C = macro/microelement exists as component of producer element - delimiters or fixed field 
R • producer indicates macro/microelement is repeatable
Macro 40: Frequently Occurring Elements
Sample Data Base Representations 
Figure 6.7
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publisher name, was more frequently mapped than any combination of correspond­
ing microelements. Mapping the GeoRef and. MARC (Books) data bases to publisher 
name and address is provided by a single data element in both data bases. 
Subfield data in GeoRef is located by the sign and in MARC (Books), sub­
field codes "a" and "b" provides publisher name and city data. Subfield code 
"e" of the MARC (Books) data element 260 provides the data for mapping to the 
imprint date, M311. This example illustrates the possibility of a single 
producer data element composed of component units of information, which map 
to many microelements and more than one macroelement of the DBMMSS biblio­
graphic structure.
Mapping the frequently occurring elements in Figure 6.7' for CACon 
and INSPEC involves more than one producer data element. INSPEC assigns 
separate data elements for the publisher name and place of publication. The 
sample representation illustrates place of publication only, which INSPEC 
defines as the city and state, and the state name is optional. Similarly 
CACon assigns separate data elements for publisher name and address. Place 
of publication is illustrated by the CACon example and may include city, 
country, possession Canadian province or USA state names. Based on the pro­
ducers’ documentations CACon and GeoRef allow for the mapping of M425, country 
name, which does not appear in the other two data bases.
Macroelement 50, Secondary Source Identification, is represented at some level 
of the bibliographic structure in machine identifiable format by 93% of the 
data bases analyzed for this project. Of the 18 microelements within 
this macro, 72% are represented without respect to machine identifiability
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by at least one data base. Within this group of microelements represented 
by at least one data base, 77% of them are represented in machine identifiable 
format. Aggregating the data across micro and intermediate levels and across 
data bases we have found that 88% of the data bases analyzed for this project 
represent macro 5 0 in machine identifiable format for the micro and intermediate 
level elements that occur in those data bases. Of the data bases representing 
macro 5 0 all were found to include at least one microelement or intermediate 
element in machine identifiable format. The distribution of data for macro 50 
is indicated in Table 6.7. 5
We have discussed the use of the DBMMSS bibliographic structure for identify­
ing common bibliographic elements among multiple data bases. Sample representa­
tions illustrated the diversity in data representation among four data bases.
While data element representation may vary among data bases, we have found that 
through the use of the DBMMSS bibliographic structure 64% of the microelements 
are identified algorithmically by 63% of the data bases analyzed for this pro­
ject.
6.4 Mapping Selected "Standards” to DBMMSS Structure
We previously mentioned four projects addressing the general problem area 
of identifying component elements for bibliographic citations. In this section 
we will compare the identification of bibliographic data elements as defined by 
the DBMMSS bibliographic structure and ANSI 239.2-1977, UNISIST/ICSU-AB,
UNIMARC, and NFAIS/FID (B67).
-1
56
-
Intermediate
Element
% of all 
data bases
% data 
bases with 
intermediate 
element only
% data bases 
with at least 
one m-i* micro 
or intermediate
% data bases 
with all m-i* 
micros or 
intermediate
% data bases 
with at least 
one non m-i* 
microelement
most frequent 
combination 
of m-i* 
elements
% data bases 
with at 
least this 
combination
51
Secondary Source 
(Input) Product 37 13 93 93 7 M511 80
512
Item Identification 
Number 27 0 91 91 9
M5121-M5123-
M5127 73
52
Secondary Source 
Output Product 39 0 100 100 0 M521 100
522
Item Identification 
Number
85 3 100 100 0 M5222-M5227 46
*m-i=machine identifiable
Macro 50 - Secondary 
Distribution of Intermediate
Table
Source Identification
and Microelement Occurrences
6.7
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Before we compare the actual data we will briefly describe the perspective 
from which each of these standards projects has approached the problem of 
defining consistent or common data elements for bibliographic citations.
6. 4 ,1 Standards Mapped
The ANSI standard for bibliographic references is an extensive 
effort in defining the component elements for bibliographic references ^ad-thair 
sequence and punctuation in printed bibliographies. The standard represents 
a comprehensive effort in the sense of defining data elements for nearly all 
literature types. It attempts to define a standard human readable format for 
bibliographic citations of all literature types, and does not address the 
problem from the perspective of machine manipulative data.
The UNISIST recommendations are less concerned with standardizing biblio­
graphic citations for human readability. Component data elements for biblio­
graphic citations are based generally on the criterion of enabling the end 
user of an information retrieval system to identify or obtain the document. The 
scope of the recommendations relates to the conventional literature covered by 
most abstracting and indexing services. This type of literature, e.g., journal 
articles, reports, books, dissertations, accounts for the majority of citations 
retrieved by the publicly available literature retrieval systems. U n l i k e  ANSI Z 39.2 
1977, UNISIST/ICSU-AB does not attempt to identify component elements regard­
ing for example, sound recordings, audiovisual materials, or legal materials.
The main purpose of the UNISIST recommendations is to define component data 
elements for conventional bibliographic citations in terms of machine identifia-
bility.
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The UNIMARC project has an international goal of promoting the exchange 
of bibliographic information among national bibliographic centers. The stand­
ardization of content designators is aimed toward expediting this international 
exchange and is not an attempt to impose standardization within the national 
centers. Bibliographic description of the abstracting and indexing services 
is not treated and focus is centered on the library and national bibliography 
literature, namely, monographs, serials, maps, films, and music. Machine 
identifiability of data elements is specified by subfield codes, indicators, 
and delimiters and the proposed standard heavily relies on the data elements 
comprising the International Standard Bibliographic Description - Monographs 
(ISBD(M) ).
The NFAIS/FID project has approached the problem of identifying common 
bibliographic data elements from another perspective. The main purpose of 
this joint project is to provide international coverage of abstracting and 
indexing services of all disciplines. Services which are machine readable 
are described, for example, by producer information, subject coverage, and 
history of the service, in addition to identifying the bibliographic data 
elements included by the service. Data pertaining to bibliographic data 
elements indicates whether or not a particular element exists in a citation.
For example, author name may be included in every citation covered by a par­
ticular abstracting and indexing service,but the component elements of the 
author name and format of elements are not indicated. The NFAIS/FID project 
does not address component bibliographic data elements from the perspective of 
human readability or machine identifiability, but has identified some common 
bibliographic data elements which are described in terms of their existence or 
non-existence in particular machine readable data bases.
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6.4,2 Results of Mapping
The main purpose of this project task is to develop a structure into 
which algorithmically identified common data elements or microelements found 
in multiple data bases can be put. That is,we are determining the feasibility 
of automatically reformatting data bases to a common structure or format. We 
will compare the bibliographic data elements defined by the four projects with 
the data elements defined by the DBMMSS bibliographic structure. Machine 
identifiability of data elements is not considered in two of the projects and 
we can only compare data element definitions. Therefore analysis of data 
representation as presented in the previous section (which included the UNISIST 
recommendations and UNIMARC format) is not appropriate to our comparison of 
these projects.
The bibliographic data elements of the proposed ANSI standard are ordered 
by seven functional groups. Four of these groups— Authorship, Title, Edition, 
and Imprint— provide most of the data identified by the corresponding elements 
for the DBMMSS macroelements 10, 20, 30, and 40. Macroelement 50 identifies 
the secondary source products which either provide the input for a data base 
or the output for hardcopy products produced from the data base. Because the 
ANS Z39.2 - 1977 focuses on human readable bibliographic data elements
it is not surprising that macro 50 is completely undefined by ANS Z39.2-1977.
For convenience we assigned arbitrary numbers to identify the ANSI data 
elements and include the listing of ANSI bibliographic element labels with the 
assigned numbers in Appendix B. In the Appendix listing we also indicate 
whether a particular ANSI element corresponds to a DBMMSS group other than 
Bibliographic Description, and if a particular data element corresponds to a
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literature type not covered by the criteria regarding the macro/microelement 
structure. The actual mapping of the four projects to the macro/microelements 
is included in Appendix C; Table C.l.
From the distribution of data indicated in Table 6 .8  we find that 
the mapping of ANS Z39.2-1977 results in macro 20— Title(s) as the most highly 
represented macroelement. Based on the possible microelements for macro
20, ANSI represents 62% of them. Out of the 11 possible intermediate elements 
for macro 20, ANSI data elements correspond to 46% of the intermediate elements 
Aggregating the data within macro 20 we find that ANSI provides 90% of the 
data at either the intermediate or microelement levels.
For each of the data elements described by the UNISIST recommendations 
we have identified the appropriate corresponding DBMMSS macro/microelements. A 
listing of the UNISIST data elements by tag number and label as well as the 
macro/microelements is included in Appendix B.
The distribution of data mapping macro/microelements to the UNISIST data 
elements is indicated in Table 6.9, and it appears that the title macro­
element, 20, is the most highly represented macroelement by UNISIST. Aggregat­
ing the data within macro 20 we find that UNISIST provides all of the data at 
either the intermediate or microelement levels. This is not surprising since 
the DBMMSS bibliographic structure identifies data elements for approximately 
the same conventional literature types covered by UNISIST, and both projects 
are concerned with machine identifiability of elements. Intermediate elements 
per se are not as highly represented as microelements because the detail in 
UNISIST data element definitions closely matches the detail necessary for the 
DBMMSS bibliographic structure.
Macros
1 0:
Originator(s)
2 0:
Title(s)
30:
Date(s)
40:
Publisher/ 
Loc. Meeting
50:
Secondary
Source
% of
microelements
identified
33 62 48 32 0
% of
intermediate
elements
identified
33 46 22 22 0
% of inter­
mediate 
elements 
identified 
at either 
level
56 90 67 56 0
Distribution of Macro/Microelements in Proposed ANSI Standard
Table 6.8
-T
9T
-
-1
62
-
Macros
10:
Originator (s)
2 0:
Title(s)
30:
Date(s)
40:
Publisher/ 
Loc. Meeting
50:
Secondary
Source
% of
microelements
identified
54 60 48 26 17
% of
intermediate
elements
identified
0 36 0 22 25
% of inter­
mediate 
elements 
identified 
at either 
level
67 100 44 44 75
Distribution of Macro/Microelements in UNISIST 
Table 6.9
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The UNIMARC format consists of data elements grouped into 10 functional 
blocks. The functional blocks to which each UNIMARC tag corresponds is indicated 
by the first digit of the tag (0 through 9). We have noted in Appendix B for 
the UNIMARC listing of tags, the particular tags or entire blocks (e.g., 400 - 
Linking Entry Block) which we did not consider, as well as the tags we did map 
to the DBMMSS bibliographic structure. From Table 6.10 we find that the 
UNIMARC format is represented most frequently by the title and originator macro/ 
microelements. The diversity of dates, publisher related informâtion,and secon­
dary source identification are not as highly represented in UNIMARC because most 
of these elements are usually associated with the types of citations covered 
by abstracting and indexing services.
In Appendix B we have also listed the NFAIS/FID data elements which pertain 
to machine readable data bases. Many of the elements do not correspond to the 
DBMMSS bibliographic structure but describe general information about the data 
base, such as data base producer, subject coverage,and related services.
The distribution of data mapping the DBMMSS macro/microelements to the 
NFAIS/FID project data elements indicates in Table 6.11 .4 that macro 50 is the 
single most highly represented macroelement based on the percent of intermediate 
and microelements represented. Aggregating the data within macro 50 we find that 
NFAIS/FID provides all the data at either the intermediate or microelement level. 
Since the main emphasis of the NFAIS/FID project centers more directly on 
abstracting/indexing services rather than the bibliographic data elements, it 
appears reasonable that macro 50 elements, Secondary Source Identification, 
would have a higher percent representation than the other macroelements.
In summary, we find that ANS Z39.2-1977 and UNISIST/ICSU-AB definitions of 
data elements more closely correspond to the DBMMSS microelements that the 
NFAIS/FID data elements. Representation of macroelements at either the
-1
64
-
Macros 1 0:Originator(s) 2 0:Title (s)
30:
Date(s)
40Publisher/ Loc. Meeting
50:
Secondary Source
% of
microe lenient s 
identified
9 48 4 13 6
% of
intermediate
elements
identified
33 36 14 11 0
% of intermediate 
elements 
identified 
at either 
leve 1
33 46 14 22 25
Distribution of Macro/Microelements in UNIMA.RC 
Table 6.10 4
Macros
1 0:
Originator(s)
2 0:
Title(s)
30:
Date(s)
40:
Publisher/ 
Loc. Meeting
50:
Secondary
Source
% of
microelements
identified
2 14 0 3 50
% of
intermediate
elements
identified
44 46 0 0 0
% of inter­
mediate 
elements 
identified 
at either 
level
44 64 0 11 100
Distribution of Macro/Microelements in NFAIS/FID Project
Table 6.11
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intermediate or microelement levels indicates that UNISIST data elements for 
macros 10 and 20 more closely correspond to the DBMMSS data elements than the 
ANSI, NFAIS/FID, or UNIMARC data elements. Macros 30 and 40 were found to be
more closely represented by ANSI based on representation at either the 
intermediate or microelement levels. Macro 30 was more fully represented 
by the NFAIS/FID data elements than the other projects, based on representa­
tion at either the intermediate or microelement levels.
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6 . 5____ Summary and Potential Future Implementation
The availability of multiple data bases through various commercial search 
systems offers the potential feature of entering a subject request onee; and ob­
taining results from multiple data bases in multiple sites. This type of interaction 
is not yet possible but efforts are contributing toward the development of a 
one step information retrieval network, CONIT, the translating protocol system 
developed by Reintjes and Marcus (B79), allows the user to enter search requests 
for a particular data base without specifying the particular search system that 
processes the data base. Another project, currently underway at the University 
of Illinois (B98), is the development of a Data Base Selector. Based on
the vocabulary terms entered by the user and the identification of these terms 
in various data bases, the output from a mathematical model will provide the 
user with a yardstick to measure the potential usefulness of particular data 
bases for the subject areas indicated by the user.
These activities are working toward the development of an information 
retrieval environment which will provide the user with a one step request pro­
cedure as opposed to requiring the user to iterate the similar procedures for each 
search system and each data base. An area which requires further development
before a convenient network of bibliographic data bases could be implemented is 
the standardization of content designators. In this study we have focused on 
the development of a bibliographic structure which will contribute to the possible 
achievement of search systems which can algorithmically identify common data 
elements among a number of data bases. The DBMMSS bibliographic structure was 
developed primarily for abstracting and indexing service data bases which comprise
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the majority of commercially available online data bases, We focused mainly 
on the types of data elements necessary for identification of documents and 
avoided subject^oriented data elements.
Major efforts toward the standardization of content designators for 
bibliographic data bases have previously been mentioned, the UNIMARC format (B55), 
the UNisiST recommendations (B93), and the joint recommendations of ASIDIC/EUSIDIC/ 
ICSU-AB/NFAIS (B23). Based on the data elements considered by these projects and 
our DBMMSS structure, we are proposing a combination of elements which provide 
the minimum elements necessary for unique identification of documents retrieved 
from abstracting and indexing service data bases.
Table 6. 12 lists the proposed minimum data elements for analytics, mono­
graphs, and collectives. We have proposed a minimum of 11 data elements for 
analytics and 9 data elements for monographs and collectives. The Language of 
Document data element (M294) may be indicated by the name or standard code for 
the language. It would also appear reasonable to treat language as an optional 
element where a default condition would operate to indicate that the document 
is written in the language of the data base when no language element is present. 
Even though language may not exist as a discrete data element, the language of 
the document would always be known. In general, we have not considered the format 
of data for these data elements, except in the case where a standard code has 
previously been determined. This is an area requiring further study which will 
be supported by developments in defining the basic bibliographic structure for 
satisfying the end users of machine readable data bases. Using the options in­
dicated in Table 6.12 we find that 22% of the data bases analyzed for this 
study indicate at least some combination of our proposed minimum structure in 
machine identifiable format.
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ANALYTIC MONOGRAPH/COLLECTIVE
Originator (s) 1Ô; Originator (s)
Mill Surname Mill SurnameM112 First name/initial M112 First name/initialM113 Middle name/initial Ml 13 Middle name/initial*13 Originator-organization *13 Originator-organizationname name*14 Originator affiliation- *14 Originator affilia­name tion name*15 Originator affiliation- *15 Originator affilia­address tion address
20: Title(s) 20: Title (s)
231 Title of analytic *232 Title of monograph*232 Title of monograph *233 Title of collective*233 Title of collective *M2336 Title of collective
*M2336 Title of collective within a collective
within a collective *M2322 ISBN or SBN of mono­*M2322 ISBN or SBN of monograph graph
*M2332 ISBN or SBN of collective *M2332 ISBN or SBN of collec­
*M2333 ISSN of collective tive
*M2334 Coden of collective *M2333 ISSN of collective
*M245 U.S. government clear­ *M2334 Coden of collective
inghouse report number *M245 U.S. government
M261 Volume number clearinghouse reportM262 Issue number number
M2 72 Inclusive pages *M261 Volume number
M294 Language of document *M262 Issue number
*M263 Edition
3Q: Date(s) M294 Language of docu­
ment
31 Date of issue or
imprint 30: Date(s)
31 Date of issue or
imprint
4 0: Publisher
41 Publisher name
__________________________________________ _ ______  42____Place of publication
*Indicates the element is optional, depending on the particular document and 
literature type but at least one asterisked data element from each macro must 
be included.
Proposed Minimum Bibliographic Data Elements 
Table 6.12
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We have proposed a bibliographic structure to be implemented by data base 
producers for identifying documents retrieved from machine readable data bases.
The DBMMSS bibliographic structure is a contribution toward the effort of 
enabling search systems to algorithmically identify common data elements among 
multiple data bases. Our focus centered on development of a bibliographic 
structure for uniquely identifying documents retrieved from abstracting and 
indexing service data bases. These types of data bases currently provide the 
majority of information retrieved from online bibliographic search services.
In the development of the DBMMSS bibliographic structure we did not con­
sider non-bibliographic data bases, nor did we consider library-oriented data 
bases, such as a library holdings file. Our efforts were directed mainly at 
defining a bibliographic structure,and thus we did not consider the problems 
of data representation with the same level of detail. In some cases our micro­
elements specify predetermined codes or standard data, such as ISBN, ISSN, but 
in general we did not address the difficult issues surrounding format conven­
tions for data entry. The UNISIST recommendations (B93) and UNIMARC (B55) have 
considered data representation in far greater detail.
Another limitation of our study relates to the DBMMSS structure. We 
developed a hierarchical structure for the purpose of flexibility. Where 
differences occur between our microelements and the producer documentation, we 
attempted to represent the producers’ data bases at a more general level. How­
ever, mapping the intermediate level elements introduced a certain amount of 
ambiguity in the data which it represents. In some cases the producer's 
data element was mapped to the intermediate element because the DBMMSS bibliographic
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structure did not accomodate all the data indicated by the producer's 
documentation* In other cases producer's data element was mapped to the
intermediate element because the documentation was not specific enough to
map to our microelement. Therefore, in some cases the intermediate element 
indicates the producer provides additional data not covered by the correspond­
ing DBMMSS microelements,and in other cases the intermediate element indicates 
the producer’s documentation did not specify enough detail to map the correspond­
ing DBMMSS microelements.
Mapping the DBMMSS bibliographic structure to the 41 data bases analyzed 
in this study demonstrated the feasibility of the structure for uniquely 
identifying documents retrieved from multiple abstracting and indexing service 
data bases. We also became aware of some of the problems due to inadequate 
data base documentation with respect to content designators and data representa­
tion. Where data element tags, indicators and subfield codeSj or fixed field pos­
itions are used, there appears greater need for more specific definition of 
content designators. Providing examples of data representation without 
specific definition of the content designators does not give adequate documenta­
tions for the data elements. The producer documentation should identify any 
particular standard codes which are implemented in the representation of the 
internal format for data which does not rely on standard codes, In addition 
to the internal format used to represent data, the documentation should also 
include information regarding any limitations imposed on the data. For example, 
when multiple authors are responsible for a document, will all author names be 
entered in the data base, will some maximum number be imposed, and if a maximum 
number is used, will the data indicate that additional authors are responsible 
for the document but not included in the data representation.
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7. FILE STRUCTURE AND SOFTWARE FOR DBMMSS
The Data Base Mapping Model Search System (DBMMSS) consists of a file 
structure, a collection of data structures, and a collection of programs 
operating on and manipulating those structures. In the early phases of 
the project several pilot systems were implemented as design exercises, 
permitting us to explore various aspects of the problem and assisting us in 
recognizing design problems for the project. The design goals set down in 
April of 1975 developed from those pilot systems and were able to avoid 
many problems because they had been observed in microcosm. The design goals 
also encompassed our perception of a viable approach to the problem. The 
system specifications were shaped by these considerations:
• Existing resources. The system was to be implemented on a DECSYSTEM/ 
10, which restricted the choice of language and data structure. The 
choice of the SAIL language was based on its flexibility and orderly 
control structures. All disk access on the system is performed in 
blocks of 128 words, which affects many aspects of the design.
• Online use. The data base mapping system was to be an online, 
interactive system.
® Data base mapping. The central feature of DBMMSS is the ability to 
connect attributes of diverse data bases. The mechanism chosen for 
generating these connections would be a central aspect of the design.
• Editing. In order to permit effective maintenance of the data in the 
system a data editing program was required. This system would be 
simple in structure, for easy implementation, powerful enough to
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permit all editing functions on all data types, and easy to learn 
for the technical staff using it during this project. The editor 
design was to be modelled roughly on the SOS editor available on 
the DEC10, as its use was familiar to our staff.
* User access. User access programs were required, allowing the user 
to examine the data in the system in convenient ways. The system had 
to provide semi-tutorial assistance to naive users. Experience dic­
tated a program with separate routines for separate functions, with 
each routine requesting control information from the user according 
to its function.
p Simplicity. As a research by-product the system was an experimental 
tool, and not intended to be a polished system. Such features as an 
elegant user interface were specifically excluded in order that the 
underlying structure could be as flexible as possible.
• Transformation of data. It was clear that the data structure might 
change during the course of the project, and that data stored in one 
form might have to be changed to another form, so a data transforma­
tion capability was needed.
The nature of the mapping problem immediately suggested the use of Codd's 
relational model of data (Cl), as the mapping process can be modelled directly 
by using two of the basic relational operations, "join" and "restrict',’ in an 
iterative process. Our data was not well suited, however, to the use of the 
pure relational model as many attributes of the items described by our data 
repeat variable numbers of times and many attributes are only present infrequently.
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Fur thermore, it was clear that the pure relational operations would only be 
used on a few of the attributes. By rearranging our data structure we have 
arrived at something between a relational system and Data Base Task Group 
(DBTG) system (C8 , C12), and very similar in many ways to Chen’s recently- 
described entity-relationship model (C5). We will describe this in detail 
below, but its main features are that "entities" correspond naturally to 
real-world "entities" and have "attributes," and that "relationships" are 
used to connect "entities."
Our software performs three major functions: (1) data entry, (2) data
manipulation, and (3) data access, with separate programs for each family of 
functions sharing a common core of access-method-like subroutines. The system 
includes the basic relational operations, the usual data editing capabilities, 
listing generation capabilities, and a simplified data entry interface.
DBMMSS has proved generally adequate for our experimental purposes. A 
production system would require more abilities, more efficiency, and a better 
user interface. Below we discuss the data structure and the software, and 
finally, some of the requirements for a production DBMMSS.
7.1 File and Data Structures
In Codd's relational model of data (C6) a data base can be viewed as a 
set of tables, each of whose rows represents an assertion that a given relation­
ship exists between the items appearing in it. What was traditionally thought 
of as a record would be represented as a row of a relation table, the columns 
corresponding to attributes or fields of the record. Each row has a primary 
key (possibly consisting of several columns) that uniquely specifies it, and the
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row is, in effect, specifying a relationship between the key and the other items- ;" S • • ■ f ■ o
of the row. Figure 7.1 illustrates the change in view. See Chapter 3 of
(C8) for a full discussion of the advantages of the relational view of data.
Record 2
Name: Compendex
Produced by: Engineering Index
Annual volume: 80,000
Subject: Engineering, Computers
Record 1
Name: Condensates 
Produced by: Chemical Abstracts 
Annual volume: 370,000 
Subject: Chemistry
Data base name Producer Volume Data base name Subj ect
Condensates
Compendex
Chemical Abstracts 
Engineering Index
370,000 Condensates 
80,000 Compendex 
Compendex
Chemistry
Engineering
Computers
Relation DBPROD Relation DBSUBJ
Figure 7.1. Comparison of Record (Hierarchical) and 
Relational Views of Data
As they will be important in the rest of this discussion, we will first 
introduce a number of important terms used in describing our view of data.
Entities correspond to "things" in the real world. A particular data 
base, a corporation, or a person are typical entities. The relational model we 
used forces the existence of "value entities," such as subjects (e.g. "chemistry”) 
so that relations may be purely between entities. Each entity is assigned to 
exactly one data class, which corresponds to a natural group of entities, such
as "data bases."
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An entity is described by attributes. An attribute is a pair {name, value), 
and specifies some datum about the entity, such as ("address," "Columbus, Ohio"). 
The terms "field" and "tag" are sometimes used for "attribute" and "attribute 
name." In our system all tags are of the form 999.99/A, where A represents a 
"modifier," and may be blank or any letter and 999.99 represents any real 
number with two decimal places and three digits to the left of the decimal 
point. The wild card specification allows specifying a group of tags which 
match in particular places (123.** = 123.01, 123.02, ...).
A relation is a set of n-tuples, also called members. Each member specifies 
that a particular relationship exists among a particular group of entities.
Thus the relation "Is produced by" might include the member ("Condensates," 
"Chemical Abstracts"), indicating that Condensates is produced by Chemical 
Abstracts. The entities fulfill particular roles in the members they occur in. 
Thus, in the example given, "Chemical Abstracts" fulfills the role "producer of 
data base." Each component of a member has, in addition to a role, a domain, 
which is the class from which members filling that role must be drawn. In the 
example, "Condensates" is drawn from the domain "data bases." Domains 
correspond directly to data classes in the system. The number of roles in 
each member of a relation is called its degree. All members of a given relation 
have the same degree. A subrelation is a subset of a relation defined by the 
occurrence of a given entity in a given role. Thus, in the relation "Is 
produced by," there is a subrelation corresponding to all data bases produced 
by, for instance, Chemical Abstracts.
The help file or help class is a set of entities which are messages to the 
user. The system retrieves appropriate messages from the help class to help the
user when he needs it.
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The basic relational operations join, project, and restrict fulfil the 
mapping process by themselves, and the Boolean sort of conditional search is 
no harder to build for relational files than any other, so the relational 
model seemed a good choice. On the other hand, as we have mentioned, a purely 
tabular view of data is not ideal when many attributes are not present in most 
records or with repeating attributes, and a large number of our attributes 
are never used in relational operations, so the pure relational approach was 
not optimal.
The approach we chose parallels many features of Chen’s entity-relation­
ship model (C5) though excluding some of its features. We have preserved a 
distinction between entities— which remain, naturally, descriptions of things-- 
and relations among entities. Our data space consists of entities, each 
belonging to a domain and having a varying-length list of attributes specified 
as name rvalue pairs. (We sometimes use the following as synonyms: record for
entity, field for an attribute name rvalue pair, and data class for domain.) 
Unlike Chen our attributes do not at present have defined domains, but take 
arbitrary text strings as values. In some cases the existence of an attribute 
in a record is meaningful, even though it has a null value.
Relation space consists of sets of n-tuples, each tuple (called a member) 
consisting of the entity identifiers of entities in the specified relationship. 
Thus a member of the relation "is produced by" might be a 2-tuple consisting 
of the entities "CA Condensates" (a data base name) and "Chemical Abstracts 
Service" (a data base producer name). The n-tuples have an internal ordering, 
each position in the tuple being identified with domain and a role name. For
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the example above the first element of a member would be of domain "data base" 
and have the role "data base produced," the second the domain "producers" and 
the role "data base producer." We have also defined "subrelations," which 
function as indexes to relations. A subrelation is the subset of a relation 
defined by the appearance of a given entity in a given position, in effect 
giving a multi-list index to the relation as a whole.
Our model of data can be viewed as a pure relational system by consider­
ing the entities as the basic unit of data, in effect "hiding" the attributes 
in the sense that LISP property lists are hidden— they exist but are proper­
ties of the data rather than data themselves. Thus when a need develops for 
relational use of something presently "buried" as an attribute we can simply 
bring that item up to entity status and connect it to the entities it previously 
described by a new relation. If, for instance, we suddenly needed to join 
"language," an attribute of data bases, to "language," an attribute of standards, 
we need only use our data abstraction program to remove language as an attribute, 
create a language domain, and create relations between language and data base 
and between language and standards.
The current implementation of DBMMSS stores data and relations in separate 
files, with entity headers pointing out-of-file to subrelation headers stored 
in the relation file and relation members pointing out-of-file to entities in 
the data file. This causes some problems with updating, since all relations 
and entities must be present to avoid loss of data integrity.
In addition two files are used by most DBMMSS programs, containing name- 
to-code-to-name conversion information and help-message texts. These are like
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DBMMSS data files, except that entities have six-character codes as access 
points, rather than names. From the name file items may be retrieved either 
by name (the code is returned) or by code (the name is returned)♦, help file 
items are retrievable by code only. The name file includes conversions for 
attribute name to tag, data class code to name, relation name to code, and 
role name to code, all of which are bi-directional.
The basic data structure used in implementing DBMMSS was the linked list, 
or chain. Thus, a data file consists of a chain of data classes, each of which 
is a chain of entities, each of which is a chain of attributes, and a relation 
file consists of a chain of relations, each of which is a chain of members.
Files of both types have free storage chains. DEC-10 disk storage is 
organized in 128 work blocks. The primary free chain consists of a chain of 
empty blocks. To preserve file integrity through system crashes it is 
necessary to close a file (a relatively slow operation) whenever the file is 
extended. To avoid frequent delays, several blocks (the number is set by the 
specific program, depending on whether it is likely to be adding a lot of data 
or just a few fields) are added each time the file is extended. Each ‘block oi 
the file that is not empty, and therefore not on the primary free chain, contains 
a secondary free chain. The first word of an active block points to the head of 
a chain of free nodes. The first two words of a free node are its length and a 
pointer to the next free node in the block. These chains are entirely within 
blocks. This allows routines to ask for allocation of storage in a specific block, 
to help localize access. Commonly used access paths are squeezed together so that 
they can be followed with minimal disk use.
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Tables 7.1 and 7.2 summarize the various data structures used to store data in 
DBMMSS. Figure 7.2 is an attempt to show the connections graphically.
The first block of a data file includes pointers to data class definitions 
for all data classes in the filé. Each definition consists of a class code 
(convertible, via the name file, to a name), a pointer to the class’s field 
index, and a hash table. The hash table divides the data class into 
equivalence classes, chaining the entities of a hash class together. This 
provides relatively fast access to a specific entity by name. The field 
index is a complete index of all the attributes of all the entities of the 
class by attribute name code, allowing rapid access to, for instance, all 
occurrences of a particular attribute.
Each entity consists of a header and a chain of attributes. The header 
contains the entity's name, a pointer to the next entity of the same class, a 
pointer to the list of aliases (alternative names) for the entity, and a pointer 
to the first field. Each field contains a value (an arbitrary text string), 
an attribute name code (tag), a pointer to the next field of the entity, and 
date information including the date the attribute was created, the last time 
its value was replaced and the last time its value was altered. The time of 
day for the most recent of those dates is also recorded, to help in deter­
mining the validity of a field.
The first block of a relation file contains a pointer to a list of relation 
definitions. A relation definition consists of the degree and current size of 
the relation, its code, the codes for its domains and roles, a pointer to its 
first member, and additional fields used for pipelined relation derivation.
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Graphic Illustration of DBMMSS Data 
Structures
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A member contains its degrees a pointer to the next member of the 
relation, and, for each "column" of the relation, a pointer to the entity 
that occupies that column and a pointer to the next member containing the 
same entity in that column.
This file structure is reasonably efficient given our allocation 
strategies for keeping chains closed up. A future, improved system would need 
to change some multilists to inverted indexes to improve efficiency, as well 
as replacing the hash table with a better index structure, so that records 
may be ordered.
7.2 Data Entry
In most data base systems a distinction is made between data entry and data 
manipulation modules, even though the latter are usually capable of entering 
data. Programs designed for building a data base fall into two broad cate­
gories: source data entry, in which human-readable material is made machine- 
readable, and data conversion, in which an existing data base is processed to 
produce a new, differently-structured file. DBMMSS includes programs for both 
functions, DBIN is a program for rapid, simple data entry from source documents 
and EXTRACT is a program to re-structure an existing data base.
7.2.1 DBIN
The premise underlying DBIN is that data entry can be done by a trained 
technician who has no particular knowledge of the actual internal structure of
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the data base. The program asks the operator what physical file and data class 
are being used, then enters a two-level loop. The outer loop prompts for the 
name of an entity of the previously named class, then enters the inner loop. The 
inner loop prompts for an attribute rvalue pair to be attached to the entity.
Some simple validity checking is done; the attribute name must be legal, it 
must not have been used before for the same entity, and the entity name must 
have been used before or must be verified by the operator. In general, 
arbitrary input is permitted. If the user tries to enter a second instance of 
an attribute a warning is given and the user has the option of deleting the 
previous value of the attribute.
While running DBIN the user may strike control-C at any time to request 
assistance, in the form of a brief tutorial message. The simple, severely- 
constrained dialogue allows rapid entry of data from a suitable worksheet.
Such a worksheet has a list of items from a single entity, all identified by 
attribute names.
7.2.2 Extract
It was decided early in the implementation of DBMMSS that the relational 
aspect of the system should not lead to repetitive entry of data, and that 
subsequent changes in the organization of the system’s knowledge should not 
require deletion or re-entry of affected information. EXTRACT is the tool 
that supports those premises. EXTRACT is a table-driven data-rearranging 
program, designed to selectively extract data from an existing DBMMSS file 
and insert it in various ways into another.
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EXTRACT reads a file of commands, each consisting of an attribute name 
and a list of processing specifications. Each record selected from the 
input file (several options exist for selecting records to be processed) 
is broken down into its constituent attributes, and the list of commands is 
then applied to those attributes. Processing specifications can cause such 
actions as: creating a record, in a specified class, whose name is the value
of a specified attribute of the source record; attaching an attribute of the 
source record to a specified output record; creating members of a specified 
relation; reformatting source attributes to create output attributes or 
records; and specifying conditions under which the above activities are to be 
performed for a specified attribute. Commands may also be grouped, so that a 
given sequence is repeated for a group of modified attributes, matching their 
modifiers, and may have wild card asterisks in attribute names, so that a 
command specifying attribute 46*.** would be applied to all attributes whose 
names match the non-asterisk characters, e.g., 461.00, 463.25, 465.55, etc. 
(analogous to the truncation feature in search systems).
The structure of EXTRACT is such that special processing specifications 
can easily be added as future needs are determined.
7.3_____Data Manipulation
The data entry programs were intended to deal with high volume additions or 
modifications of DBMMSS files, and are primarily aimed at creating files de novo. 
The three programs covered in this section are aimed at updating existing files. 
Two of them, DBEDIT and RELS, are used for user-directed, one-change-at-a-time 
operation, the third, MERGE, is used for merging an entire file into another, 
and is treated in the section on utility programs.
^Command list for EXTRACT (and all other programs) are given in Appendix E
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7.3.1 DBEDIT
The basic editing of entities is the function of DBEDIT. The program 
consists of a group of semi-independent routines to manipulate entity names 
and attributes, with essentially no awareness of the existence of relation­
ships. At all times DBEDIT is "connected to" a particular attribute of a 
particular entity. The user has the option of altering or deleting that 
attribute, inserting a new attribute, moving to a different attribute or 
entity, renaming the entity, copying the attributes of another entity into 
this one, or deleting the current entity. Each routine is selected by a one- 
character name, and each is self-contained, doing its own prompting and leaving 
the user connected to the appropriate entity and attribute when finished.
For altering attribute values the user has access to a string editor 
modeled on Stanford's SOS editor's alter mode. This editor, driven by single­
letter operators, allows the user to manipulate a character string by adding, 
deleting, replacing, etc. various string segments.
Also contained within DBEDIT is the special editor, entered at the outer 
level of DBEDIT (when the user is not connected to an entity) and consisting of 
a package of completely independent routines for manipulating entries in NAME 
and HELP files and for special tasks appropriate to the systems staff, such as 
examining buffer usage patterns.
7.3.2 RELS
The relational aspects of the system are manipulated by RELS, a program 
analogous to DBEDIT but aimed at relation members. Unlike DBEDIT, RELS con­
sists of completely independent subroutines called by a simple command scanner;
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each routine deals with a relation as a whole, rather than a single member, 
although it may deal, on a detail basis, with single members. This reflects 
our understanding of the difference in users’ approaches to entities and 
relations.
The functions available in RELS include defining relations (specifying 
domains and role names for the elements of a member), inserting members, 
joining, projecting, and combining relations, deleting members, and displaying 
relations and subrelations.
Each constituent routine supplies a series of messages and prompts to 
guide the user's choices. A directory command is also available to list the 
relations available, their domains and sizes.
7.4 Data Access and Display
The end user of the system has special types of access requirements, 
not addressed by the edit programs. Also, it is desirable to restrict the 
edit programs, which can change data, to a limited number of persons. The 
access and display programs provide read-only access to the system's data 
for the end user. The programs USER and ACCESS allow interactive access to 
data under user control; FORMAT is a table-driven program used to create 
formatted listings of a file's contents. USER is relationship-oriented, 
ACCESS and FORMAT are entity-oriented. FORMAT is treated in the section on 
utility programs.
r
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7.4.1 USER
USER is a program for accessing data relationally. It allows display of 
relation members under several selection criteria: members may be selected
from a relation by a Boolean expression of tests on attributes of the elements 
of its members or by joining or projecting other relations. Files of entity: 
attribute value pairs may be written out for later sorting and printing, and 
frequency distributions of values of attributes or elements of members of 
relations may be generated.
The basic mechanism for selecting, joining, and projecting is the defined 
relation. This is not a stored set of members, but a definition of a paradigm 
for generating the members of a relation. Furthermore, the relations from 
which the defined relation is drawn may themselves be defined relations. This 
"pipeline" effect means that intermediate relations need not be stored, but 
may be generated, on demand, one member at a time, and that multiple traversals 
of intermediate products can be avoided.
Defined relations may be joins of two relations (both of which may be 
defined, but the second should preferably be stored), projections of relations 
(which must be stored relations), or selections of members from relations. 
Selections are made by applying a Boolean expression of conditions to the 
members of the relation from whose members the selection is being made. 
Conditions include existence, lexicographic order or equality, substring, super­
string, and numeric order or equality between the value of a specified attri­
bute of a specified domain of a member of the underlying relation and a string 
constant supplied in the condition. Conditions can be negated.
Display capabilities are fairly primitive. A relation member is displayed 
as a list of entity names, each accompanied by its domain (data class) name. A 
better display capability would be needed for any future implementation, but was 
not essential to our experimental system.
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7.4.2 ACCESS
Because USER runs relatively slowly, an improved access method was desired 
for non-relational access. Specifically, users needing access other than to the 
list of attributes of a chosen entity wanted the ability to display, for example, 
the names of all entities having a given attribute or having a particular value 
for a particular attribute.
The program ACCESS serves these needs by accessing entities via the attri­
bute index rather than sequentially or relationally. This allows rapid location 
of entities in which a given attribute occurs. The user is able to list entity 
name and the value of a selected attribute for all entities meeting a single 
condition (defined as for USER, above, except that the negated existence test 
is not possible). Attribute name for both the tested and displayed attributes 
may have wild-card asterisks.
The user may generate frequency distributions for the values of a selected 
attribute (which may have wild-card asterisks in its name specification). This 
produces a list of all the values that occur for the specified attribute and 
the frequency of occurrence for each value.
For generating indexes, ACCESS can build files of attribute valueientity 
name pairs. The user specifies the attribute name (wild-card asterisks permitted), 
the data class, processing options (indication whether attribute or name is 
first on each line, whether the attribute name is to be included, whether 
(carriage return-linefeed^ pairs are to be replaced by blanks or control—S>and 
whether null-value attributes are to be included), and the name of the output 
file. That file may then be sorted and listed by one of several listing genera­
tion programs.
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7.5 Utility Programs
A number of programs are available that perform special processing functions, 
such as merging files together, and generating listings. We have grouped these 
together as utility programs, though each could fit into one or more of the 
other categories, because they are single-function, non-interactive programs.
7.5.1 MERGE
Unlike DBEDIT and RELS, MERGE is a high-volume, automatically controlled 
program. The user simply supplies the name of the file to be updated (the 
master file) and the file to be merged into it (the update file), and the 
program then performs the merge. In the course of the merge all classes in 
the update file are processed. Each record in the update file that is not 
present in the corresponding class of the master file is copied into the master. 
Merging is strictly on the entity level— entities already present in the master 
file are not altered, and relations are unaffected. The program is intended to 
permit data entry and initial editing to be done in a separate file, so that 
writing on to the master is strictly controlled.
7.5.2 FORMAT
The generation of listings of the contents of a file requires special 
processing routines to, among other things, insert captions, break lines to fit 
the page, count pages, and so forth. These can be written and shared by special 
purpose programs, or can be combined in a generalized listing program. We have 
taken the latter approach.
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FORMAT is a table driven listing generator. It reads a command file that 
specifies the processing to be used for each attribute of an entity that is to 
appear in the result listing. Each entity is then broken down into its component 
attributes and the commands applied in order to produce the listing. Groups 
of commands may be defined to apply repetitively to attributes with modified 
names, so that all attributes with the same modifier are processed together.
Processing options that may be applied to an attribute include positioning 
(vertical and horizontal spacing relative to the preceding field), the caption 
to be used, spacing for continuation lines, and various special codes to 
process particular kinds of values (e.g. formatting numbers with a given number 
of decimal places, supplying "none" if the field is missing, etc.). The command 
file also supplies instructions to break the listing into paragraphs, with 
headings, insert literals, and so forth.
7.5.3 Listing Generators
A whole family of listing generation programs has been created to produce 
various special listings. Prototype and most general of them is LISTER. It
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reads a file whose lines are sets of text items separated by control-As. A
hierarchical listing is produced by comparing each line to its predecessor
and spacing over for each successive matching element, then line spacing
and indenting for each additional element. Thus the four lines:
XXXTAYYY^AZZZ
XXXTAQQQ4AZZZ
XXXTAQQQMMMM
RRRTAQQQtAFFF
would produce a listing like:
XXX
YYY
ZZZ
QQQ
ZZZ
MMM
RRR
QQQ
FFF
The other listing generators are variants on this, with such modifications as 
concatenating all elements after the second into one; skipping the nth element; 
inserting special literals, and so forth, each for a particular listing need.
Two programs, SRTKEY and STRPPR, will add and remove sort keys on input 
files, ignoring upper/lower case distinctions and placing numbers after letters.
TABGEN is a program to build tables with record names down the left side 
and tags across the top, with x's showing which tags occur in which records.
The input lines are record name,t' A, tag number,f A, anything, the last element 
being ignored.
Another program, PRTGEN, reads the printable file produced by one of the 
LISTER family and breaks it into pages, inserting titles and page numbers and 
indicating where a hierarchy has been broken between pages (it will accept a 
10% shortening of the page to avoid this) by printing a "(cont?d)" heading.
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7.6____Shared Subroutines
Like most data management systems, DBMMSS is organized as a series of 
application programs using a common set of data access routines. By moving 
basic access mechanisms into these shared modules we simplify system mainten­
ance, since changes to the access mechanisms will be inherited automatically 
by the application programs. In practice there is a hierarchy of shared 
routines. The simplest routines provide basic file access and are used by the 
next level of routines, which provide access on a logical rather than physical 
basis. That is, the second level routines access entities, attributes, and 
members as such, while the lowest level routines deal with physical words of 
storage. In fact, we have not kept the access as clean as we would have liked. 
Many application programs access storage words directly, using first level 
routines, and are therefore not isolated from changes to storage mechanisms.
This would have to be corrected in any future implementation of such a system 
and certainly is a basic design goal for any eventual data base mapping system.
7.6.1 Data Access Routines
The most heavily used shared routines are the basic data access routines, 
ranging from word-by-word access to buffer management. Underlying all of them 
is GBUFF, a routine that returns the number of the buffer containing a specified 
block of a specified file. It maintains the chain of buffers in increasing 
order by time since last access, keeps statistics on buffer usage, swaps re­
quested blocks into core if they are presently not core-resident, and tests to 
be certain that no block changed by a DSET (qv) but not subsequently written
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back to disk is lost by a swap. In essence GBUFF provides virtual access to 
the disk store; requests sent to other I/O routines specify locations by 
pointers, which GBUFF turns into buffer numbers for use by those routines.
The routines DBUFF and EBUFF display statistics on buffer usage— DBUFF dis­
playing the current list of buffers, EBUFF displaying final statistics and 
clearing counters.
The most basic I/O routines are DREAD and DWRITE, which read or write a 
specified word of a specified file, the word's location being specified by a 
base location (a pointer) and an offset relative to that location. Generally 
the base location is a pointer to an entity header, an attribute block or a 
member of a relation, and the offset identifies a specific word of that data 
structure. These two routines are used by virtually every routine in the system. 
A third single-word access routine is DSET, which is identical, in arguments 
and effects, to DWRITE except that the altered block is not immediately written 
back to disk. DSET is intended for use when multiple changes are made to a 
single block, so that only the last need do a DWRITE. This distinction avoids 
some file accesses, thereby improving response time in certain cases. Blocks 
changed by DSET are marked, and any attempt to drop them from core or end the 
run without eventually writing them out causes an error message, indicating a 
system logic error.
Analogous to DWRITE and DREAD, but writing multiple words at once, are 
AWRITE and AREAD. In addition to file and location arguments they take a word 
count and the name of an array into which the words are to be read or from which 
they are to be written. These routines are useful when several contiguous words 
are to be read or written, as when an entity or attribute is created.
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An additional level of abstraction is provided by FWRITE, which is designed 
specifically to write an entire header or attribute block in one operation. Its 
arguments, in addition to a file and location (as for DREAD/DWRITE), are the 
four words and the text string that currently make up headers and attributes.
Two routines are available for reading (into a string variable) or writing 
(into a file) a character string. These routines assume the location specified 
is the address of a header or attribute, and that the text, beginning with its 
length, begins in the fifth word of the data structure addressed.
In addition to routines to access the data stored in a file, another is 
needed to prepare that file for access. This routine, FULLSET, takes as arguments 
the name of the file, the channel to be used to access it, the number of buffers 
to be associated with it, whether write access is required, and the number of 
blocks to add to the file when all free space is exhausted. An alternate 
routine, SETUP, omits the buffer count and size increment arguments, supplying 
default valves, FULLSET initializes internal structures describing the file, 
allocates buffers, creates new files (if the name does not exist), and 
initializes buffer use statistics. If write access is denied the user is 
warned (this occurs, for instance, when someone else already has write access 
to the file).
7.6.2 Logical Access Routines
The routines described above all read or write data at specified locations. 
Logical access routines are used to establish or to determine those locations, 
based on the logical identity of an item— an entity name or an entity identity
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and an attribute name. The file structure for DBMMSS was described in section 
7.1, above. The routines we will describe here are used to manipulate entities 
and attributes relative to data classes, maintaining hash tables, chains of 
entities and attributes, and attribute indexes.
Adding or dropping an entity from its data class involves quite a bit of 
bookkeeping. Ideally, this should be transparent to the user, and in our 
implementation it is. Two routines, HASHER and UNHASH, are used to enter an 
entity into a data class and remove an entity from a data class. Each takes 
as arguments the file involved (identified by the number of the channel on 
which it is open), the class number (classes are assigned sequential numbers 
when the file is setup, and a routine is available to find the number correspond­
ing to a class code), and the name of the entity. HASHER determines the hash 
class the entity belongs to, creates an entity header with the appropriate name, 
and inserts it into the entity chain of the appropriate hash class. UNHASH is 
not exactly the reverse of this procedure, as the entity header, although dropped 
from its hash class's list, is not deleted. There are some instances in which 
it is preferable to leave the header intact so that the user can still copy 
data out of it before freeing it explicitly.
In general, with the exception of the two routines just described and the 
one we are about to discuss, entities are identified in calls to routines by 
their address. This results in faster calls, avoids redundant lookups, and is 
perfectly satisfactory for virtually all purposes, since the name can be ob­
tained from the block at that address if it is needed (it usually is not). The 
procedure INDEX is used to obtain the address of an entity, given its file, 
class, and name (exactly as for HASHER). INDEX follows the entity chain of
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the appropriate hash category of the specified data class, and returns the 
pointer representation of the address of the entity. If the entity is not 
found in the specified class the special value fG is returned.
All three of the routines above use the function HASH to find the hash 
class to which the entity name belongs. The hashing algorithm adds the 
character representations of the name in groups (word by word) and then 
returns the result modulo 113 (the largest prime smaller than 125, the space 
available in a DEC 10 disk store block for the table itself). This method has 
in practice given us a good frequency distribution of entity names into hash 
classes.
NEWTABLE is a routine used to set up a hash class. It performs the opera­
tions necessary to create an empty hash table, label it with the class code, 
and insert it in the table of classes in the file header block. It also returns 
the class number to the calling routine so the user can access the new class.
The remainder of the routines in this section provide a mechanism for 
locating specific attribute:value pairs by attribute name, either for a 
specific entity or across a class's entities, using the attribute index 
structure.
The procedures INSRTFLD and DROPFLD (the FLD suffix corresponds to the use 
of 'field' as an alternative to 'attribute rvalue pair') are used to index and 
de-index attributes. Both routines take as arguments the file involved, the 
address of the hash table structure for the data class involved, the address 
of the attribute:value pair, and the attribute name code. INSRTFLD also takes 
the address of the entity header to which the attribute pertains. INSRTFLD
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finds in the attribute index for the given data class the entry for the given 
attribute name and inserts into that name's list a node pointing to the 
attribute rvalue pair and to the containing entity. DROPFLD finds that node, 
deletes it from the attribute name's list, and frees the space it used. While 
INSRTFLD can create index entries (and lists) for attribute names not seen 
before, DROPFLD never deletes such entries when the last instance of an attri­
bute name is dropped, but simply attaches a null list to that name. This 
simplifies maintenance of the index, which is kept as an ordered list (ascending 
alpha order) to allow use of a binary search.
FINDFLD, which takes the same arguments as INSRTFLD, locates a specific 
attribute rvalue pair in a specific entity. If the attribute is not present in 
that entity (or was not indexed) a null pointer is returned. NEXTFLD, on the 
other hand, returns a list of attribute rvalue pairs in response to successive 
calls. In addition to the file and hash table (as for DROPFLD, above) it requires 
a pointer to the last item returned (initially null), two variables passed by 
reference (set to zero before the first call) used to hold the base of the 
current index segment and the entry within that segment currently being pro­
cessed, and a mask to be applied to the attribute name codes. Inclusion of the 
mask allows retrieval of classes of attributes. Bits of the code which are not 
to be tested are set to zero in both mask and code arguments, bits to be tested 
are set to one in the mask. Each entry's code in the index is anded with the 
mask then compared with the argument code, and for each code matching the argu­
ment code the list of attribute rvalue pairs is returned, one item at a time.
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[The pointers returned are actually to the index nodes, from which the address 
of the attribute .-value pair of the containing entity may be obtained by one 
additional read.]
The last attribute index routine, ALTERFLD, is used to update the index 
when an attribute rvalue pair for a given entry is moved in the file. This 
occurs when the value of the attribute is changed and the new value is not 
the same length as the old one. The routine can also be used when an entity 
header is moved (because it has been renamed and the new name’s length is 
different).
7.6.3 Storage Management
In the design description above we discussed the data structures in the 
free storage management subsystem. The routines in this section are used to 
obtain and release free storage from that structure.
The procedures BALLOC and BFREE take as arguments the file in which the 
storage is located and the size of the free area. BFREE also takes a pointer 
to the storage being released and BALLOC takes an address designating a 
preferred block for the allocation. Two macros, ALLOCATE and FREE are 
available for dealing with storage for entity headers or attributes, differing 
from BALLOC and BFREE in that they take a size in characters, rather than words.
In order to allow monitoring of the efficiency of the system, another 
routine, SPACE, is available to calculate and display statistics on the free 
storage structure. These statistics include: total space in the file; total
free space in the file; number of empty blocks in the file; and the utiliza­
tion factor, the ratio of used space to total space.
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7.6.4 Relations
A number of shared subroutines are available for modules working with rela­
tions. The basic ones are ENTMEM and DELMEM, which create and delete members 
of a relation. In calling relation-handling routines the relation involved is 
identified by a pointer to its definition block (see discussion of system 
design, section 7.1, above). Both routines require as arguments the relation, 
the data and relation file numbers, the d e g r e e  of the relation (though this 
could have been obtained from the definition), and an array containing pointers to 
entities of the n-tuple being created or deleted. The task is complicated by 
the subrelation chains, since the member must be entered into or deleted from 
each of its constituents' subrelation chain for the relation.
Entire relations are manipulated by DEFREL and DELREL. The procedure 
DEFREL interacts with the user to build a relation definition, which is then 
stored by a call to ENTREL. ENTREL takes as argumentsj the channel number for the 
relation file; the relation's code; the relation's order; an array of data 
class numbers; and an array of domain role codes, and attaches appropriate 
blocks to the relation file data structure. DELREL deletes a relation, its 
control information, and all the subrelation headers associated with it.
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7.7 Design Criteria for Future Data Base Mapping Software
While our software package has performed reasonably well in our experimen— 
t3-l environment, it is not suitable for a production data base mapping system. 
Although we spent some time on improving storage patterns to reduce disk access, 
processing relations still takes an unacceptable amount of time. Our system 
lacks a flexible user interface to allow easy, natural specification of retrieval 
requests. In this section we will lay down guidelines for a data base mapping 
system based on our experimental work. These guidelines will cover basic 
capabilities needed and points at which efficiency is important.
7.7.1 Logical Data Structure
We found the entity-relationship model to be a good data structure for the 
mapping process, and recommend its retention. Our design suggestions in this 
category consist mainly of enhancements and attempts to improve generality 
over the implementation we used.
® Retain the entity and relationship model. It is a much more natural 
view of data than the pure relational model while including the 
operations needed for mapping.
• Retain the division into entity sets and relations.
« Provide the ability to restrict the domain of values for each attribute 
type. This will allow improved data control and more consistent dis­
play capabilities.
» Identify attributes by short, mnemonic: names. The use of numeric tags 
is not recommended in a user-oriented system. Longer descriptive 
names should also be available and, preferably, searchable.
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• The use of repeating attributes should either he regularized
(using a hierarchical structure and subscripts to allow repetition 
of a group of attributes together) or eliminated, by moving repeat­
ing data to relations. In the former case the command processor 
should handle attributes with: (1) a single subscript, (2) a
range of subscripts, (3) a list of subscripts and/or ranges, and 
(4) a 'don’t care’' subscript that means "all instances." Also, it 
should be possible to append such a subscript specification to a 
bracketed list of attribute names, meaning that the set of attributes 
is to be considered together at each subscript in the specification. 
In our experience, most repeated attributes would have been handled 
in a relation,
• Entities should have unique names (primary keys), but alternative 
names should be possible via an alias facility. This could be 
implemented by a relation between names and unique keys, or by build­
ing a table of alternative names.
« Relations should consist of n-tuples of entities, with domain and 
role specified for each component of the tuple. Components whose 
values are not entities, but rather values on arbitrary domains, may 
be useful. Thus a relationship between 'CA Condensates' (a data base 
entity) and '370,000' (a number, the annual volume of Condensates) 
could be created without setting up an entity set of numbers.
» Tuples should be allowed to have attributes like those attached to 
entities, as an attribute may describe the relationship between 
entities rather than one specific entity.
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« Improved definition of attribute value domains would simplify in­
corporation of a powerful data abstraction and transformation 
ability.
7.7.2 Physical Data Structure
While the logical data structure for a future mapping system could be 
very much like ours, the physical data structure may be wholly different, depend­
ing on the local environment. We will point out some useful features and imple­
mentation considerations based on our experience, but the implementor must weigh 
them against the constraints of his particular use and resources.
* Entity sets and relations should be stored in a compatible form, 
so that common access routines can be used and so that they can 
be intermingled in files. The user should be able to call up as 
many files as he needs, with an internal directory keeping track of 
which data is in which file.
w The individual user’s "view” of the data should not necessarily in­
clude all the data in the system, The system should be able to 
restrict specific attributes to priveleged users. This could mean 
storing restriction information with each attribute description and 
comparing user numbers, or only allowing access through specific 
programs, or incorporating a ’’data description language” (DDL) which 
could be used to define a particular user’s or program’s window on 
the data. Certainly only a limited number of users should be able 
to write into or alter data files.
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* For update consistency a data class should be able to reject 
maintenance unless the relations refering to it are present, and 
vice versa,
» Internal directories should be built by programs accessing the 
data, to avoid file overhead in searching directories.
• The use of entity and relationship IDs in the storage of tuples 
should be consxdered. Our implementation used physical addresses 
to represent entities in tuples. If maintenance can alter an 
entity set without communicating with all relations in which its 
members occur, use of addresses may cause difficulties. On the 
other hand, use of IDs adds overhead, as the address must be looked
up for each access. A possible compromise is use of a system standard 
declaring that entities and tuples will never be moved and when 
deleted will be replaced by dummies indicating that deletion.
• Individual implementations will have different needs, so the uniform 
multilist structure we used may be replaced by use of inverted lists. 
An entity, for instance, could have an index to the identity and 
location of its attributes instead of the linked list we use. Such 
a change could improve access times significantly in a suitable 
environment.
7.7.3 Access Programs
We believe the distribution of functions among several programs to be useful, 
since different functions are typically used by different people. Thus each user 
only needs to learn a small command set peculiar to his needs. Common, data- 
independent subroutines should be shared by all the access programs.
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• A simple data-entry program suitable for use by an untrained typist 
is essential. Very few options should be available in this program, 
and detailed instructions should be provided as well as data 
consistency checking,
• Update capabilities for entities and relations should be as similar 
as possible and resident in a single program. This editor should
be non-verbose and provide concise, brief command explanations suit­
able for the user who understands the structure of the data base but 
may have momentarily forgotten, for instance, the order of the 
parameters of a given command,
• The access program should provide both pre-programmed functions and 
a flexible query language.
6 The access program should be able to perform some optimization of 
access paths and to determine whether to generate a stored intermediate 
or use a pipelined relation in fulfilling a query
»The query language should be powerful and non-procedural. That is, 
the user should only have to specify what result is desired, not how 
to obtain it. The SEQUEL Language (Cl, C2) is an excellent model, 
and would serve nicely with the addition of a command to generate 
data mappings automatically. This command would have syntax along 
the lines of:
SELECT PATH
BETWEEN element FROM occurs-in AND element FROM 
occurs—in 
VIA conversion 
WITHOUT CYCLES
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Where upper case words are language keywords and lower case words are 
names of domains and relationships. In normal SEQUEL fashion those names 
could be replaced by suitable SELECT expressions defining subsets con­
ditionally. This query language should, in default form, be sufficiently 
wordy to make the light user comfortable, but should allow abbreviated 
commands and terse messages for the experienced user. The SELECT PATH 
command would build a relation, its order determined by the number of 
iterations needed to build the map, of paths from a specified domain to 
another. The relations available for mapping would be specifiable. The 
specification 'WITHOUT CYCLES' would introduce a restriction after each 
iteration, to eliminate paths that have looped back on themselves.
• A powerful listing generator, or listing generator generator, should be 
included in the system. Entity-by-entity and tabulated listings are 
needed, with convenient commands for specifying line formats, number 
display formats, and treatment of continuation lines, among other 
things.
• A powerful data abstraction and transformation program is vital, so 
that the sturcture of the data base can be changed as user needs are 
discovered. A particularly useful transformation involves convert­
ing a particular attribute's values into entities and creation of a 
relation between the entities formerly containing the attribute and 
the new entities that were once its values. The reverse should also
be available.
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0 Common access routines should be used by all programs to build and 
maintain directories, control buffer usage, and provide physical 
access to data in response to calls for logical data items.
Buffers should be allocated to specific uses of specific relations. 
The amount of space given to any function should reflect a reason­
able estimate of the space it needs to avoid thrashing problems.
0 Unary relations should be permitted, as a method of implementing
sets and lists, and a sort capability should be available to reorder 
the members of a relation or the entities of a data class.
* If a mapping system were installed by a data base service center, a 
more specialized access program would be desirable. This would pro­
vide only a limited number of choices to the user and would permanent­
ly store some intermediate path relations, to speed response. Thus 
the chemical ID to chemical ID map (see section 4 ) might be perman- 
®frtly stored and made available to the user by specification of a 
operation code and the source and destination IDs. Such an imple­
mentation would be useful to a search service marketing several 
chemistry data bases. The more flexible, powerful software system 
would remain necessary, for use in creating the stored maps, for 
instance, but would be hidden from the external user. The com­
putational load in generating a map is high, and the service 
probably would not want to incur the added load of allowing the 
customer access to this capability. The limited function mapper 
could be integrated into the service fairly easily, once the data 
had been obtained and the stored map generated.
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7.7.4 Summary
In summary, then, the software support for a mapping system should include 
a powerful query language, an efficient editor, a simple data entry program, 
and flexible output and reformatting capabilities. It should be efficient 
and able to recognize the best way to achieve the results of a query, without 
imposing too high a storage overhead. Such a system would serve admirably, 
it should be noted, for whatever other data base needs an organization might 
have.
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8._____ Summary
The research project entitled "Data Base Mapping Model and Search 
Scheme" was carried out to determine the feasibility of data base mapping 
for facilitating resource sharing in a networking environment. Resource 
utilization would be considerably enhanced if data bases were interconnected 
within a distributed network i.e., if the collection of discrete data bases 
could function as a distributed data base. Among the barriers to the estab­
lishment of such a system are the lack of explicit linkages between data 
bases and the lack of a standard data base format. These two problem areas 
were addressed using the concept of data mapping and a simplified data mapping 
software system.
Major project tasks included: demonstration of the feasibility of using
the mapping of content identifier occurrence and conversion to interconnect 
related data in separate data bases, by generating chemical identifier maps 
for a large group of chemical data bases; the mapping of data elements in 
existing bibliographic data bases and standards to a common heirarchical data 
element structure to determine the potential for automatic conversion of biblio­
graphic data bases to a standard format; the development of the file structure, 
data structure, and set of programs that constitute the DBMMSS experimental 
system; and the development of a set of guidelines for the design of a pro­
duction level mapping system.
Mapping of Chemical Data Bases. The technique of mapping data bases was 
tested by using data bases in the field of chemistry. Chemistry was chosen 
as the test case because the need is great in that field; there are hundreds 
of chemical data bases containing bibliographic/textual information, analytical
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data, physical properties data, test results, etc. associated with chemical 
substances, and there are no connections between them to permit the coordinated 
use of data concerning a single chemical substance but located in multiple 
files. Chemistry represents a "worst case" for data-accessing vocabulary; 
there are literally hundreds of ways of naming or otherwise identifying 
compounds. Different data bases use different identifiers— there is no common 
chemical identifier that can be used to access data in all data bases. By 
determining pairs of data bases having a common chemical identifier, one can 
establish routes, or maps, between and among data bases. If the data bases 
that contain one common identifier contain other identifiers the common 
identifier can serve as a converter to translate one identifier to another 
and the mapping file can function as a synomym locator.
In order to test this mapping concept on chemical data bases we selected 
a set of chemical data bases meeting specified criteria, analyzed the data 
bases to determine their data content and data elements, tagged the data 
elements, and mapped routes between data bases. The data bases had to meet 
several criteria: they had to be in machine-readable form, be searchable by
chemical substance, be currently maintained, and contain information that 
was readily available to us. A total of 161 chemical data bases were selected 
for analysis, tagging, and mapping. The tagging structure used for the 
"Computer-Readable Bibliographic Data Bases— A Directory and Data Source Book" 
was used for these data bases. This scheme consists of 227 tags, divided into 
ten general categories (basic information; producer/generator/distributor 
information; availability and charges for data base tapes; subject matter and 
scope of data on tape; subject analysis and indexing data— including chemical
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identifiers; bibliographic data elements present on tape; tape specifications; 
search programs; data base services offered; and user aids offered by data 
base producers). Analysis determined that the data bases were of three gen­
eral types - bibliographic, numeric, and algorithmic. Of the 161 data bases 
78 were bibliographic, 74 numeric, and 9 algorithmic.
The 161 chemical data bases were found to contain 70 different chemical 
identifiers forming five major groups: (1) nomenclature, (2) registry and
reference numbers, (3) linear notations, (4) fragmentation, and (5) other 
screens. The names of the chemical identifiers and the names of the data 
bases containing them were paired to form two sets of 2-tuples: data base/
identifier (D/C) and identifier/data base (C/D) tuples. Those sets define 
the simple, two-component conversion relations and contain 450 tuples. Two 
concatenation steps were used to generate three-component (D/C/D or C/D/C) 
and four-component (C/D/C/D or D/C/D/C) multi-step conversion relations:
i ’ c i> + < V V — > <J>± > , ^ 2^
i > c i ’ V  + ( W ------ > 0 )1 ,C1 ,D2 ,C2 )
In this last relationship data base functions as a converter to convert
chemical identifier C , obtained from data base D to chemical identifier C_.
1 L A
Not all of the 161 data bases in the study could function as converters 
because some (69) of the data bases contained only one chemical identifier; 
these data bases could participate in maps only as starting point or ending 
point. Of the 70 identifiers identified in the study only 64 participated 
in maps; the other 6 were found in conversion algorithms and did not exist
in any other data base.
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The utility of an identifier is dependent on its availability (the per­
centage of data bases containing it) and its specificity. Some common identi­
fiers have low utility because a given compound has multiple names or a given 
name identifies multiple compounds. The identifier with the highest was 
"Name from Source," but its utility is limited because it is not specific.
The second most common identifier was "Molform"; its utility is also limited 
because molforms are not unique (a molform may apply to multiple compounds). 
The third most frequently occurring identifier was "CAS Registry Number"; it 
was considered to be the most useful because it has high availability and is 
also a unique identifier.
Three-component and four-component maps were built from the 450 C/D or 
D/C 2-tuples. The mapping was done under several broadening assumptions; 
the results are indicative of the general potential of the method, but do 
not predict the precise behavior of an eventual production version of the 
system. To make a feasibility study practical we made simplifying assumptions 
of uniformity of coverage, usage, and access and bidirectionality of maps.
Not all chemical data bases cover the same compounds; many are restricted to 
specific classes of chemicals and there are gross disparities in size that 
indicate corresponding differences in scope of coverage. Not all data bases 
containing a given identifier use that identifier with all compounds; often 
identifiers appear with varying consistency. Not all the data bases would 
be available in a public system; some were proprietary industrial data bases 
included in this study to model the range of resources in use (an industrial 
user in a network might want to use local, proprietary files in coordination 
with public data bases, so this caveat applies only to general public users).
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Final ly , not all maps are bidirectional; many compound:identifier relationships 
are one-to-many, many-to-one, whole-to-part, or part-to-whole, rather than 
neatly one-to-one. In some cases these assumptions would not interfere with 
good results, in other cases their failure might force the use of multiple 
mappings before a successful one is found for a particular compound and data 
base. They should not alter the general success of the technique.
Three-component maps were built from C/D and D/C 2-tuples. Ninety-one of 
the data bases and 68 of the chemical identifiers participated in the 1733 
three-component maps generated. Of these, 9.5% or 67 maps were generated using 
the CAS Registry Number as the starting point. CAS Registry Number mapped 
to 31 of the other 67 chemical identifiers in the three-component maps.
Four-component maps were built in a similar manner. There were 41,814 
four-component (C/D/C/D) maps built by concatenating 2-tuples with common 
Cs and Ds. We did not develop any further maps because the four-component 
maps gave access to 99.35% of the data bases.
CAS Registry Number and Molform each provided the starting point for 
more than 10% of the C/D/C/D maps. With the CAS Registry Number as a 
starting point we mapped into 134 (88.7%) data bases by 4,344 maps. Using 
molforms as the starting point we mapped into 94.7% of the data bases.
Molform might appear to out-perform CAS Registry Number, but Molforms are 
ambiguous and CAS Registry Numbers are not. The only other chemical identifier 
that accounted for more maps than CAS Registry Number was Name from Source, 
but it also is not specific. The CAS Registry Number is the most useful 
chemical identifier for mapping and for conversion.
The data bases we looked at in this mapping study are data bases that 
are distributed throughout the U.S. and Europe, and there is not centralized
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access to them. The 161 do not represent the totality of chemical data 
bases; there are many more. (The data bases we analyzed— except for those 
that are produced by private organizations that did not wish to have them 
listed— are listed together with their descriptive data, in Volume 2 of this 
report.) It would appear that the solution to becoming aware of and gaining 
access to chemical data bases could be solved by development of a distri­
buted network including chemical data bases, a directory containing data 
about them, and a conversion control program for mapping chemical identifiers 
(using conversion tables, conversion algorithms and/or data bases capable 
of performing as translators) to other chemical identifiers. All these 
components may appear in various degrees of centralization and distribution. 
For example, the data bases may all be at the same node as the conversion/ 
control program, at a different node, or spread over many nodes. The same 
is true for other components.
Mapping of Bibliographic Data Bases. The technique of mapping was tested in 
the standardization of data elements in bibliographic data bases. In order 
to test the contention that bibliographic data bases could be broken down 
into their component microelements (the smallest meaningful atomic parts 
of their data elements), and the combined set of microelements from all data 
bases could then be used as building blocks to construct a common structure, 
we analyzed bibliographic data bases and standards for bibliographic data 
bases.
Initially, we selected data bases that met specified criteria. The 
criteria required that they (1) be bibliographic in nature, (2) be publicly 
available, (3) be accompained with sufficient documentation, and (4) that
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some of them adhere to existing standards. In the study the term "standard" 
is used to include not only standards adopted by a national or international 
standards organization but also de facto and quasi standards which are re­
flective of the real-world standards situation.
We analyzed data bases and standards, developed a common structure called 
DBMMSS structure, and mapped the data bases and standards to the DBMMSS 
structure.
A very general framework for categorizing all types of data elements 
associated with bibliographic data bases includes four functional categories: 
(1) availability information, (2) bibliographic description information,
(3) intellectual content, and (4) file processing information. Within this 
framework our DBMMSS structure was developed to cover the elements in the 
bibliographic description group only. The DBMMSS structure encompasses 
three levels: of microelements, intermediate forms, and macroelements. At
the macro level there are five groups of elements: macro 10, originator; 
macro 20, titles of publications; macro 30, dates; macro 40, publisher/location 
of meeting; and macro 50, secondary source. At the intermediate level there 
are 41 groups of elements, and at the micro level there are 167 microelements.
The DBMMSS data element structure was developed because no single format 
known to us encompassed all of the elements required. Two sources did contri­
bute very heavily to the DBMMSS structure— the UNISIST/ICSU-AB Reference 
Manual and ANS Z39.2-1977. In fact, our structure is largely a further break­
down into microelements of the elements contained in these two sources. Evi- 
cence of this is the fact that 50 of the UNISIST elements are broken into 150 
of our micros; similarly 69 of the 99 ANSI elements in the 9 groups of biblio-
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graphic elements defined by ANSI correspond to 67 of the DBMMSS micros. We 
also included 17 micros not covered by elements in the two above sources. 
DBMMSS tag numbers were assigned to all micros and macros.
Data about data bases were acquired and tagged. Data bases selected 
were abstracting and indexing type data bases —  typical of those processed 
by the major online services. Mapping of microelements to intermediate 
elements and to macros was carried out by tagging the elements found in the 
data bases and standards, entering the data into the DBMMSS file, and then 
using the DBMMSS relational data bases software to construct maps. Two 
separate mappings were carried out. In one the data element correspondence 
between data bases and the DBMMSS structure was shown together with machine- 
identifiability. Thirty-nine bibliographic data bases and two standards 
that contained sufficient content description information and machine identi- 
fiability information were included in this mapping. The 39 data bases and 
two standards are all treated as and referred to as data bases. The standards 
are treated as data bases because they imply correspondence between the 
DBMMSS structure and all data bases that adhere to those standards. The stan­
dards treated as data bases are UNIMARC and UNISIST/ICSU-AB. The second 
mapping activity involved mapping four standards to the DBMMSS structure, but 
did not include machine-identifiability information. The"standards" covered 
in this mapping were ANS Z39.2-1977, UNISIST/ICSU-AB, UNIMARC, and NFAIS/FID 
bibliographic elements. A larger number of standards was analyzed but only 
these four were mapped. Machine-identifiability refers to the use of tags, 
fixed fields, and delimiters with data elements. Elements that are locatable 
through any of these means are machine-identifiable and therefore can be
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algorithmically converted from one format to another. The mappings for the 
41 data bases provide data element to DBMMSS structure correspondence to­
gether with an indication of the format for machine-identifiability that is 
associated with each micro or intermediate element found in a given data 
base.
Of the 41 data bases mapped we found that 85% mapped to macro 10,
73% mapped to macro 20, 78% mapped to macro 30, 53% mapped to macro 40, and 
88% mapped to macro 50. Of the 167 DBMMSS microelements, 75% were found in 
at least one of the data bases, and 84% of these were machine-identifiable.
At the microelement level, 64% of the micros can be machine-identified in 
63% of the data bases.
One of the purposes of the study was to propose a feasible bibliographic 
structure for standardizing the definitions and representations of data 
element content designators. Development of a bibliographic structure could 
contribute to the possible achievement of systems which can algorithmically 
identify common data elements in multiple data bases.
DBMMSS File Structure and Software. The DBMMSS system consists of a file 
structure, a collection of data structures, and a collection of programs for 
operating on and manipulating these structures.
The system was developed to be implemented as a test system not a pro­
duction system, Constraints on the design of the test system included; use of 
the DECSYSTEM/10; use of the SAIL language for programming; and the requirement 
that disc accesses be performed in blocks of 128 words. Design requirements 
included: (1) online use of the system; (2) the ability to map data bases—
connect attributes of diverse data bases; (3) editing capabilities that would
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be simple in structure, easy to learn and use, and powerful to permit all 
necessary editing functions on all types of data bases; (4) user access;
(5) simplicity— the test system was to be functional and flexible with no 
attempt being made at developing elegant user interfaces; and (6) a facility 
for transformation of data— this was required anticipating that data structures 
would have to be changed from one form to another as project needs dictated.
The nature of the mapping problem suggested the use of CoddTs rela­
tional model of data. An adaptation of this was employed in which the data 
appearing in relation tuples are in fact references to particular entities, 
which may contain descriptive attributes.
The main features of the DBMMSS relational data base are that real- 
world entities are modelled by entities in the system and are described by 
attributes, and that relationships among entities are modelled by relations 
in the system. Thus a data base might be represented by an entity of class 
"data base" and might be connected by the relation "Data base producer" to 
an entity of the class "organization" representing the firm producing it.
The roles "Data base produced" an^ "Producing organization" might be associated 
with the entities of that relation.
The basic relational operations "join", "project", and "re­
strict" are implemented. Boolean operations were included in the accessing 
programs. The basic data structure used in implementing the DBMMSS was 
the linked list or chain. A data file consists of a chain of data classes, 
each of which is a chain of entities, each of which is a chain of attri­
butes, and a relation file consists of a chain of relations, each of which 
is a chain of members.
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The DBMMSS includes programs to handle the basic functions of data 
entry (including both source data entry and data conversion), data manip­
ulation, and data access and display; a number of utility programs to perform 
special processing functions such as merging files and generating listings; 
and a heirarchy of shared subroutines to simplify systems maintenance.
The DBMMSS software package sufficed for our experimental purposes but 
would not be suitable for a production level system. A result of the study 
was the establishment of guidelines for a production level data base mapping 
system. The guidelines cover the logical data structure, the physical data 
structure, and access programs. The entity-relationship model is recommended 
for the logical data structure, with nine specified enhancements to improve 
generality over the implementation we used. The physical data structure 
would depend on the local computing environment in which mapping was imple­
mented. We have suggested six features and implementation considerations that 
should be taken into account in deciding upon the physical data structure.
The software support should include a powerful query language, an efficient 
editor, a simple data entry program, and flexible output and reformatting
capabilities.
